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LOCAL AFFAIRS.

March. His father lived on the Bayside
road; he learned the ship-carpenter's
trade, and moved to Cleveland m I860.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.
An aunt, Mrs. Emeline Holt, is living on
H B Phillips—Skins and fur wanted.
the original March homestead.
ME. Situation wanted.
W. F. Emery will preach in the MethoA I Richardson—New grocery store.
Burrill N&’l Bank.
dist church Sunday, Feb. 27, morning and
LITTLE DROPS OF WATER Obland,
Mb;
afternoon, at 10.30s and 3. Morning subHerbert W White—Caution notice.
wonderful to think, make up the
mighty South
ject, “Christian Liberty.” Afternoon
Mb:
Portland,
ocean. Not more
strange, though, than
address, “The Comforts of God.” No
House for sale.
accumulated wealth. It’s all made up of
evening service.
Binghamton, N Y:
savings.
Standard Dress Goods Co—Lady wanted.
Mrs. Henry L. Russell and family left
last week to join Mr. Russell in Warren,
LITTLE BY LITTLE
SCHEDULE OP MAIL8.
where he has purchased a grocery busiAT BLLBWOBTH POSTOFFICE.
»n account
ness.
grows at our bank. Get a
During their residence here Mr.
In
Oct.
1909.
effect
4,
bank book and start an account tor
and Mrs. Russell and their daughters,
your
Misses Carrie and Lillian, have made
child, and later on it will buy a college
MAILS BBCBIVBD.
education or a business.
Prom West-7.18 a m; 4.28 and 6.08 p m.
many friends, who sincerely regret their
From East—11.07 a m; 12.05, 5.55 and 10.22 p m. departure.
We pay 4 per cent, on Savings.
MAIL CLOSBB AT POSTOFFICB.
The farmers' institute, announced to be
Going West—10.45. 11.30. a m; 5.80 and 9 pm.
held in Ellsworth on March 15, has been
Liberal interest on check ac- Going East—6.30 a m; 4 and 5.30 p m.
Hon.
No Sunday mail. Postofflce open on Sunday postponed until Tuesday, March 29.
counts.
A. W. Gilman, commissioner of agriculfrom 9 to 10 a m.
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FAIR opened with

in constant danger of loss by lire. Then, too. if you are known
have money in the house, it is a constant temptation to thieves.
Ilou much better to place your savings in the care of a trustworthy
institution like ttie Eastern Trust, where you not only receive
absolute protection, but constant interest, compounded semi-annual iy. Our by-mail methods make banking easy f >r everybody.
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offer you at the lowest rates.
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Real Estate and Insurance
C.'W. & F. L. MASON
FOR SALE
on the Surry Hoad about 2 miles from Ellsworth. 2 1-2 story
10 finished rooms, larjre barn, well fitted. Wood shed, carriage house, hennery,
<i repair
Ab -ut so acres ol land, large part of which is In good condition lor cultivation.
ns ot hay which could be
easily doubled. Large wood lot. Would make a beautiful
so i,n r. home,
Tieasaiitiy situated and ruts line shore privilege on sheltered cove, at the outlet ol
I n on mer. a rare bargain. Trice upon application.
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on or
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before March 1
bear inter-

of the value of sulphur is undoubtupon experience, and
it has been known to the
medical
profession 2,000 years. Its use cleanses
the system of all scrofulous affections
and clears the complexion. It is good
in Chronic Rheumatism, particularly
tor those having a gouty tendency.

begins to

edly founded

est at that time. This
bank has paid 73 reg-

semi-annual
dividends since beginning business in
ular

1*73.
*

Hancock Co. Savings Bank,

?

|

16 State st„

niture from the room or raising auy dust.
Operated from any electric light socket-,
“.rices very reasonable. Demonstrationsgiven if desired.

George
130 Water

The funeral of Mrs. Sarah E. Partridge
took place at her home on Main street
last Friday afternoon, Rev. S. W. Sutton
officiating. There was a very large attendance of relatives
and friends. Among
relatives present from out of town were:
Mrs. Maria Howell and Mrs. C. A. Lyon,
of Bangor, and Seth T. Campbell and
wife, of Island Falls. The pall-bearers
w’ere George
A. Parcher, John P.
Eldridge, A. W. Greely and A. I. Saunders.

friends.

Seth T. Campbell and wife, of Island
Falls, were in Ellsworth last week, to
kttend the funeral of Mrs. Sarah E.

Partridge.
Fullerton Merrill and wife, of Bangor,
guests yesterday of Harry L. Crabtree
and wife. Mrs. Merrill and Mrs. Crabtree
are sisters.
were

Hollis C. Joy, of Boston, with his wife,
ind Mrs. C. H. Knox, of Chester, Mass.,
came to attend the funeral of their father,
Lfelvin P.

Joy.

A. I. Richardson has opened hi9 new
grocery store in the building erected by
him on upper Main street, adjoining the

factory building.
Among the farewell parties given last
week to the RussMls before their deparsoap

Warren was a “cobweb” in honor
of Miss Lillian last Saturday evening, by
Miss Margaret King.
ture for

The board of registration will be in
session at the aldermen’s room on March
1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 from 9 a. m. to 1 p. m., 3 to 5
Registration of
p. m., and 7 to 9 p. m.
voters will close at 5 p. m., March 4.
Clerk-of-Courts John F. Knowlton, a
member of the committee on laws, and
William E. Whiting, as delegate from
Ellsworth lodge, attended the meeting of
the grand lodge, A. O. U. W., in Augusta
last week.
An interested visitor in Ellsworth for a
few days this week was Maynard Hale
Murch, a bond broker, of Cleveland, Ohio.
It was the first time Mr. Murch had ever
been in Ellsworth, the home of his grandfather, Nathaniel Murch, and the early
home of his father, the late Maynard H.
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JUST
RECEIVED

BOOT and SHOE
REPAIRING
All kinds of Rubber Work warranted
Main St., Ellsworth

B. Jameson,

St.,

third.

Little Charlotte Whitcomb celebrated
her sixth birthday last Monday afternoon
by entertaining a number of her little

Wm. W. Brooks

Harin* purchased a Santo Vacuum
Electrical Cleaner, I am prepared to do
nou*e cleaning without removing the fur-

over

Ellsworth, Me.

Staples

Cor. Main and Hancock Sts.

Home Cooking Neatly Served.
Pure Spring Water Served with Meals.

Music Store

A new lot of Berri

Beautiful Azaliai

Lorraine Begonias

OPENING
New, Clean

Qroceries, Provisions, Flour Con*
fectlonery, Tobacco, Cigars,
prices; STRICTLY CASH, at
store, Main St*, near soap factory

at lowest
iny

new

This is

Olive Oil.

the best Oil made;
it

costs

a

little

than

common

Good.

the

Oil but it

is worth the difference.

Price 65 cents

a

pint, $1.25

quart.

LARfiE PURCHASES DELIVERED.

Telephone 43.

electrical

WORK

Pull Lines of

FIXTURES.
Eaiasits m Wlriai i»S Sappllu CkMrfslIj aino.
ANDREW M. MOOR.
..
E»tey Building, Slate St.,
Kllawortti.

Sold

only by

E. G. MOORE,

and

WIRING.

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
AND

A. I. RICHAR080N.

ELLSWOKTH

Steam Laundry and Bath Rooms.
•WO

PAY

*

NO

WA8HIR."

All kinds of laundry work done at abort notice.
Goods called tor and delivered.

H. B. E8TEY A CO.,
Ellsworth. Me
Estey Building. State St,

Harry Graves, of Lamoine, recently held
under fl,000 bonds on the charge of arson
it being alleged that he set fire to the barn
of Fred M. Austin at North Lamoine, will
have to furnish an additional fl,000 to
secure his release from the county jail.
Another charge of the same kind, accusing
him of setting fire to the barn of Capt.
John O. Kief, has been preferred against
him. Saturday probable cause was found,
and he was bound over on this charge for
the April term under fl,000 bonds.
The Ellsworth reunion to be held in
Boston next Friday evening, promises to
be, in point of attendance, the largest one
The Maine Central has made
ever held.
a round-trip fare, tickets good from Feb.
21 to March 1, of $9.60, but in order to
secure this rate, at least twenty-five tickets
must be sold. Among those from here
who propose to attend are Judge J. B.
Redman, James A. McGown, E. E. Brady,
John P. Eldridge and wife, Col. C. C. Burrill, Mrs. Lorenzo Jordan, Miss Louise W.
Eppes, Henry M. Brown, Sidney A. Goodwin and wife, George
P. Woodward,
Patrick H. Bresnahan.
The older residents of Ellsworth who
Mrs. Emily Fay Sanger, will
regret to learn of her death at Brookline,
Mass., Feb. 15, at the age of seventy-three
years and six months. Mrs. Sanger was
the daughter of Sabin and Caroline Fay
Pond, and was born in Boston. A large
part of her youth was spent on the old
Pond homestead in Ellsworth, and for
thirty years she lived in Bangor where she
is remembered for her goodness of
character, her efforts in charitable work
and her agreeable social qualities. She
in founding in Ellswas instrumental
worth a library which has developed into
the present Ellsworth public library. She
is survived by two sons—Dr. E. B. Sanger,
of Bangor, and Sabin Pond Sanger, of the
banking firm of Curtis & Sanger, of
Boston, whose home is in Brookline.
remember

W. True worthy, of this city, has
in his possession an interesting document
in the shape of an auditor's report for the
city of Ellsworth for the year ending
March 21, 1868. It is of special interest as
compared with the present reports of the
city finances. This report for the entire
year occupies a single sheet of paper, 8x14
inches in size. The last city report occupied something like seventy pages. The
total amount of orders drawn in the year
ending March 21, 1868, was |17,646.08. The
financial statement showed $6,200 due on
notes;
$1,500 on outstanding orders;
$3,078.40 on poor account; $2,324.55 on
contingent account, and $717.20 on insane account
a
total of $13,820.15 of
liabilities. The assets (tax deeds and unpaid taxes) amounted to $10,264.65, leaving
a balance against the town of $3,555.50.
J.
T. Grant was the auditor.
—

Now In full bloom at the

CLL8WORTH QREENHOU8I.

WITH

US.

UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

gest Ever”.

Willis

more

Eat at Butler’s

MORE THAN 8,000
depositors, you are invited TO OPEN
AN
ACCOUNT

ture, will be present. Prof. E. F. Hitchings, State entomologist, will make the
principal address, the general topic of the
institute being “Orcharding”.
There will ly a Salvation army cottage
meeting at 7.30 this evening at the home
of Mrs. Stevens, No. 8 Hancock street.

ing.

Now is thi time to try my SULPHUR AND
CREAM OF TARTAR LOZENGES.

PARCHER’S PHARMACY.
HOUSE CLEANING WITHOUT DUST.

HA8 NOW

Young people’s meeting at 4 p. m.
Thursday afternoon, in Army hall. Other
meetings in the hall Thursday and Saturday at 8 p. m. Sunday services at Baylays.
side grange hall, 10.30 a. in.; Army hall,
Mrs. Hiram Leavenseller, of Orrington,
sword bearer; George E. Davis,
3 p. ra., topical meeting, leader, Mrs. Bimmer,
s the guest of her
Mrs.
F.
W.
warden.
niece,
F. W. Billington, who was
Capt. Scott; evening at 7.30.
Rollins.
appointed sentinel, being out of the city,
The Odd Fellows’ district convention
was
L. F. Giles and Harry W. Haynes are
not installed. Music was furnished
will take place Friday of this week.
during the evening by the male quartet
getting out lumber for a camp to be built
There will be afternoon and
evening and by Tito, Rossello pianist. After the
it Beech Hill pond, Otis.
sessions, with suppers at 6 o’clock and installation dancing was enjoyed with
M. Y. Me Gown and family have moved
midnight. In the afternoon the initiatory music by Kelley’s
orchestra, of Bar Har;o the Stratton house on Lincoln street,
degree will be exemplified by Grindstone bor.
racated by Henry L. Russell.
lodge, of Winter Harbor, and the first
The members of the F. F. E. club will
ELLSWORTH REUNION.
degree by Island lodge, of Bar Harbor.
entertain a party of friends at Embert C. In the evening Bluehill lodge will work
Osgood’s camp at Patten’s pond this even- the second degree and Bangor lodge the All Indications Point to the t( Big-

MAINE.

ELLSWORTH,

OP NED 724 NEW AOOOUNTS
DURINQ THE YEAR 1909, AND

Mrs. G. P. Dutton, who is spending the
■vinter in Augusta, is in the city for a few

t,.

BANQOR, flAINE.

boost

rest of the week!

are

Eastern Trust &

big

Now BOOST for the

yesterday.

at Home

Savings Kept

a

FOOD

THE UNION TRUST CO. of ELLSWORTH

Druggist.
Cor. opp. Post Office.
flail orders a

Specialty.

a

The gatherBoston, Feb. 22 (special)
ing at the fifth annual reunion of the Ellsworth reunion association next
Friday
evening in Paul Revere hall, Mechanics’
to
be
the
building, promises
largest and
most representative ever held.
—

More than a score who have never attended one of these delightful reunions
are coming to Boston from other towns for
no other reason than to join the happy

throng

on

states.

The reunion committee wishes the Ellsfood fair only the best of luck, but
hopes a good many of the present residents of Ellsworth will take advantage of
the special railroad rates and will be wdth
their old frfends on the 25th.
Mrs. C. E. Bullard, president of the
association, is a great believer in coming
worth

early to these reunions and staying .late.
So she will have the doors open at 7

o’clock,

and she hopes everyone who can
will come, rain or shine, and have a good
time. Probably there are about 500 who
will come, regardless of the
weather,
and that means the biggest reunion yet
held.

All the arrangements are more than satisfactory. The final meeting of the committee was held Monday evening at Dr.
Davis’.

caterers will

The

Rowe Carriage Factory Badly Dam-

aged Friday Night.
The carriage factory of Elmer E. Rowe
on School street was badly damaged by
fire last Friday night, together with a
number of carriages and sleighs,
and valuable patterns.

large

The fire started about 10 o’clock, near
building. The wood-

the front of the

working room was in that end of the
building, and a large amount of inflammable material afforded the fire rapid
progress.
The front

part of the building was
practically gutted, but the back part was
not badly damaged.
Many sleighs in the
repository, which occupied the entire
northern half of the building, were completely destroyed, and those in the rear
were badly damaged.
Mr. Rowe estimates his loss at about

There will be guests from all the nearby cities of Massachusetts, from all parts
of Hancock county, and from several other

be

Weston &

|4,000. There was an insurance of |3,200
on building and stock.
The origin of the fire is unknown. There
was a stove in the wood-working
shop
some distance back from the front
doors,

but from the appearance of the charred
seems to have started
close to the front doors.
The Rowe carriage factory was establish sd some thirty-six years ago, and is
well known throughout eastern Maine*
This is the first fire loss it has ever suffered.
As soon as the insurance is adjusted, Mr*
Rowe will make the necessary repairs on
the building.

woodwork, the fire

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Sidney Moore is ill of measles.
Lottie Mitchell is ill of gastric fever.
Mrs. Albion Wood is visiting in Boston*
Mrs. Lyman DeWitt has been visiting
relatives at Bar Harbor and Hull’s Cove.

William Luckings and wife, of Bar HarFoss, and they promise to outdo all their
predecessors. Mr. Poole will provide one bor, are visiting Howard McGown and
of the best orchestras in Boston, and will wife.
conduct it himself. There will be a large
The community was saddened Tuesday
number of members in charge of the ballby the death at Lynn, Mass., of Mrs,
room to see that everyone has a good time.
Lizzie Higgins, in her seventy-ninth year.
She had been in failing health for the
past
Caucuses.
Party
winter, and her death was not unexpected.
for
caucus
the
nomination
The republican
Mrs. Higgins was born here, the daughter
of mayor will be held at Hancock hall Fri- of the late Peter and
Polly McGown, and
3
o’clock.
The
caucuses
day afternoon, at
spent most of her life here, where she
for
the
nomination
3
and
5
of wards 1, 2,
was held in great esteem.
She leaves one
of ward tickets will immediately follow. daughter, Cora
LlewN., and three sons
Ward 4 will hold its caucus at North Ellsellyn and Herbert, of Massachusetts, and
worth.
Edwin, of Los Angeles, Cal. She is also surThe democratic caucus w'ill be held Fri- vived by eight brothers and two sisters—
day evening at 7.30, at Hancock hall.
Jeremiah McGown, of Brunswick; Fredt
Cyrenus, Stephen and Sabin McGown,
—

Mt. Desert Man Lost?
The schooner George E. Prescott, of
Rockland, which sailed from Portland
Feb. 11, lumber laden, was found bottom
up off the Massachusetts coast last Wed-

nesday.
posed to

The

crew

of

been

have

four
lost.

men

The

are

mate

supwas

Arthur Tinker, aged twenty-five, of Mt.
Desert. The schooner was commanded by
Capt. E. D. Crowley, of Jonesport.
ELLSWORTH

and Miss

Delia McGown and Mrs. Emma

Simmons,

all of

Massachusetts; Francis,

William and Walter McGown, of this
place. Funeral services were held at her
home in Lynn Wednesday. The remains
were brought here, where services were
held in the church Thursday afternoon,
Rev. Henry W. Conley officiating.
Interment was in the family lot.

LAKEWOOD.

FALLS.

Miss Hattie Cook is visiting her sister,
Mrs. Charles Phillips, in Lewiston.

Mrs. Charles Garland remains in poor
health.

Ralph Sargent is getting out
supply of spool wood for market.
employed for several
Scott Moore has been loading
months by C. T. Berry.
Ellsworth Falls w’ith poplar cut
Miss Eugenie Salsbury returned home lot here.
last week from Bangor, where she has
been visiting with relatives.
COMING EVENTS.

a

John H. Dyer is home from Portland,

where he has

good

been

Charles H. Leslie is home from Bar Harbor, called here by the illness of his
mother, Mrs. Alexander Rogers.

cars
on

at
his

ELLSWORTH.

Hancock

hall,

Feb.

22-26-Food

fair

Admission, 10 cents.
Martin E. Salsbury cut his knee badly
Friday, Feb. 25, at Ellsworth— District
last Wednesday while chopping in the
convention of Odd Fellows.
woods at

The officers of Blanquefort commandery,
K. T., were installed Monday evening by
Past Grand Eminent Commander Justice
A. W. King, with J. W. Nealley as grand
marshal, and Rev. W. F. Emery as grand
A supper was served at 6.30,
prelate.
followed by card playing until 8.30, when
the installation took place. The following
officers were installed: John O. Whitney,
J. A. Haynes,
eminent commander;
generalissimo; HarvardC. Jordan, captaingeneral; Thomas E. Hale, prelate; William
L. Pierce, senior warden; Edgar Trussell,
junior warden; Edward F. Robinson,
treasurer; Melvin 8. Smith, secretary;
Marks Hertz, standard bearer; John H.

Friday evening.

A BAD FIRE.

Otis.

He

Saturday.
Eugene P. Grindell,

w’as

brought

home

ho has been home
several weeks nursing a fractured elbow
sustained by a fall on the ice, has returned
to his work in Lynn, Mass.
w

Thursday, March 10, at Ellsworth—Masonic district convention.
Tuesday, March 29, at Hancock hall—
Farmers’ institute by Maine department
of agriculture, under auspices of Ellsworth board of trade. Subject : “Orchard-

Bert Carlisle, one of the well-known and ing.”
popular young men of Missoula, and Miss
REUNIONS.
Lula Ryan, also of the “Garden City”,
were married yesterday afternoon at the
Friday evening, Feb. 25, at Paul Revere
parsonage of St. Paul’s Methodist Episco- hall, Mechanics’ building, Boston—Ellapal church. Rev. J. R. Ramsey officiated. worth reunion. Tickets, 50 cents.
The w'edding was preformed in the presof relatives and immediate friends
After a wedding dinner the young
couple left on a brief wedding trip, expecting to return to Missoula in a few'
days. They will reside in Missoula.
Helena (Mont.) Independent, Jan. 19.

ence

only.

—

STATE.

April 20-25, at Knight Memorial Methodist church, Calais—East Maine annual
conference.
Bishop W. A. Quayle, of
Oklahoma, presiding.

EDITED

Prayer Meeting Topio For the Week
Boginning Feb. 27, 1910.

BT “AU»T

MADGE".

/1§ Motto: “Helpful and HopeftU.”
Christ winning our nation.—
Topic.
bake x, 1-17. Comment by Hev. Sherman
Tbe purposes of this column »re succinctly
EL Doyle, D. D.
stated In the title and motto—It Is for the mutual
Ip this paragraph selected for our
'benefit, and alias to be helpful and hopeful
study Luke describes the sending out Being for the common good. It Is fer tbe com
of seventy disciples, who, two by two, mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of Inand suggestion, a medium for the in|bere to precede Christ into the towns formation of
Ideas. In this capacity It solicits
fend cities into w'hich He was to fol- terchange
communications, and Its success depends largely
Christ
occasions
other
On two
low.
on the support given it in this respect. Combad sent forth the twelve, but this is munications must be signed, but the name of
Luke
not one of these occasions, for
writer will not be printed except by permission
records both events. This was an in- Communications will be subject to approval or
went
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
creased number and probably
reason. Address
before Christ into the places He was will be rejected without good
all communications to
to enter on His last journey from GaliThe American,
lee to Jerusalem. The twelve were the
Ellsworth, Me.
official apostles and accompanied the
Saviour. The seventy were selected
“Every dog must have his day,” and
disciples. They remind us of the lay- surely as but one dog has been admitted to
men’s missionary movement of today, the M. B. circle, that dog should have
In which thousands of men who are
space in the column one week in which to
not ordained to the ministry have record his
auto-biography; though on acjoined themselves together to make a count of his dislike to motor cars he would
gigantic effort to win the world for prefer that we omit the word “auto” in
were
men
These seventy
Christ.
connection with his life history. I have
therefore to go before Christ to teach in
my possession a picture of this same
of Him and to prepare the way for
“Teddy R.” doing one of th^ many tricks
His coming.
Through their efforts for which he is famous.
many would receive Christ before He
Some of the readers of the M. B. column
came, and in the hearts of others the
may not be especially fond of the canine
seed would be planted and made ready
family, but they will find the morals
to accept the Christ when He himself drawn from
Teddy’s various experiences
should appear. This work was not to
very aptly apply to “humans.”
be done on foreign fields, but among
Tkddy R.’s Letter.
the Jews, and was therefore home uear /twm
jinuur.
missions, and if we follow the injuncWhen I learned that you had accepted me
tions here laid down it will resnlt in into your family of Mutuals, I was so glad
Christ winning our nation.
that I jumped up and down and then ran
uui
uauuu.
auuuiu
nut
around the house three times barking, “bow,
VUU9L
win It He needs but to be presented wow, wow,” which in your tongue would be
to the people throughout our land In “Dear Aunt Madge, Dear Aunt Madge".
I was adopted and brought to Sorrento
the proper way. He Himself says. “I,
about two and one-half years ago. I will give
If I be lifted up. will draw all men
you a short history of my dog life here, if you
unto Me,” and again, "As Moses lifted
will accept it. I am pleased that my lines fell
up the serpent In the wilderness, even in such a pleasant place, where I have play
ao must the Son of Man be lifted up
to make life worth
enough
living. I
that whosoever believeth in Him love to run around on the pebbled shores
should not perish, but have eternal and chase the sandpipers, then to dive into
life.”
It is the duty of American the water and swim up and down the shore in
the cooling water. I think this must be the
Christians to uphold Christ before
identical spot where the red man paddled his
nation and He will win it unto Him.
canoe and wooed and won his dusky bride.
This duty rests upon us in our local
When I first came here I was frightened at
Christian work. In the vicinity of all what I saw. I
thought it was some horrid
our churches there are many whom
beats carrying off a roan. 1 could see his legs
Christ has not won. Let us follow the and arms going up and down as if he was in
example of the seventy and, going out agony trying to get away from him. I ran up,
two by two for cooperation and sym- and just as I was about to catch hold of the
pathy, hold Him up before those about man's leg to liberate him, he looked at me,
then yelled “get out” so loud that I was glad
us. In addition to this personal work
as soon as I could.
at home, we should send missionaries to get out just
Sometimes 1 bring in my pail and they put
In whatever way possible throughout
my dinner in it, and I carry it out to eat. I
•very part of the land where Christ would like to sit up to the table and eat with
has not been lifted up.
them, but they say “you drool’’. Drool! I
Christ can win our nation. If He be guess my mouth is as clean as a tobaccoproperly presented to the people the chewer’s, and I know that my breath is as
hearts of the vast majority will be sweet as that of some old tobacco-pipe
won by Him.
There Is no greater at- disciples.
I stand by to take the mail matter when it
tractive power or personality in the
is brought to the door and carry it into the
world than Jesus Christ, and If some
house. I think.the mail man thinks a great
are not attracted to Him the fault lies
deal of me. for he is a rickety old fellow who
In them and not In Him. A magnet don’t like to get out of his carriage unless he
attracts steel, but not lead, but the
I went down to the orchard one night to see
magnet is the same In each case. The
difference Is in the lead. The cross of if any boys were after Uncle D’s apples and I
Christ is related to men In the same saw a strange looking object up in a tree. He
had lots of quills sticking behind his ears. I
way. It attracts all men equally, and
he might be an editor or someone
and others do not thought
While some
—

respond

connected with the editorial staff of The
Americas. So going a little nearer to him, I
asked, “My dear sir, are you an editor or the
printer’s devil.’’ At that time something
struck me in face, leaving twelve quills in my
nose. I came home in great pain. When Uncle
saw me he got his pincers and pulled them all

the difference is not In the attractiveness of the cross, but in the hearts of
those attracted and of those repelled.
It is ours to uplift the cross. With
the acceptance or rejection of it we
have nothing to do. That responsibility rests upon those who bear.
ue

xcapuuf*uiuu>

ui

vui

uauuu

some

AFTER
FOURYEARS

This column is devoted to the Grange, especially to the granges of Hancock county.
The column is open to all grangers for the
discussion of topics of general interest, and
for reports of grange meetings. Make letters
short and concise. All communications must
be signed, but names will not be printed except by permission of the writer. All communications will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none will be rejected without
good

OFJSERY

Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound
For four years
misery to me. X suffered

Baltimore, Md.

my life was a

—

irregulari-

from
ues.

rernBie

tri'i?

unig-

sensations,

extreme nervousness, and that all
(rone feeling in mv
stomach.
I had
given up hope of
ever

LyjL
given

recommending

me. and 1 am
mv friends.”—Mrs.

it

W. S. Ford,
to all
2207 W. Franklin St., Baltimore, Md.
The most successful remedy in this
country for the cure of al! forms of
female complaints is, Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegetable Compound. It has
stood the test of years and to-day is
more widely and successfully used than
any other female remedy. It has cured
thousands of women who have been
troubled with displacements, inflammation, ulceration, tibroid tumors, ir-

regularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-down feeling, flatulency,
indigestion, and nervous prostration,
that

after all other means had tailed.
If you are suffering from any of these
ailments, don't give up hope until you
have given Lydia E. Plnkham’s Vegetable Compound a trial.
If you would like special advice
write to Mrs. 1’inkhain, Lynn,
Mass- for it. She has guided
thousands to health, free of

charge.
Sometimes Gen Chaff and Col. Spot
to play with me. We play until
We never
we get tired, then they go home.
qrarrel. Indeed, I would think it to be a disgrace to me to get into a dog fight, since I belong to the Mutuals.
I wish all the John’s and everyone else who
raise dogs would raise only.the most intelligent kinds; then by taking pains, teach them
and elevate their characters so they might
throw off that horrid stigma, “worthless,
sheep-killing curs,” and become man’s useful and most loving and affectionate pets.
Now I will close this ill-written letter. After
getting some one to sign my name, I will make
my mark with my longest toe nail.
Tbddy Roosevelt, Jr.
his (X) mark
by Uncle Dudley.
with.

come

over

Dell sends

as

the following letter of

en-

of
another interested reader of the column,
and thank her for the recipes. To close
have the poem
this week we will
last. Alexia sent it, and it occurred to me
some of the M. B’s. who are also grangers

couragement,

might

and

we are

glad

to know

find it suitable to read at

one

of

their meetings.
We are sorry to hear that our appreciated
Sister B. still continues ill. We hope to
hear that she is improving.
Dear Aunt

reason.

Madge:

Perhaps I came too often, but a good word
folk's business.”
I have lots of fun with the rabbits. I would for the column brings me this time. A few
days ago I received a letter from Mrs. Vesta
not kill one, but I love to see them just skip
when they think I am going to catch them. (Freethy) Moody, of Holyoke, Mass., who has
One day, while coming out of the wood I saw been away from Surry thirty years. She
a pretty creature.
I thought it might be a said, “I read The American every week. It
fairy queen, as I have often dreamed of them. keeps me in touch with my old home, and I
She wore a pretty fur coat with a white stripe enjoy the M. B. column very much. Have
down the middle of it. I thought I would taken many good receipes from it.’*
She sent two, which I will enclose. She
make acquaintance with her, so bowing very
knew the
low, I said, “Good afternoon, marm.” She j wishes, like many others, she
turned around and standing on her high-heel names of all, I have invited her to visit me
will
she
come
at
a time to
next
!
year. Hope
boats, she gave me one of the most scornreunion. Litttle do we know who
ful and malignant
and as
I attend the
looks,
It always
turned away, I was struck in the side of the we reach by our feeble efforts.
gives me pleasure when these words of
head with a volley, and
oh my! What a
I
know it must Aunt
smell! I thought she had eaten as much of appreciation come, as
the extract of onion as could be raised on a
and
As
to
we are well and
John,
myself
ten-acre onion patch.
I went home quite ashamed of myself. busy every hour. I must write and see what
When Uncle saw what had happened to me, ails Aunt Maria. 8ister B. is still a prisoner
he got water, soap and amonia and washed off in her room; can’t even get to the telephone,
all he could. “Now, Teddy,” he said, “never which is just over her bed. I have been to see
Dell.
seek acquaintance with strangers if you do her.
Mrs. Moody’s Sponge Cake—Two eggs, one
not know who they are”.
one
one-half
and
one
flour,
sugar,
cups
Most of my lime I am lying at the hitching cup
teaspoon baking powder, vanilla and salt to
post where I can see all who come along. ; taste; add one cup hot milk and beat well.
When I see a fine-looking team with a young
Chocolate Frosting—One
cup frosting
lady and gentleman its occupants, with their sugar, one teaspoon butter, two tablespoons
chocalate one teaspoon vanilla; let a little
smiling faces turned toward each other as if cream come to a boil and beat it in. It will
in earnest conversation, and if I think they not harden as some frostings do.
aie going to call to get a drink of water or a
bunch of sweet peas, then I bark a little to
A COMMON DAY.
give Aunt a chance to brush up her hair What day was most happy in all my life;
before she goes to the door to answer their | What most with sorrow and suffering rife?
call, and sometimes Uncle D. may be at work Ah! to tell of them would be hard for me,
in the garden with his hat, coat and shoes Though so fresh they gather in memory;
off. So I give hiih a chance to get
his ’Tis only for pencil of mine to portray
regalia on before they see him.
The joys and fears of the common day.
When Mr. Jake drives up I keep lookout The common day on the dear old farm,
for him to see that his fingers don’t stick to Where hands are busy and hearts are warm,
Auntie's copper boiler, or to Uncles old ’Tis a farmer's kitchen, wide and clean,
rubber boots. And I keep my eye on Mr. The fire, new lit, crackles its bars between,
Jake that he don’t mistake Uncle for a sack The mother moves swiftly to and fro
of old rags and put him on his cart.
In her dress of plain, dark calico.
The worst feature at Sorrento is the autos. Her hand is light and her eye is mild,
Last summer there were eight here.
They do And her smile like that of a little child.
not think that a dog has any rights that
they She turns the bacon, and cuts the bread.
are bound to respect.
I have a license to go And a quaint old tune runs through her head,
at large, and I think that a part of the road- “When the wind blows, the blossoms fall,
way belongs to me. Uncle says that he
But a good God reigns over all.”
would give $ 100 to a fund that could be used
’Tis a simple creed of a trusting heart,
to totally and
annihilate them.
eternally
But it holds while years and hopes depart,
There are not many dogs here for me to
play
So she sings as she works, and sings again,
And
goes to the doorstep to call the men,
Many requests from Catarrh sufferers who
Clear and strong is her voice alway,
use atomizers have caused us to
pnt up
Liquid Cream Balm, a new and convenient That led the choir on a long gone day.
And the good man hears, and smiles to hear
form of Ely’s Cream (Balm, the only
remedy
sweet voice that then was dear,
for Catarrh which can* always be
depended The same,
his boys, and they gather in
on. In
power to allay
inflammation, to And he calls
cleanse the clogged air-passages, to promote With joke, and whistle, and merry din.
free, natural breathing, the two forms of And the fragrant coffee is qnaffed in haste.
Cream Balm are alike. Liquid Cream Balm For October days have no hoars to waste,
the huskers are out with rising sun,
is sold by all druggist for 75 cents,
including And
spraying tube. Mailed by Ely Bros., 56 And scarce when he sets is their labor done.
Warren Street, New York.
’Tis a busy life, you will say; ’tis so;
And a happy life, as their faces show.
A SAFEGUARD TO CHILDREN.
And the clear, pure air, and their healthy toil,
Shall make them the Lords of the virgin soil,
“Our two children of sixfand eight
yeai
have been since infancy subject to colds an
Tho’ they labor till dark, and from early morn,
croup. About three years ago I started 1
Who so proud a king on his load of corn;
use Foley s Honey and Tar, and it has nev<
failed to prevent and core these troubles,
His sons and daughters around him stand
is the only medicine I can
the
Like a bulwark, for borne and for native land.
get
children 1
take without a row.” The above from W. <
life of toil, when ’tis past away,
His
Ornstein, Green Bay, Wis., duplicates the ei
Shall show us the force of the common day.
perience of thousands of other
users
<
Foley’s Honey and Tar. G. A. Parchkr.
—By Ella T. C., low a.

HEADINGS.

_

No Longer an Apology Needed.
Rev. W. \V. Rogers in his farewell
address at Sydney as president of the
New South Wales union, speaking on
Christian Endeavor's progress, said:
“Christian Endeavor has no longer
to apologize for itself or to justify its
It reexistence as an innovation.
mains for us to maintain that justification which w’e have won by loyalty
to the first principles. Christian Endeavor had a hard battle to enter some
churches. It has not yet entered some.
There was a negro in one of the southern states of America named Rastus,
who wanted to enter the church and
He
asked permission of the pastor.
said, 1 think you had better go home
and pray about it for a fortnight.’
At the end of that time the negro returned, but he did not look very happy, and the pastor said, ‘'Well, Rastus,
what does the Lord say about it?’
Rastus answered; “The Lord said:
“Well, it ain’t no use your trying to
enter that church. I have been trying
to enter it twenty years myself and
have not got in, so what chance have
Enyou?” And when I see Christian shut
deavor kept outside and churches
their doors to it I wonder whether the
Lord has got in yet. At any rate. 1
know this, of course—churches that
have not Christian Endeavor societies
but
aie not necessarily unevangelistlc.
standing in the forefront of the evanthose
gelistic churches in our city are
that nurture and welcome Christian,

|

HARKKTS.

The quotations below gin the
„„„
retail prices in Ellsworth.
~

BROOKLIN, 251.
Brooklin grange held a regular meeting
Feb. 15, with Past Master F. W. Phillips
in the chair, and thirty members present.
One application for membership was received. The first and second degrees were
conferred upon two.

Creamery park
nelry •••'•..*•«

Oleomargarine.,..
..

««..

Freeh l*M, per dot
Pool try.

tailed rooster from a sister. The lawyers
for the State were D. O. Hall and E. P.
Higgins; for the defendant, S. L. Burns
and E. M. Hall; Judge, Frank Clark.

BAYSIDE,

476, ELLBWORTU.

Chickens...
Fowl

.*•»

.lr«*

Hay.

1

Altogether it

was

the most strenuous

meeting Mountain View grange has had,
it was rather a late hour when the
grange closed.

cock, Lamoine and Machias granges. The
first and second degrees were conferred on
one candidate.
After work refreshments
were served.
The program consisted of
quotations from George Washington and
Lincoln. A special meeting was called for
Saturday evening to confer the first and
second degrees on five.
HOME. 403, WEST ELLSWORTH.
Home grange met Feb. 19. As

»§11
II

04^j
01
Oi

*>835

ttee,perft
Vinegar, gal

and

vkrona, 206.
grange met Saturday

■}**%
•a®S

frail.
8S#iO Lemons dot
Groceries.

Orangee, doa
Bio.
Mocha,
Java,

—

Tea— par ft—

Craeied wheat,
Oatmeal, per h

Buckwheat,

»«?5
05

pkK
1

*0

c«
46#66 Graham.
(4
30 #66 Bye meal,
0*
with the worthy master in the chair and j
ft—
Granulated mc*i
Sugar—per
aosx
fifteen members present. All were tired j Granulated, 3*^06 Oil—per gal—
C
06
Tellow,
Linseed,
•»f7a
from the hard day’s work Friday prepar- I
06 #10
Powdered,
Kerosene,
u
ing for ihe sale and ball, which was a Molasses—per gal
Havana.
36
success socially and financially, drawing
j Porto Rico.
50
the largest crowd seen in Emery hall for
Meats and Provisions.
ten years. The music furnished by the Beef, ft
Pork, ft.
16 §30
Chop,
IT 930
U. of M. orchestra was fine. Fully 100 | 9teak,
^
Roasts.
10 §25
Ham, per a
I* .25
couples formed for the grand march, led
Corned,
(W|1S
Shoulder,
1*SIS
17 gU
Tongues,
Bacon.
by the master of Verona grange, with his. Veal:
>»*»
Sait
15 §18
wife. The grange netted |65, and the
23
Steak,
lard.
15«’8
Roasts,
13§18
Sausage, It
ladies' industrial $31 from the afternoou
»«§86
Verona

evening

1

Japan.

Oolong,

--,

Bayside grange held its regular meeting
Wednesday evening with a good attendance and about twenty visitors from Han-

HARVEST

dant.

„
°

Oearnsrp Praaace.

Ratter

Best loose, per ton.
There were many witnesses on each side,
DATES.
their skill and
Tuesday, March 15—Meeting of Hancock and the lawyers showed
Pomona grange with Brooklin grange, ability, and their cross-questions and the
ready answers of the witnesses kept the
Brooklin.
VtavtaUH.
audience in a roar of laughter. At last
March
of
Green
Wednesday,
2—Meeting
80 Onions, l
foreman of the jury brought in a Potato©*,ftpk
08 Squash, lb
Mountain Pomcna grange with Bayside the
Turnips,
verdict of guilty, and the judge
pro- B#et \
OS Carrou. lb
grange, Ellsworth.
bead
10 Cabbage, lb
Lettuce,
defenon
the
nounced a heavy penalty
Celery, ounch
80&86

well

being

when I began to
take Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable
Compound. Then
1 felt as though

KLUSWORTfl

conferred on two sisters and one
brother and the fourth decree on two
sisters and two brothers, after which a
bounteous harvest feaat «»« served.
During the lecturer’s hour there w^aa a
solo by Sister Mabel Allen, of Bay View
grange, which was heartily encored, and
a mock trail occupied the rest of the hour
A brother was accused of stealing a bobwas

—ww—

1

Lamb

sale and ice-cream.

12 930
Lamb,
05
Tongues, each

The grange extends thanks to all for ;
their patronage. After a short business :

Freeh Fish.

08 Clam#, qt
Cod,
25
session, the grange closed, and ice-cream Haddock,
00 Scallop* qt
«
was bad, only a
few re- and cake were served. There will be
12914 Smelt*. It
Halibut,
13
AO Shrimps, qt
40
sponded. One application was received. j work in the third and fourth degrees at Oysters, qt
Floor, Grain nod Feed.
A
communication
Iron
State Master i the next
a
and
attendance
good
meeting,
Oats, bu
Flour—per bbl—
Stetson, on corn growing, was read. Pre- is desired.
4 50 #8 <H) Shorts—ba*
i *oa »
miums will be given for the best essay of
1 S') Mix. feed, bag l
Corn.iooft
bag
i ho
SALISBURY
BAY VIEW, 267,
COVE.
Corn meal,bag
lpo Middlings.bag.
1,000 words or more on the subject, by
1 A0
Bay View grange held its regular meet- Cracked corn,
members of the grange. As the lecturer
ing Wednesday evening, with a good
was not present, no program was given.
was
third
degree
LAW RKOAMD1HO WKIOHTt AMD MKASURBfl.
The grange w ill bare a chopping bee Sat- attendance. The
A bushel of Liverpool salt snail weigh so
worked, a good program was presented,
urday afternoon, Feb. 26.
and a bushel of Turk's Island sail shall
pounds,
and a treat of apples was furnished by
weigh 70 pounds.
Brother Harry Stearns. The sisters plan
The standard weight of a bushel of potatoes
NICOLIN, 389, NORTH ELLSWORTH.
In
order and fit for shipping. Is 60 pounds,
Nicolin grange met Saturday evening. to meet on Tuesday and clean the ball, ; of good
apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans in
Owing to illness among tbe members, which has been repaired. A harvest
good order and At for shipping. law pounds;
there were but twenty-three present, and feast will be served Feb. 23.
of wheat, beets, ruta baga turnips and pet*, ho
one visitor.
After business tbe first and
pounds; of corn, fl§ pounds; of onions 52,
of carrou, Pngllah turnips, rye and
ALAMOOSOOK, 409. EAST ORLAND.
pounds;
second degrees were given one candidate.
tndtan meal, 30 pounds; of parsnips, 45 pounds;
Saturday night was the first meeting of of barley and buckwheat, 44 pounds: of o.itt
Committees for. the year were appointed
as follows:
Executive committee, George Aiaraooeook grange since Feb. 5. There 32 pounds, or even measure a* »v agreement
W. Patten, L. D. Patten, H. E. Austin; was a good attendance, with a fine pro^WurtificmniiB.
finance committee,
H. L. Wheel den, gram. At the next meeting the chairs ;
Frank Cottle, C. I. Merrill. A donation will be filled by the brothers.

Harvest
the traveling

—

_

from senator Hale toward
was

of

gratefully received,

thanks

was

and

a
a

grange

hall

rising

vote

given._

Feel Headachy?

203, NORTH BROOK8VILLE.
a
large attendance at the
meeting of Rainbow grange in spite of
the storm. The clam stew was a drawing
card. There was music by phonograph by
Ellery Herrick. Sylvia Gray, Gladys Conner and Leslie Gain were reported on the
sick list. A treat was sent to each one.
RAINBOW,

There

was

It probably comes from the
bile or some sick condition of
the stomach or bowels. No

ARBUTUS, 460, SURRY.
On account of bad traveling there was
no meeting
of Hancock Pomona with
Arbutus grange Feb. 18. No officers were
present, but tbe regular meeting was held
in the evening with a good attendance
A shower of postcards was suggested to
and visitors from East Bluehill
and
be sent to Gladys Conner, South PenobBrooklin granges. Only the regular busiscot, on March 17, St. Patrick’s day. It is
ness was brought before the meeting, and
hoped all members of Rainbow grange will
the program of music, readings and reci- remember her with a card to
cheer her in
tations was carried out.
her illness.

right with

BEECHAMS
PILLS
Sold EmywW*.

420, FRANKLIN.

HARBORSIDE, 478, SOUTH BBOOKBVILLE.
Schoodic grange held its regular meetHarborside grange met in regular session Feb. 16, with thirty-four members ing Thursday evening.
Owing to the
present. Four names were presented for storm there was a small attendance. One
candidate
was
elected.
The
next meeting
membership and a class of three instructed in first and second degrees, and will be held March 3.
one admitted by demit. At the next meetPAMOLA, 266, HANCOCK.
ing, the third and fourth degrees will be
Pamola grange held its regular meeting
worked. Supper will be served by the
Saturday evening, Feb. 19, with seventyyounger members.
two members and two visitors
present.
MARIAVILLE, 441.
Msrisville grange held an interesting
meeting Saturday evening with a small
attendance due to bad traveling. Officers
were installed by Daniel Q.
Young, assisted by L.vda C. Young. A harvest feast
followed. The program was omitted.
Owing to heavy storms, the Mariaville
grange has not met many times this winter. Many good suggestions were offered

by

the members.

SEDGWICK, 244.
Feb. 4, and the
death of Sister Esther Allen Feb. 11, there
were no meetings on those dates, but on
Feb. 18 a regular meeting was held, with
twenty members present, and one visitor
from Brooklin grange. After business, tbe
lecturer presented an enjoyable program

Owing

to the Btorm of

MOUNTAIN POMONA, 26.
is the program for the meet-

ness, two

demit

LaGripps pains that pervade the entire sysLaGrippe coughs that rack and strain,
are quickly cured by Foley’s Honey and Tar.
Is mildly laxative, safe and certain in results.

tem,
G.

A.

Parchbr.

K. O.

MOORE. Ellsworth.

We&T CATABBH
Cream Balm
Ely’squickly
is
absorbed.
Gives Relief at Once.

It olea&ses, soothes,
heals and
protects
the diseas'd membrane resulting from
Catarrh and drives
away a Cold in the mmm
Head quickly. Re. || .1/ rrUM
stores the Seu«. a of flAT I LvLll
Tiiate and Swell. Pull size 50 ct»., atDruggista or by mail. lu liquid form, 75 cents.
Ely Brothers, 56 Warren Street, New York.

Uninspected

the
little things
that go wrong with children.
When a child is sick you
rarelv think that its sickness is
caused by worms, yet worms,
either directly or
indirectly, are the
quarters of all the Ob of childhood.
n-j,-* °f often-times
adults feel out cf sorts, are
feel listless and unrefreshed in the
irritable, T*—™!*611(1
morning; suffer with
diresuon. have a vartahl**—1
hard and f u
worms are

..

cause of
OM.
of mil «k»
the

,,

trouble

COSB: “?«. *7 'oogh; grinding cf
.n children, convulsions—in the majority of

»

worms

though you may notmspecVthen
laeir
not suspect

TRUE’S ELIXIR

applications accompanied by a
accepted, the third degree

Mothers who value their own comfort and
the welfare of their children, should never be
without a box of Mother Gray’s Sweet Powders for Children, for use throughout the
season. They Break up Colds,Cure Feverishness, Constipation, Teething Disorders, HeadTHESE POWache and Stomach Troubles.
DERS NEVER FAIL. Sold by all Drug Stores,
25c. Don’t accept anyeubetitute. A trial package will be sent FREE to any mother who will
address Allen 8. Olmsted, Le Roy, N. Y.

IU »ts

cause of numerous

were

CHILDREN WHO ARE SICKLY.

iPt?LAlh,gt)Mn
**.§•
and We* Bottles, at Druffinti
Hay Spcc.Ca.McwwMJ.ll.Sji
«a

PUlo

general discussion.
Music

George Washington.

MOUNTAIN VIEW, 484, WEST EDEN.
Mountain View grange held its regular
meeting Feb. 18, with about 140 patrons
present, including a large number of visitors from Bay View grange. After busi-

TMAOK MARK
OUl and FOCttfVCiV K«*
move PandniH
Will not toil akin or linen. Will nst injure
your hair. Is Not • Dye.

Opening song
Address of welcome.O L Remick
Response.CC Camber
Topic: “How can the grange best bring
about greater interest in dairying an
orcharding?”
Opened by George
Mayo; followed by Hoyt E Austin, and

he did not make it four and get back to
the side his clothes were on.”

keep you looking young, promole a luxuriant growth of
healthy hair, atop its falling

im

Following
ing of Green Mountain Pomona with Bayside grange Wednesday, March 2:

follows:
Heading, Virginia Allen; Call to order
charade, Hattie Allen; topic, “The value Fifth degree
of good health; how to get it, and how to Address.State
Master C 8 Stetson
keep it,” opened by worthy secretary.
After a recess for games, which all seemed
Jimmie giggled when the teacher read
to enjoy, the program was continued, with the
story of the Roman who swam across
Bong by the young members, conundrums, the Tiber three times before
breakfast.
by Bertha Orcutt. Friday evening a “You do not doubt a trained swimmer
Washington program will be furnished. could do that, do you, James?”
“No, sir,”
answered Jimmie; “but I wondered
why
264.

LAHORE,
Lamoine grange held its regular meeting
Tuesday evening, Feb. 8. One candidate
was instructed in the second degree.
The
question, “Which is the more detrimental
to farming, a lazy man or a careless one?”
was opened by W. M. Austin, followed
by
several of the members. At the regular
meeting Feb. 15 one candidate was given
the third degree and two the fourth
degree. The lecturer presented a program
of readings and tableaux. At the next
meeting the program will be devoted to

fails to restore
LiAJSl TO ITS NATURAL
COLO 8 AND BEAUTY.
No matter how old and
faded your hair look*, or how
Iona you hare been gray, it
iwill work wooden for you.
X

Roy*

as

U boxat Me. and 25c.

Affair
rHoalth

After business, there was work in third
and fourth degrees, followed by a harvest
supper. At the next meeting there will
be work in first and second degrees, and a
Longfellow program will be presented.
The program committee for February ara
Clara Johnson and Harry Rollins: for
Haines.
March, Effle Cook and
GREEN

which, put yourself

matter

_

BCHOODIC,

—

Isa. xxxv. 1-10; xl, 1-3; HI, 1-7; Mai.
lv, 5, 6; Matt x, 1-8; xxviii, 19, 20;
Acts i, 1-8; Mark i, 1-3; John iv, 25-30,
39-42; Bom. x, 14, 15; I Cor. Hi, 5-11;
n Cor. v, 11-20; Phil. iii. 1-12; Rev.
xl, 15-19.

Xndaavor enterprise.”

Teddy”, he said, “let me give you
advice; never stick your nose into other

Among tl)t (Grangers.

“Now,

w

Its relation to Christ is great. It is so
because of its great opportunity.
Throughout our land for years the
gospel’s joyful sound has been beard.
If heard and not heeded we shall be
like the cities which Christ condemned
for failure to take advantage of their
opportunities.
May Christ win onr
nation in all its relations.
May our
homes be Christian homes, our business conducted upon a basis of honesty
and uprightness, our social life be
clean and pure. The relation between
employer and employed has its foundation on the principles taught by
Christ, and may every official position
from that of the president down to the
humblest officeholder in the land be
so conducted as to receive the approval of Him who is King of kings and
Lord of lords.
BIBLE

SlbbtrUannent*

Mutual Benefit Column.

ENDEAVOR.

CHRISTIAN

b»TS,:V 7Tee

*h'

to
aoto^oyn£?bStci U.‘<*»*»*«trv^»‘tCT2 *ear*
53SV?W
*,'rcet’
c/-*te^i strong

expel
inj thfc blooa rich ani
t:.e bowels regular
nai healthy.

rt:"*
**c w-10-c

MBtssmiBBt
robS^l^aUh'/""
I‘ud “°'m* *n‘i
*|T« eug«ed,
by all Druggists. Price 35c. joe ami
|..00
Keep* »• «*»«* Poor children
well.

Sold
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The Silver

Flagon
! A wonderful Treasure It
Held For Many Years.
|

J!

By

CLARISSA MACKIE.
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—
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1*0. by American Prsas
Association.

Great-aunt Hannah squinted horrlwhen with almost her last
jlj g0
Breath she looked earnestly at her
and gasped, ‘The
IBreo grandnieces
for you—It has never
iflyer flagon Is
know the legend,”
aeen opened—you
knew to whom
-ot one of ua really

Se

heirloom rightfully belonged.

executors conIn the library the two
ferred amiably together. In the kitchthe scrvanta discussed the legacies

en

jhev had received.
ii the long parlor Amelia, Fanny
of the glowing grate
and i get In front
gre. On the white marble mantelour heads stood a pair of
piece above
precious Dresden vases, a Wedgwood
dock and a Chinese fan. In the centhe painting of Mrs.
ter. directly under
©orothy Fabyan, was the silver flagand perfect in Its
on, flawless In shape
tbaste design of vine and leaf and
elustered fruit. Its polished surface

a distorted reflection of our
gave back
three faces, ruddy in the firelight.
Ko mention had yet been made of
Aunt Hannah's belated disposition of
the family heirloom. It was not mentioned In the will, and Its ownership
must be settled among the three of us.
It was Amelia who broke the long,
awkward silence by reaching up a
graceful arm and taking the silver
flagon from Us resting place.
•■I am the eldest," she apologized,
settling back In her chair, “and I am
quite sure that Aunt Ilannah meant
She looked at me.”
me to have 1L
Amelia's tone was coolly defiant.
“She looked at me, too,” said Fanny
In gentle protest. ”1 am sure she looked at me. did she not, Esther?”
1 shrugged my shoulders helplessly.
"I thought she looked at me,” I murmured feebly.
•'No one could gaze In three different
directions at one time,” said Amelia

impatiently.
"Aunt

Hannan could,

I announced

loynlly.
"For ihame, Esther Fabyan!" they
cried In duet, and then they turned
their backs upon me and fell Into whispered converse over the probable contents of the bone of contention—of
course I mean the silver flagon.
The tall silver stopper fitted snugly
to the neck, and around It was a thin
stream of red sealing wax.
The silver flagon had once been the
property of Mistress Dorothy Fabyan,
our sweet ancestress, and tradition had
it that within Its polished Interior the
fair Dorothy had secreted the precious
Jewels which her rich husband had
lavished upon her.
When she was
dying she had given the flagon to her
young daughter, saying:
“Guard well the flagon, daughter,
and when you have reached years of
discretion you may break the seal and
learn the contents—rubles aud diamonds and pearls. Let no other woman
•teal It away from you! It contains
what all women desire and but few
attain. It will be yours.”
“And It belonged to you, mother,
dear'/” the young girl had timidly asked as she stroked the delicate, withered
Cheek.

Dorothy Fabyan

had smiled proudly
ero she closed her beautiful
eyes forever.
“Aye, It was mine for a seaion,” she said.
The young daughter had died In her
teens, aud the silver flagon, with Its
seal still unbroken, passed to a distant
branch of the family, gay townspeople,
who took small notice of Cousin Dorothy’s bequest save to thrust It away
on the
top shelf of a cupboard and forget its existence.
Aiui thus It bad come dowu to us,
the last of a long line. At times its
history had lieen forgotten, and for
years It would remain merely an ornament on sideboard or mantelpiece.
Again some new owner would look
longingly at the seal, yet hesitate to
break In upon the secret It had concealed.
Aunt Hannah bad owned it last, and
she was so choice of It that never did
vandal llDger touch Us surface or
cureless dust cloth even approach Its
throne on the white marble. No hand
save Aunt Hannah's own came In contact with the silver II a gun.
And now Amelia and I’anny turned
U this way and that uud gently tapped the stopper, guessing Idly at the
contents
Amelia looked longingly at the red
seal,
"i believe it contains the old
fabyan Jewels—It was never known
what became of them after the war.
I have heard that
Dorothy Fabyan
■tripped the gems from their settings
and concealed them somewhere. It Is
likely she hid them In this flagon.
Dow strange that no one has cared
enough about them to Investigate Its
contents!”
“Suppose we leave the seal unbro-

ttm that the curiosity of all
my aneaatora seems concentrated within
me
at thla very instant, and
open the
dacon I must!"
“Me, too," added Fanny.
“I suppose that is the beat
way," I
“We are the last of the
race,,
and none of ns is married. Let ns
at
least satisfy our
curiosity."
“Besides that, we must divide the
contents or decide upon the
ownership
of the flagon, since you will not
recognize that I have an individual
claim,"
Amelia drew a silver penknife from
her pocket and opened a
shining blade.
“Or that j have a
claim,” put in

What did people do before eteeJ pem
COUNTY NEWS, [ were
Invented?” aeked the teacher. “The

NEW AMMUNITION,
■y MILTON W. TOWNE.
KWpyrlght, 1909, by American Preaa

WEST EDEN.

Asso-

ciation.]
One day shortly after the close of
the American civil war a small fleet of
United States wooden men-of-war was
lying at anchor In the harbor of Cher
bourg. It was a gala day, for Napoleon III., then emperor of France, and
the Empress Eugenie were In Cherbourg and had accepted an Invitation
Fanny decidedly.
from the admiral to visit his flagship.
“Or mine,” I added.
But before doing so the imperial cou“We must compromise.”
Amelia’s ple Inspected a French man-of-war.
voice was growing colder, and InvolNow, It so happened that a mess cook
untarily I drew nearer the grate and on board the French
ship, the Esperpoked the fire into greater warmth. ance, was
wholly unmindful of the
“I^t us divide the contents Into two
Important ceremony that was about to
parts and call the flagon Itself a third take
place. Indeed, his captain bad
part, each of us to agree to be entirely not considered it
necessary to Inform
satisfied with her share.
Do you
him. It would have been better had
agree?”
he done so. His failure resulted In a
“I do,” said Fanny promptly,
bitter feeling between the crews of the
“Sight unseen?" I queried.
Esperance and the flagship of the
Amelia nodded emphatically.
American admiral.
“Very well. I agree.”
Not knowing that the emperor and
“I am the eldest. I shall take first
empress were about to come aboard
choice,” began Amelia, with a slight the Esperance, Francois, a little bit of
flush on her lovely face.
"I choose a sawed off Frenchman, with a tiny
half of the contents of the flagon."
goatee and mustache to match, was
“I am next,” cried Fanny eagerly.
cleaning knives, forks and spoons on
“I will take the other half of the con- the
gun deck.
tents. And you, Esther, what will you
But,' suddenly looking up, he saw
choose?” she asked magnanimously.
Lieutenant Du Bols coming from the
“I—1 will take the silver flagon,” 1 other end of the vessel.
Francois
responded humbly, and they seemed knew by the bells that struck at the
very well satisfied.
time that the lieutenant was going off
We gathered about Amelia’s chair duty and would go, as was his custom,
as she chipped at the sealing wax with
to his cabin for a change of uniform.
her penknife.
She flung the crimson To reach his cabin he would be obliged
bits into the fire, and It made little to pass the point where the cook sal
white hot sheets of flame that darted scouring.
Francois, not caring to in
up the black mouthed chimney like a cur an officer’s displeasure for pershort life that Is quickly burned out forming his menial duty on deck, huror a woman's fragile beauty that flares
riedly threw the table articles into a
for a brief period and then dies away,
mess pot, stepped to the- muzzle of a
ten inch gun, took out the tampion—
leaving gray ashes.
When the wax was broken and the
the wooden plug kept in the mouths of
stopper had been with difficulty loos- cannon when not in use—thrust in the
ened from the slender nedk of the vesmess kit and put the tampion back in
sel In turn we peered down the slenits place.
When the lieutenant came
der orifice and saw nothing. We shook
by Francois was standing respectfully
the flagon and heard nothing.
at attention.
We
turned It upside down, and nothing
"Francois,” said the officer, “bring
some biscuits and a glass of wine to
happened.
“It is empty,” said Amelia, with a
my cabin.”
white face.
ies, Monsieur le Lieutenant.
“Well, hurry. I have but little time
"Perhaps the Jewels are stuck fast
before the ceremony takes place.”
to the bottom,” I suggested.
“You
At the word ceremony Francois took
know they have been Interred for a
fright. Ceremony meant salutes. He
century.”
did Dot wish to leave the mess kit In
“Get your curling tongs, Fanny,”
the gun for fear the latter would be
commanded Amelia, durtlng a hostile
required for saluting purposes and the
glance In my direction.
kit would be lost. But the lieutenant
I looked Into the glowing coals, wondering at the magic of possession that glared at him, and he dare not delay.
He went below, carried the biscuit to
had seized upon us three cousins who
Lieutenant Du Bois’ cabin and was
had been loving friends from childabout to hurry back on deck when
hood. Here we were wrangling over
another officer, seeing him go by his
the possession of a silver flagon to
open door, directed him to bring him
which we had scarcely ever given a
thought In our busy lives. Thanks to a glass of wine. And so It was that
the little cook was kept hurrying to do
Great-aunt Iiannah, we were rich beyond our wildest dreams, and still we the bidding of one person after another till something happened.
could not be satisfied without prying
The officer of the deck, seeing a
Into Dorothy Fabyan's sliver tlugon!
Fanny returned with the long silver crowd gathering at the dock, raised his
tongs that were used to wave her glasses and, after a moment’s Inspecstraight black hair.
“They should tion, cried out, “The emperor Is comreach to the very bottom of the Jug!”
ing.” In a few minutes a barge left
the dock, and poor Francois, still runshe cried excitedly.
Once more we bent above the silver
ning about below, heard the guns
flagon while Amelia thrust the tongs above begin to boom In salute.
Now, it happened that several petty
carefully down the slender neck and
officers, Including Pnt Donagan, on
after a painful Interval drew forth a
board the American admiral's flagfolded slip of yellowed paper covered
with fine pointed chlrography.
ship. had secured permission to bring
Fanny and Amelia leaned back pale aboard their sweethearts—at least their
vice sweethearts—and the party were
and breathless while I spelled out the
spidery words that explained how Dor- enjoying themselves, when suddenly
othy Fabyan, that clever housewife of the air filled with flying knives, forks
and spoons. In another moment they
so many decades ago, had discovered
heard the boom of a gun.
A fork
a most wonderful complexion wash—
"Cleopatra's Balm of Beauty” she call- stuck in a girl's cheek, a knife cut
off a man's nose, and Pat Donogan reTo this marvelous face wash
ed It.
ceived an Injury which cost him an eye.
she ascribed her own exquisite beauty.
All knew that the Esperance In salutThe Ingredients were almost Impossible to obtain In those primitive days,
ing the emperor and empress had acand she hud even sold her precious
cidentally fired a volley of tableware
Jewels to obtain the necessary ele- at the American flagship. Pat Donaments of the balm.
Now, she passed gan, who was a gunner, mad with
the secret of its making to her own
pain and the Indignity of being
daughter and afterward down to the' wounded with a butter knife, swore he
coming generations of the women of would have revenge.
It was late In the afternoon when
her family, and, as if the mere posthe emperor's barge was seen apsession of the recipe sealed within the
silver flagon could Impart a magic
proaching the flagship. Donagan was
spell upon its owner, the Fabyan wom- in the saluting squad. The surgeon
had ordered him to remain in his bunk,
en had been famous for their wonderwith his eye bandaged, but Pat had esful beauty—all save poor Great-aunt
uannnn ana myseu.
caped and took position at his gun,
which pointed toward the Esperance.
“What greater jewels doth any woPat trained it on the galley of that
man possess," concluded the old, old
letter, “than diamond eyes, teeth of ship and waited. He purposely forgot
pearls, coral cheeks and ruby lips? something, the tampion, which he left
These Jewels you will find sealed In the muzzle of his gun.
Presently the emperor’s barge was
within my silver flagon.”
I ran my eye over the carefully seen heading toward the flagship.
compiled directions for “Cleopatra’s Guns began to boom from the sides;
bauds played; the yards were manned.
Balm of Beauty,” and ere 1 reached
When it came Pat Donegan’s turn to
Its close Amelia uttered a little angry
cry and snatched the bit of paper Are his gun the report was a few mo- j
He was taking a sure ;
ments late.
from my grasp. In an Instant It fluttered luto the fire, and my exclama- aim. Presently he tired, and a tampion I
went flying into the waters of the
tion of distress brought both girls to
harbor.
my side.
The imperial visit was a short one,
“You could not care for that silly I
The imperial
the hour being late.
j
recipe, Esther," wondered Fanny.
amid a similar cere"See, you have the beautiful silver couple departed
!
their
arrival.
had
attended
flagon, while we have nothing. Yet mony that
They had been gone but a few minutes ;
we hoped for gems."
when through the smoke that hung \
“Jewels you both have a-plenty," I
over the water a group of officers 1
I
"Look there!"
said mournfully.
standing on the quarterdeck discovturned them about till they faced the
ered a boat coming from the Esperset between the long
tall

|

pier glass
windows, and there they stood regarding their beautiful faces In charming

ance.

On the gun deck below stood a man,
literally "with blood in his eye.” He
embarrassment while I bent above the
He thought be
was Pat Donagan.
■liver flagon and stared defiantly at
hen," t suggested.
could surmise the errand on which
"Why should we do that?” asked the reflection of my own plain fea- the boat was
coming and watched it
tures In Its polished surface.
fanny, with wide open eyes.
As it came
with grim satisfaction.
“It never has been opened,* I said i
“Great-aunt Hannah never knew
an officer in full uniform was
lamely. “So many of the Fahyan wo- either,” I marveled, thinking of her Dearer
When
men have owned the flagon and re- homely face and the contrasted beauty j lescrled sitting In the stern.
mder the gun deck of the flagship he
spected the seal of its contents, why of her unselfish life.
irose, bowed, took off his hat and
should we open ltl”
“Poor old Esther,” comforted the
"Because its ownership most he de- girls, poised on either arm of my I laid with great politeness:
“The officers of the Esperance are
cided among ns,” replied Amelia Dim- chair, and as their kisses fell warmly
for the honor paid
ly. "The Fabyan women passed the on my uplifted face I seemed not to tver much obliged
a cook.”
Dagon down from mother to daughter, care that I had lost a heritage of ( jut emperor, but you killed
Donagan gave a grunt of satisfacleaving the secret to be discovered by beauty. My heritage of love was still
tion.
the one who cared to open It. I eon-1 ■y own.
1

Mias Edith Hall, who hu been in Millinocket the peat tew months, is home.
Mrs. Agnes Mayo spent the past week
with her brother, Winnie Reed, at Bar
Harbor.
Miss Agnes Cousins has returned home
the Narrows from Bangor, where she
has been visiting.

at

Miss Margaret Koch, State secretary ot
the Christian Endeavor anion, is spending
a tew days with Mrs. D. G. Hall.
The valentine social Monday evening,
Feb. 14, by the L. C. A. society, was a decided success. Over f20 was realised.
Walter Haynes and Eugene Haynes, ot
Northeast Harbor, are getting out lumber
for C. W. Kittredge.
The

drama, “Topey Turvey,” will be
given by local talent lor the benefit ot the
grange, Wednesday and Thursday evenings, Feb. 38 and 24. Supper will be
served both evenings.

KITTKBY TO CAK1BOC.
David R. Campbell, ol BangerviUe, a
large owner In woolen mills, and one ol
the leading eitizene of Piscataquis county,
died laat week, aged sevsnty-nine year*.

pinions of one goose were used to spread
the opinions of another,” answered the
wise bop at the foot of the class.
One dap Helen had been verp naughty,
and her mother said: “Helen, if you ere
naughty you osn’t go to heaven.” “Well,”
said Helen, “I can’t expect to go everywhere. I went to ‘Uncle Tom’s Cabin’
once and the circus twice.”

The record! of the inanrmnoe department
■hows the following etatiatloe on the dm
loee in Maine for the year ending Deo. «,
1909. Estimated value of property affected, 111,898,491; estimated value of
property destroyed, 12,662,946; insurance
paid, fl,664,799; totall number of Ares,
1,963; number originating from defective
chimneys and flues, 291; number caused
by lightning, 86; number of unknown,428;
| number of incendiary, 16.

When Bichard Harding Davis met the
Viceroy Li Hung Chang, in St. Petersburg, he was asked how old and how rich

he was and what he did. He replied: “I
write books.” “Why do you write?” said
Li; “are you not strong enough to work?”

anbRtiMflunts.

I ELDER HENRY CUNNINGHAM
1

Recommends

ytifci People.

Word was received last week ot the
death ot Laura, wife ot Frank Perkins,
formerly of this place, at West Chelmsford,
Mass. Mrs. Perkins had been in poor
health a long time. Pneumodla set in,
and she died very suddenly.
Feb. 21.
M.

For Weak, Run-Down
I was

••

run

down and weak from

indigestion and general debility, also

suffered ffom vertigo. I saw a cod
liver preparation called Vlnol advertised and decided to give it a trial,
and the results were most gratifying.

_

WEST TREMONT.
W. T. I. society will meet with Mrs. W
H. Lunt Feb. 26.

Aixer

UKing iwo Domes i regamea my siren gin, ana «n

HENRY CUNNINQHAM,
feeling unusually well.”
Elder Baptist Church, Kinston, N.C.

Miss Muriel Lunt is home from Tremont, where she visited her sister, Mrs.
Merle Farley.

now

—

Vinol contains the two most world-famed tonics—the medicinal,
elements of Cod Liver Oil and Tonic

Donald Robbins and Charles Carver, of
Owl’s Head, spent part of the past week
here with relatives.

strengthening,

body-building

no oil, and is by far the Best Strengthening
We return your money wiiEoutquution
if Vinol does not accomplish all we claim for it.

Iron.

Mrs. L. A. Clark, of Manset, visited her
mother, Mrs. Z. S. Clark, and other relatives here last week.

Vinol contains

Tonic obtainable.

Mrs. Charles D. Thurston and daughter
Ruth visited her son Eugene and family
at Southwest Harbor last week.

CEO. A. PARCHER, Druggist, Ellsworth.

Mrs. W. A. Clark left for Portland last

week, called there by the illness of her
daughter Julia, who has been suffering
with an abscess
is improving.

on

the neck.

Miss Julia

Capt. Roland H. Lunt, with wife and
daughter Frances, ot Southwest Harbor,
was at the home of his brother, Capt.
Charles P. Lunt last week visiting his
mother, Mrs. L. M. Lunt, whose health is
poor.
The funeral of Veranus D. Gott, of Bar
Harbor, who died here at the home of his
childhood, took place Feb. 15 at the Methodist church, Rev. Alfred
Bishop officiating. Mr. Gott leaves a widow, three sons,
two daughters and four sisters.
Feb. 21.
Thelma.

A

in

good cup of coffee has

sending

style

EAST OKLAND.

and

Clarence Qrindle, although slightly improved, is still quite ill.

a

a

any

one

thing,

perfectly

blended coffee that greets

me

at

good cupof coffee,

a

**I tell you, friend, T & K coffee is well worth trying. You
get it—IF YOU INSIST— of your grocer or general store.’*
The T & K tea (that YELLOW PACKAGE, and T & K
Extracts nre food products which have become thestandardfor
quality hereabouts.

can

Bucksport.
Roy Mead is getting lumber ready to
build a house this spring, near the residence of Mrs. Sarah Mead.
Mrs. Emily Dunbar has recovered from
recent illness, and is visiting heif
daughter, Mrs. T. F. Mason.

SW

her

CjS

BRUISES

G. H. Snow and Wesley Herrick arrived home Saturday from Brooksville,
where they have been employed.

Swellings, bruises, sprains, cuts,
etc., should be immediately bathed
with Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment.
Always keep it in your home for the
emergency call. When quickly applied and bandages kept thoroughly
soaked, relief is quick and certain. (

Guilford Blaisdell has recovered from
his recent illness, and his daughter, Mrs.
Carrie Conary, has returned to her home
in North Bluehill.
Feb. 21.
MT. DESERT.

Johnson's

Mrs. Emily Hicks, of Bangor, is visiting
old friends here.

ANODYNE

Mrs. Grace Smith, of Bar Harbor, is visher sister, Mrs. Fred Pray.

iting

Liniment

Mrs. Georgia Somes Smith, our postmistress, has been confined to her home
with bad cold.
past
Miss Katherine Fernald, who was ill of
winter cholera and recovered so as to be
out, is down again with a relapse.

PARSONS’ PILLS
the most effective
liver medicine. Relieve
biliousness, constipation
and headache.

has been famous as the family emergency remedy
for 99 years. It is as effective when taken internally
for colds, influenza, asthma, cramps, colic, diarrhoea,
etc., as when applied externally.

a

Blanchard last October

25 cents and SO cents

picked a strawberry plant, which she
placed in a bottle of water. It now has
full-grown ripe fruit and several blossoms
it.
Feb. 21.

morning

as

at peace with the world.

THURSTON & KINGSBURY, Bangor, Maine.

#

to

Mrs. Ambrose

do with it

dining

half of T & K

tion here at the power house and returned

week

to

my home table is Coffoo that is Coffflfl.
If you would like “My Wife’s Recipe” for
drop us a line; we mail it free of charge.

W. L. Wentworth & Co. are selling out,
preparatory to closing out their business.
Arthur Cushing has resigned his posi-

the

much

“And friend I can tell you this, She certainly does know how
In my day, I’ve been a traveling man
to make good coffee.
conceivcovering eleven states; have been served coffee in every
and lunch room imaginable, and this cup
of
able

Everett Karri man is ill.

E. Wiley and wife have returned from
visit of several weeks in Camden.

as

me to work in the

a

are

bottle.

I. S. JOHNSON & CO., Boston, Mass.

on

J. C.

ISLESFORD.
Mrs. Elliott, of Northeast Harbor, is the
guest of Mrs. Everett Fernald.

WINDSOR HOTEL
W. T. BRUBAKER, Manager.
European, $1.09 per day and up
American, $2.50 per day and up

Owing to the warm weather and recent
heavy downfall of snow, Capt. G. T. Had-

loek has

yearly

so

far

harvest of

been
ice.

unable to

get his

The many friends of Dr.
Hayward, of
Boston, Mass., were sorry to learn of his
death. Dr. Hayward was a summer resident of Northeast Harbor, and was
apparently in good health when he left there

last summer. He was much respected and
liked by all, and will be greatly missed.
Feb. 21.
a
GOULDSBORO.
Mrs. Margaret Rolfe is
housekeeper at
James Libby’s.
Mrs. Martha Perry, of Northeast
Harbor,
is visiting her son Forrest.
L. H. Campbell, who has spent three
months in Vaileeboro, is home.
The public installation of the Forwas held Thursday.
There was a
free dance and supper at the
Bay,View
house in the evening.
Feb. 21.
Jen.

esters

CHICHESTER S PILLS
THE DIAMOND

Take

|

m

otker

BRAND.
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Bar
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cures

Daniels—Horse Colic—Cure_
or
money back—at any dealers;

insure your horse agai net Col lo

of This Flour
Midway between Broad Street
Station and Reading Terminal
on Filbert Street

You will find it real economy
buy the famous William Tell
Flour by the barrel.

I

You will not only protect yourself
against advances in price due to
“wheat corners’’ and crop conditions,
but you will always be sure of the
finest grained bread
the whitest
bread—the lightest biscuit—the most
delicious pastry that can be baked.

1

The only moderate priced hotel ol
reputation and consequence in

1

PHILADELPHIA

to

j

—

Note how much cleaner William
Tell is than other flours—due to the
costly equipment of the Ansted &
Burk Company’s mills for protecting
the grain and flour in grinding.
Ask your dealer and insist os

having

—

V

SOiP By PRtIGGISTS EVERYWHFBf
nr.

Buy a Barrel

William Tell
Whitcomb, Haynes & Co.
ELLSWORTH
ME
FALLS.

|

VEALS
Send us

VEALS, EGOS and all FARM
PRODUOT8.
Good prices and prompt returns.
Market reports, stencils, tags, etc.,
furnished free.

HYDE, WHEELER CO.
41 North

Market SL, Boston, Mass.,

STRICTLY

COMMISSION.

®t)f <£U0wortt) Stannic on

NEWBURY NECK

JOURNAL

SKETCH OF
HISTORICAL
TERESTING LOCALITY.

A LOCAL AKD POLITICAL
PUBLISHED
EVERY WEDNESDAY

Hoyt H. Harden,

IN-

OF

COMPARISON

ELLSWORTH. MAINE.

FIFTY YEARS

of Ellsworth’s old-

business men, died last Wednesday night, Feb. 16, after a long illness,
following a paralytic shock.
best-known

AGO, WITH TO-DAV

BT THB

| Written for The American by “Pr Mudd.”]

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO.

one

residents, an ex-postmaster of Ellsworth, and for many years one of the city’s

THERE

CONDITIONS

stance*.

est

AFTERNOON

AT

He wee • thirty-second degree
Maeon.”
Mr. Armstrong was twice msrrled. His
second wife survives him. He leaves no
children.
His parents died in Roodhonse
—his mother thirty years ago, and his
A stepfather twenty-two years ago.
mother is living. Of his own family, he is
survived by three brothers—Humphrey,
of Minneapolis; George W., of Los Angeles, r*l., and Robert, of Anoka, Minn.
Another brother, John, died in Minne-

OBITUARY.
HOYT H. HARDEN.

Mr. Harden was born in Trenton in 1836,
Fifty years ago Newbury Neck confamilies from the and came to Ellsworth when about twenty
tained thirty-four
of age. He was first employed as apolis, twenty yean ago.
carrying-place to the end. There was an years
Subscription Price—$2.00 a year; #1.00 lor six1
clerk in the general store of the late Elisha
or more pupils in the
of
attendance
If
sixty
for
months:
raid
three
50
cents
months,
A few years later he
A Barnard Shaw Criticism.
strlctlv In advance. #1 50, 75 and 58 cents same old school
house that stands to- H. Stock bridge.
respectively. Single copies 5 cents. All arformed a partnership with the late James
Before fame came to him Bernard
are reckoned at the rate of $2 per
day. The people largely followed the sea,
F. W. Rollins. Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

peerages
year.

H. Chamberlain in the grocery business.
A few years later he sold his interest in
this business, and in partnership with
Albert Robinson, under the firm name of
Robinson & Harden, established a dry-

large number of Ellsworth vessels,
coasting and sea-going, were commanded by men from this place.
The farms were carried on mostly by
Business communications should be addressed ;
#0, and all checks and money orders made pay- I the older men. Most of them kept oxen;
and

Advertising Rates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.

able

to the

County Publishing

Hancock

edition

of The

American is 2,400 copies.
Average for the year of 1909,

2,395

WEDNESDAY FEBRUARY 23, 1910.
A Dream of Home.
The sun’s rays slant the path along,
The air is balmy, for ’tis June;
The robin sings his evening song.
A»d through the sky the new, gray moon
Moves calmly on. untrammeled, free,
But something whispers unto me,
“Not yet!”
The glad brook carols as it flows.
The frog croaks by the water's edge;
In sweet content the lily grows.
As erst, amid the watery-sedge;
’Tis all as in the days gone by,
But something whispers (as I sigh),
The steepled church, the schoolhouse near,
The woods where I have roamed at will;
The time-worn mansion grown so dear—
My boyhood’s home, my manhood’s still—
▲11, all I see in fancy’s eye.
But something whispers (as I sigh),
In dewy meadows, broad and fair.
In drowsy mood, the cows await
The “co-boss'* call upon the air.
While, with his pail, beside the gate
That opens down the grassy lane,
My brother sighs, now and again,

Oh, yon—beyond the

ocean gray—
Who list to hear my footfall where
The beaten path stretches away
Under old maples, tall and fair;
Who longing wait for me to come,
I can but say, I can go home—
“Not yet!”

For longer, still, your hearts mast know
A sadness free from all disguise,
E’er I can leave these scenes, and go
And lingering, gaze in your fond eyes,
And clasp the hands so warm, and kiss
The lips I’ve pressed so oft in bliss—
“Not

yet!”

Forgotten—or can ever be—
As sweet as when, one flowery May,
passed along—and tearfully—

I

Down the old walk, and went away
▲mid your, too, fast falling tears—
Seen, still, back o’er the weary years!
“Not yet!’’
Still must I wait! All I can do
Is just to waft a loving kiss
Across the distance unto you—
The vasty miles—with their abyss—
And murmur, lo! these words again,
That speak the heart’s unceasing pain,—
“Not

yet!”
—George Newell Lovejoy.

Village Improvement’s Novel Plan.
A postponed meeting of the
Village improvement society was held yesterday af-

ternoon at the home of Mrs. J. A. Peters.
The “mile of pennies” plan was decided
upon to raise money to be used in carrying on the work.
To incite friendly competition, the city
is divided into two sections—north and
aouth, Main street being the dividing line.
“Coin envelopes will be distributed, the
north section using blue; the south using
red. On the envelopes will be printed:
*‘5^80 feet make one mile; 16 cents for
every foot is right. Will you help the blue
{or red] to win by a foot or more of
pennies bright? V. 8. A.”
Two treasurers have been appointed—F.
Carroll Burrill for the “reds” and Lynwood F. Giles for the “blues”. Envelopes
may be obtained of the treasurers, and
distributed, and all good citizens are expected to solicit in town and out of town
for pennies. Postage stamps will do as
well

as

:

some

Co., Ellsworth, Maine.
This week’s

a

both

two

yokes. They usually

had

two

well-filled barns and grain houses, and in
the fall they killed one or more hogs and
generally a “beef critter.’*
The winter school was taught in the
winter months for the benefit of the
young men who followed the sea in sumThe writer remembers attending
mer.
school one winter when a boy. The school
was taught by “Uncle Cal” Macomber, of
Mr. Macomber was a pedaEllsworth.
gog of the old school, who ruled with a
hickory stick.
I remember well of being engaged in

drawing

a

bird

on

my

slate,

and

calling

the attention of my seat-mate to it. Suddenly I was taken by the collar and landed
in the aisle,
given a piece of chalk
(they had no crayon then) and sent to
the blackboard with orders to reproduce
the bird for the edification of the whole
school. Being an uncouth, bashful, lefthanded boy, and being obliged to use my

Strange Tale of Deer Isle Man.
John K. Eaton, claiming Little Deer Isle
as his home, has made a bid lor enrollment in the Cook-Tillinghast class.
He showed up at Newburyport, Mass.,
Monday, claiming to have come ashore for
assistance from a Spanish steamer out of
coal and with half her crew down with
•ome cantagious
fever, drifting fifteen

A UV

When “Uncle Jim” got old and
had to have store shoes he was very much
opposed to right and and left shoes, and
being an ardent democrat, he termed them
“black republican” shoes. But “Uncle
Jim and “Aunt Deborah” made a good
living on the farm, which now will not
support a rabbit.
Among those who were raised in this
place and attended school in the old red
schoolhouse, and in after years commanded vessels, were George W. Coggins, Martin
V. B. Coggins, Daniel M. Curtis, Clifford
Curtis,' David H. Curtis, Calvin Curtis,
Martin Curtis, Abijah Clark, Curtis Clark,
William Clark, Lyman Clark, Calvin C.
Clark, Ellis Young, Charles O. Young,
Edward Hopkins, George Young, Bobert
F. Hopkins, C. B. Coggins, Levi Coggins,
T. E. Coggins, .George Haskell, Holt Haskell.
Among those who went out from the
old red schoolhouse and became successful teachers were Cordelia Curtis, Octavia
Treworgy, Janice V. Treworgy, Marianna
Curtis, Eunice Curtis, Martha W. Coggins,
Ida Coggins and several others.
In those olden days Newbury was a
lively place. Let us look at it to-day.
Where there were thirty-four families fifty
years ago, to-day there are but fourteen
houses occupied, and several of those have
but one person in them. By courtesy of
the voters of the town there was a school
taught here the past year, but alas the
pupils have fallen off from sixty and more
to an average, I think, of a fraction over
finished.

There

here.

they

followers of the

are no

As fast

the young
leave home for better
as

sea

men

present

rate of

another decade

old

most attentive to her one
dinner. Miss Lane’s hands

night

at

were

very

a

beautiful.

The

nobleman,
as it lay on

gently touching one of them
the cloth, quoted Gray:
“Hands that
the rod of empire might have &wayed.”
Miss Lane’s smiling retort was the completion of the couplet: “Or waked to
cstacy the living lyre.”

at the

_

JOY.

CALVIN p.

Calvin P. Joy, who had been a sufferer
for many years with rheumatism, died
last Monday, Feb. 21, at the advanced age
of eighty years, ten months and nine days.
Mr. Joy was a Bon of Ivory H. and Betsey
(Brimmer) Joy, and was one of ten children—seven sons and three daughters.
The sons were Hamilton, George, David,
Ivory, Brimmer, Henry and Calvin; the
daughters: Ann (Mrs. Maxfield), Ellen
(Mrs. Tolman), both now widows, and
living in Chicago, and Elizabeth, who died
in young womanhood. Calvin was the
seventh son.
In
1851
Calvin married Sarah E.y a
daughter of the late Jesse Dutton, who
survives him; to them were born live children
Henry F., Ida, Hollis C., Mabel N.
and Katherine D.; of these Ida (Mrs. C.
H. Knox, of Chester, Mass.), Hollis, of
Boston, and Mabel survive.

tory.”
"I am conciliatory, Aunt Betty,” he
answered. “I often say to her, ‘Bertha, I know the utter uselessness of
tsylng to reason with you, but will
you listen to me just a minute?' and
she gets mad even at that”—Youth’s

—

in

Air.

it may w-ell revert to the

ality,

joy was
active of

a

man

oi

strung

Companion.
They Like Fat Oiria In Tunis.
A Tunisian girl has no chance of
marriage unless she tips the scale at
200 pounds, and to that end she commences to fatten when she is fifteen
years old. She takes aperients and
eats a great deal of sweet stuff and
leads a sedentary life to hasten the
process.
Dp to fifteen she is very
handsome, but at twenty what an Immense, unwieldy mass of fat she becomes! She waddles, or, rather, undulates, along the street Her costume is
very picturesque, especially If she be
of the richer class.
She is clothed
In fine silks of resplendent hues of a
bright red, yellow or green and wears a
sort of conical shaped headdress, from
which depends a loose white drapery.
Turkish trousers and dainty slippers,
the heels of which barely reach the
middle of the feet, complete the costume.

person-

body until the infirmities
age forced him into retirement; active
of mind to the last. In early life he conducted a genera) store. In the :60s, in
partnership with the late A. A. Bartlett,
he built the block on Main street nowknown as th3 Giles block, and there car-

of
ox

years ago

a

few of the

more

enterprising people of this place built a
wharf and landing, hoping it would induee some one to come and use the abandoned places, but as yet this has been of
but little avail. There are a few simmer
residents here, all of whom are very nice
sold,
people.
places
they have gone into the hands of landand
have
the
grabbers
buildings
gone to
Several

d< cay.

was

officiating.

name.

A number

His Conciliatory Way.
and Mrs. Pickaway, although
really fond of each other, had frequent
quarrels owing no doubt to Infirmities
of temper on the part of both. Mr.
Pickaway was telling his troubles to
his elderly maiden aunt
“I try to be as good a husband to
Bertha as I know bow to be.” be said,
"but we don't seem to get along. It
takes so little to irritate her, and when
ahe starts to scolding she never knows
when to stop. She takes offense, too,
at such little things.”
“Then don't say those little things,
Joshua,” said his aunt “When she
Is cross you must try to be conciliaUr.

home at 2 o’clock
last Saturday afternoon, Rev. S. W. Sutton

as

depopulation continues,

it Is,” said the friend, “but
yon must remember that times have
changed. We used to dig clams for
our dinner.”
“By George,” said the father, “I
guess I have been too severe with
him! I’ll be kinder In the future. I'll
buy him a spade and show him where
the clams are.”—Exchange.

“Perhaps

of Trenton.

The funeral

the old people die their homes are closed
and go to decay. This place was formerly
known as “No Man’s Cape,” and if the

It does not

have been

seem as

but

if this state

of

should be, as there is land that can
be had at reasonable prices, there is a
beautiful bay on either side, pleasant
drives, and the south end of the neck has
as beautiful scenery as can be wished for.
There are beautiful gravel beaches along
its shores on both sides; there are numerous sylvan groves dotted about the west

sides, and at sunset on a summer evening
the bay of Naples shows no more pleasing
view than that from Newbury Neck.

Immediately revenue cutters and tugs
Nominated by the Governor.
dispatched in search of the helpless
Among nominations by Qov. Fernald
which
so
far has not been found, recently announced are the following in
steamer,
and is believed to be a myth.
Hancock county:
Notary public, M. E. Linneken, Surry.
Harriet Lane Johnson was a typical
Justices of the peace and quorum, S. B.
society woman of culture in the past. Wescott, Bluehill; William E. Whiting,
was

j Bunker,

Ellsworth.

|

j

ried

on a

large

business.

After the dissolution of this firm, be
carried on a grocery business in the
Coombs block, and still later conducted
For the past
some lumbering operations.
twenty years or more he had not been actively engaged in business.
was
an
Mr. Joy
uncompromising
and hiB
democrat. He was well read,
interest in public affairs was intense.
He served as deputy sheriff under Sheriff
Isaac H. Thomas in the ’50’s. The only
public offices he held were those of aiderman

and

assessor.

For the past seven years he had been
confined to the house, the last five of
which he was confined to the bed, at times

being

great sufferer.
The funeral was at the home on Pleasant street this afternoon at 2, Kev. 8. W.
Sutton officiating. The pall-bearers w^ere
D. L. Fields, Pearl B. Day, David Friend
Interment was at
and John Q. Adams.
Woodbine cemetery
a

FRANK

P.

ARMSTRONG.

Frank P. Armstrong, a native of Ellsworth, and one of the leading citizens of
Roodhouse, 111., dropped dead of apoplexy
on the street there Monday, Feb. 14.
Mr. Armstrong was the son of John and
Isabella Armstrong, natives of Ireland,
and was born in Ellsworth March 19,1840.
Wear your learning like your watch, He went West in 1864, and with his
in a private pocket, and do not pull it brothers Humphrey, George and Robert,
out and strike it, merely to show that
engaged in the lumber business and laid
you have one. If you are asked what
of a comfortable fortune.
o’clock it is, tell it, but do not proclaim the foundation
“Mr.
The Roodhouse Record says:
it hourly and unasked like the watchman.
—Lord Chesterfield.
Armstrong had been closely identified |
with the growth and history of RoodA common mistake of local advertisers house. He was an important factor
is to estimate the value of advertising in some of its most important enterprises.
space of one newspaper by the amount He located here when Roodhouse was but
asked by some other publication. It is a a small village. He was the owner of a
mistake of judgment for a business man beautiful and commodious home in the
to estimate the value of space in a repu- north part of the city, and was surrounded
table newspaper with a good circulation with conveniences and comforts calculated
by that of some other publication which to make life enjoyable. Besides the opera
wiU accept business at any price and be house which he built, and which bears
pleased to get if.—Leavenworth (Kansas) his name, he was owner of several other
Times.
business houses, and was in good circum- 1

Teachers* Examination.
Candidates for State teachers’ certificates will be examined Friday, Feb. 25,
beginning at 8 a. m., at Bluehill grammar
school and Southwest Harbor high school.
State

■

Deafness Cannot

Cared
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is only
•ne way to cure deafness, and that is oy constitutional remedies. Deafness is caused by
an Inflamed condition of the mucous lining
of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube is
inflamed you have a rumbling sound or imhearing, and when it is entirely closed,
afness is the result, and unleaa the inflammation can be taken out and this tube restored to its normal condition, hearing will
be destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten
are caused by Catarrh, which is nothing but
an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for any
case of Deafness (caused
by catarrh) that
esnno$ be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure. Send
for circulars free.
F. J. CHENEY A CO* Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall’s Family Fills, for constipation.

Krfect

Be

Every-

ther.

appointed post master early

by President Cleveland and served
four years. The only other public office
he ever held was that of assessor.
Mr. Harden is survived by a widow, who
was Georgietta, a daughter of the late £.
H. Stockbridge; one sister—Mrs. Dudley
Bunker, of Trenton; four nephews—
George N. and Edward H., of Bangor,
Leon, of New Haven, Conn., and George

up

fields, and

was

in 1896

from

grow

He

party.

—

An Obliging Father.
A man who grew rich had a son ot
whom he disapproved, and when the
son was married against the father's
wishes the father made him an allowance of $20 a week and said that was
all he could have.
Awhile later he was discussing the
matter with a friend of his pioneer
days. “Do you think $20 a week Is
enough for the boy?” he asked.
“Well,” replied the friend Judicially,
“I don't know about that”
"It's a darn sight more than we had
when we started lnv” argued the fa-

Mr. Harden’s last business connection
was as head of the boot and shoe department of M. Qallert’s store, which position
be occupied when stricken by paralysis
mora than a year ago.
Mr. Harden was always a staunch
democrat, and one of the leaders of his

six.

were

nobleman

'—8—--

IUBUV

U1U

miles off the coast.

When Miss Lane lived in London with
her uncle, the ambassador, an English

management my apologies.”
body’s.

right hand, the effort can better be
imagined than described. I have never goods business. Six years afterwards be
quite concluded whether the “bird” would bought out his partner, and for six years
pass for a turtle dove or an other bird of continued the business alone, finally sellfoul repute.
ing out to the late Austin B. Walker.
WlgtiJ
He then, in partnership with his
clothing. 1 well remember the last “Uncle brother-in-law, Frank A. Stockbridge,
Jim” Young used to make his shoes on. established the boot and shoe business,
It resembled one-half of an ox-yoke, and which
they continued until about six
the shoes were not t hings of beauty when
years ago.

things

pennies.

Shaw wrote dramatic criticisms for
the London Saturday Review.
The
following sample is characteristic of
the man:
“I am In a semewbat foolish position concerning a play at the Opera
Comlque, whither I was bidden this
•ay week. For some reason I was not
supplied with a program, so that I
never learned the name of the play.
At the end of the second act the play
had advanced aboui as far as an ordinary dramatist would have brongbt
it five minutes after the first 'rising
of the curtain or, say, as far as Ibsen
would have brought it ten years before that event. Taking advantage of
the second interval to stroll out Into
the Strand for a little exercise, I unfortunately forgot ail about my business and actually reached home before
it occurred to me that I had not seen
the end of the play. Under these circumstances it would ill become me to
dogmatise on the merits of the work or
its performance. I can only offer the

Evolution of the Appls.
Apples are new In the economy of
the world’s use and taste. At the beginning of the last centtry few varieties were known, and we can go back
in history to a time when all apples
were little, sour and puckery—crab apples and nothing else. The crab apple
was and Is in Its wildness nothing but
a rosebush.
Away back In time the
wild rose, with Its pretty blossoms
that turn to little red balls, apple flavored, and the thorny crab had the
same

grandmother.

A Curioul Error.
The Bev. Dr. Edward Everett Hale
told how a curious error crept into the
translation of the Lord's Prayer into
the Delaware Indian tongue. The English translator had as an assistant an
Indian who knew English. “What is
‘hallow’ in Delaware?" asked the translator. The Indian thought he said “halloo” and gave him the equivalent
Therefore the Delaware version of the
Lord's Prayer reads, “Our Father, who
art in heaven, hallooed be thy name.”
As Corrected.

“Tommy,” said the teacher to a
bright grammar class pupil, “correct
the sentence ‘I kissed Jennie two
times.’”
“*I kissed Jennie three times,’” re-

plied Tommy proudly.—Chicago News.

Tin D«g Q»—«lsn I"
his wanAmong many Incident* of
recounted
derings Urough PslesOne.
is
by Harry Franck in the Century,

A crowd gathered

on

tha

-—

w

month-

“An American who was in Nasareth
"told me a
long ago." said a native,
him,
strange story. I did not believe
He said that
for it cannot be true.
And the
in America people buy dogs.'
ludicrous a
mere suggestion of so
transaction sent the assembled group
into paroxysms of laughter.
"They do," 1 replied.
The pompous ex-mayor fell Into such
tonrulslons of merriment that his rotund face grew the color of burnished

"He r madr yelled a fat man.
The fox terrier atood In the
cent*
of the group with wide open
either too mod or too
frightened to
”
more.

At thla Juncture the policeman ■>
rlred.
A doeen rolcer began to
him that the dog waa mad; that it
must be killed: that It bad been
nan
ping at the children; that It beganto
froth when It parsed a pool of
watw
and bow beet to shoot.
A tall, quiet looking woman pushm
through the crowd and started towns
A doxen men yelled at
the dog.
her
Two or three men grabbed at her.
She picked the dog up and
started
The
out of the crowd.
policeman
■topped her with:
"Madam, that dog la mad. He mut
be shot Look at the foam coming on
of his mouth.”
"Foam!” she said
contemptnonaly
•That'a a cream puff he was eating."
—8t Louis Poet-Dispatch.

tali

copper.

a
"Buy dogs?" roared his sons in
“But
chorus of several languages.
what for?”
Never having settled that question
I
entirely to my own satisfaction, parried It with another, "How do you get
a dog if you want one?"
"W-w-w-why,” answered the eldest
hi* eyes,
son. wiping the tears from
“if any one wants a dog he tells some
But
one.
one else, and they give him
whoever wants a dog?”

Tbs Widow Was Comforted.
•There Is no accounting for the construction which some people will put
reupon certain passages of Scripture.”
“1 remember
marked a clergyman.
the story of one clergyman who went
to call on a woman whose husband
had recently died. He had expected,
quite naturally, to find her heartbroken with the burden of her sorrow
and was greatly surprised when she
him with a very happy smile

Hia Ad. Answered.
A man stopped at a newspaper offle*
on his way to the theater and placed
an advertisement for a boy
Half M
hour later one fell from the gallery
his
lato
lap.

“How

Simple.
keep

do

you

your

ruor

sharpT”
“Easy enough. I hide It where my
wife can’t find tt”—Cleveland Pi.tn
Dealer.

greeted

and ushered him into the parlor.
'Well—cr—sister,' he said at length,
you have my warmest sympathy.'
'Thank you. doctor,’ replied the
‘I did feel very
widow casually.
But I came
bad. very bad indeed.
across a verse of Scripture which comforted me very much Indeed.’
•“And what was the verse, sister?’

An Empty Dream.
sla. what's a 'empty
dream?" Dotty—One you bare when
you’ve been cent to bed without aay

Bobby—Say.

supper.—Cleveland Leader.

lot &alc.

inquired the clergyman.

’I don’t remember Just where to
find it.’ replied the widow. “but It was
made up of only four words—four
helpful words—"Why need 1 careT"’’’

LAND In McKinley or Tr.niooi
containing I acre and til rod* Choice
For further particular*., aabuilding lot.
dress Dn. A. L. Dix. Philadelphia, h

FIELD

TT OUSE—At South Portland, cosy, modern
XX 7*room bouse; all improvements. '.,000
ft. laud 1 bear fltOtrics. school and stores.
$3.ofl0: easy terms. L. J. ? « w Ward street,
south Portland, Me.

Eskimo Courtship.
If European death scenes astonish,
the consenting “Yes" of a bride at marriage shocks an Eskimo woman. Not
only must a bride show herself unconsenting; she must, if she respects herself and tribal traditions, scream and
struggle with all her might when her
wooer or his envoy enters her family
residence and, laying hold upon her,
drags her. usually by the topknot,
to her new home.
She may be presented with a new lamp and water
pail by her bridegroom, and she is as
a general thing mightily pleased at
her change of estate. But she is far
too circumspect to show her pleasure
or affection and keeps up a noisy demonstration until she feels that she has
done all that a well bred maiden
should do.
If she does not exercise
proper discrimination In this matter her
lord sometimes scratches the soles of
her feet so that she cannot run away
to her parents.—Harper's Bazar.

ATER MOTOR-A 8 to 4 horse
Belknap “Little Giant" water motor
Good aa new. Just the thing for light power
In town which has waterworks. Will be sold
cheap. Address P. O. Box 483, Ellsworth.

TOanUto.
WANTED— To Introduce our very
complete Spring line of beautiful wool
suitings, wash fabrics, fancy waistinjr. silks,
etc., hdkfs. laces and petticoats. All up to
date N. Y. City patterns. Finest line oo the
market. Dealing direct with the rnilis. yon
will And oor prices low.
Profits, lioto'tao
weekly. Samples and foil Instructions packed
in a neat sample case, shipped express preNo money reunited. Exclusive territory.
paid.
Write for particulars.
Be first to apply.
Htandabo Dkkss Goods Co., Dept. C 1, Binghamton, N. Y.

LADY

caah

for

Wool,

price paid
Wool Skins, Hides and £alf skin*,
SKINS—Highest
H. B. PHiixtrs, Ellsworth.

also

Fur.

SITUATION
O laundress,

as housekeeper; good cook,
neat, orderly, punctual, ecoAddress Box 3*4. Ellsworth.

nomical, honest.

£prtia! 2$aiwn*
REGISTRATION OF VOTERS.
Board of Registration for the city of
Ellsworth will be in session at the Aidermen's room, in Hancock ball, on the
1st, 2d, 3d, 4th and 5th days of March, 1910,
from 9 o’clock in the forenoon to 1 o'clock in
the afternoon, and from 8 to 5 o’clock in the
afternoon, and from 7 to 9 o’clock in the evening for the purpose of registering the names
of voters and correcting the voting lists.
Notice, particularly, that registration will
close on Friday, March 4, 1910, at 5 o'clock
p. m. Personal appearance is required of a
voter in order to have his name registered.
The Board of Registration will be in session
on ibe day of election to give any registered
voter whose name has been omitted from the
voting list, or In whose name or residence as
on said voting list, a clerical error has
placed
been made, a certificate entitling him to vote.
R. E. Maiox, Chairman.
Ellsworth. February 16, 1910.

THE

Turner's Little Afterthought.
Ail English critic's reference to Turner's line picture “The Wreck Buoy”
reminds a faithful newspaper reader
of a curious anecdote in connection
with it When Turner tirst sent this
picture to the Royal academy it was
hung among several brilliantly colored
pictures. On varnishing day Turner
found the effect of his dull gray rendering of a stormy sea altogether
spoiled by its bright surroundings.
Without a
moment's hesitation be
painted in the lighted buoy in the foreground. and Its dab of crimson light
CAUTION NOTICE.
showed so brilliantly in its gloomy setis to certify that I. Herbert W. White,
ting that Turner's picture became the
of Orland, county of Hancock, State of
prominent one. and its rivals on each ; Maine, have given my minor son, Howard W.
hia time hereafter to transact business
side were cast into the shade. It is ; White,
for himself. In consequence whereof I '•hall
curious, if true, that the most notice- claim none of hia earnings nor pay any debts
his contracting after this date.
able feature of the picture should have ofDated
at Orland. Maine, this 31st day of Febbeen an afterthought.—Boston Tran- ruary, a. d. 1910.
Hbubket W. white.
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j

script.

aWjrrtiannnrt*.
The Shrewd Banker.
Thirteen years ago a banker lent a
farmer $1,000 with which to buy atock.
The farmer, of course, gave his note.
The borrower lost on the stock deal
and had hard luck generally, so he
couldn’t pay the note. Later be went
away, and after many years he made
good again and returned. The banker
tried to collect his note, but it was
outlawed by a lapse of thirteen years.
One day the banker stopped at the
mau's farm and admired his fine
pumpkins.
The farmer made him a present of two large oues.
“I'll Just credit these pumpkins on
your old note," the banker said.
“All right.” the farmer bald.
That revived the obligation.
The
banker brought suit and recovered In
full for the note and interest—Kansas
City Star.
Life's Limits.
All Indications point to the fact that
less than ten miles below our feet a
red heat Is maintained
permanently
and within twenty a white heat Ten
miles above us we have the
pitiless
cold, far below zero, of interplanetary
To what a narrow zone of
space.
delicately balanced temperature la life
confined?

Long Drawn Out
Judge—What is your name? Prisoner—J. j. j. j. John Jones.
JudgeWhy do you have so many J’s to your
name?
Prisoner—The preacher who

christened
Answers.

me

stuttered, sir.—London

Vary Annoying.

“It is annoying to watch for a train
that’s late.”
“Yes, and it is even more annoying

to wait for a train that was discontinued the week

before."—Washington

NATIONAL SIRKTY
NO. 115 BROADWAY,

COMPANY.

HIW YORK CITY-

ASSETS, DEC. 31, 1909.
183.126 T7
10,7*10 00
2,404 *55 14

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds,
Cash in office and bank,
Bills receirable,
Interest accrued,
All other assets,

f

Gross assets.
Deduct items not admitted.

R4.CM.M5 M
180,82* 95

712.H5#

1,153 51
19.2*9 36
708.*•>! 30

$3 864,016 09

Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES. DEC.- 31, 1909.
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Cash capital,
Surplua over all liabilities.
Total liabilities and
(

surplua.

|

553.119 55
1327.561 »
222 >72 51
750.tHW 00

1,004.769 *0
33,861.016

09

Miss) M. E. HOLMES, Agent,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

STATE OF MAINE.
NOTICE TO CONTRACTORS.
Heating and Plumbing Normal School

Domltory, Cnatlne, Maine.
Proposals addressed to the State Nor-

School Trustees will be received at
the oBoe of the State Superintendent of
Public Schools, State House, Augusta,
Maine, until 1 P. M. Tuesday, March 1st,
1A10, (or tbs furnishing of all labor,
material, etc., neceaaary for the installation of heating apparatus and for plumbing in the domitory now in the process of
construction tor tbs Eastern State Normal
School at Oaatine under the provisions of
Chapter 93 of the Resolves of 1900.
Puns and specifications (or the same
may be securea from the architects. Miller
and Mayo, Portland, Maine.
A bond of 20 per. cent, of the amount or
the contract made will be reqnired for the
faith fol performance of the work.
For information address,
mal

Paybon Smith.
of tbs Bard of Bints Normal
School Trustees, Aflgwsta, Maine.

Secretary

/

FOOD FAIR,

*t thin booth,
attracts much attention.
Ihe Barrill National Bank
haa Um
booth at the left of the main

_-*■

rOlTNTY MEV\r8

*•>“

OPENED YESTERDAY
afternoon.

flORMAI^Y

eery ooally arranged.

charge.

ftwi* An

entrance,

BXHIBWB—GOOD
-nUcnVB
"
CK

ATTEND-

pboobam fob remaindbk

ingredient, the active principle, to

The members of Ira Berry lodge, F. and
A. M., attended
morning service at the
Baptist church in a body Feb. 20.
Copies df the music written for the Bluehill reunion held in Boston, Feb.
12, can
be procured at Partridge’s
drug store.
The state examination of teachers will
t>e given in Bluehill, Feb. 2S, at 8 a.
m., by

District-Superintendent

F.

E. McGould-

rick.

George A. Clough and wife, of Brookline, and Henry Clough and wife, of West

Roxbury,

have been at the Bluehill house
few days.
The annual roll-call of the
Baptist
church was held Feb. 16. There was a
large attendance and all enjoyed a fine
supper. Following this came the roll-call
in the chapel, after which public services
were held in the church.
The address of
the evening was by Rev. Dr. Day, of RockClarence Harding, Irving Harding, Herland.
man Joyce, Viola Staples, Harvey Moore,
Feb.
M.
Rath Moore, Pearl Traak, Flavilla Trask
and Beatrice Trask.
CASTINE.
Feb. 21.
Chips.
Another basket ball game was played
Saturday evening, the Castine high school
SURRY.
winning from Searsport.
Wesley Williams is employed in Boston
The “Silent Sisters” met on Saturday
as shipkeeper on a yacht.
evening with the Misses Perkins. DeThe many friends of J. F. Staples are
licious refreshments were served.
to learn that he is much improved.
Mrs. Charles Devereux and son Richard pleased
Miss Vandelia Carter, of Sedgwick, is
are spending a few
days in Boston, Capt.
Devereux’a ship being hauled up for re- spending the winter with Mrs. Isaiah
for

—

a

21._,

pairs.
The many friends of Miss Alice Grindle
glad to hear of her improved condition since undergoing an operation at the
hospital in Belfast.

are

Evangelistic services are being held for
the next two weeks by T. C. McKeivey,
of Pittsburg, Pa., assisted by the pastors
of the Methodist and
Congregational
churches. Meetings at 2.30 and 7.30 p. m.

j

The drama, “Just for Fun,” given Friday evening at Emerson hall for the bene- |

fit of the woman’s relief corps, was a
The stage was tastefully arranged, and with the striking costumes
made a pretty effect. The parts were well
rendered.
Feb. 21.
G.
success.

EAST SULLIVAN.
Albert

Quarry,

Merchant and son,
of
in town bunting foxes.

Hall

are

Dunbar is fast covering the pond with
and the landings with latb-wood.

logs

Miss Ruth Whitaker was the guest of
her sister, Mrs. B. C. Baker, over Sunday
Lena E. Whalen is spending the
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Kosa
Farrar, in Winter Harbor.
Mrs.

week with

for Over Six Years.

Sage

Money

—

Miss Clara O. Johnson was showered
with post cards on her twenty-first
birthday anniversary Feb. 19.
Oliver P.
Bragdon died at his
Sunday evening, Feb. 20, after a brief
illness of pneumonia, aged eighty-thre
years and ten months.

Capt.

home

The delayed Lincoln’s
versary

exercises

Sunday, making

were
a

very

birthday annicarried

out

last

interesting

ser-

Mrs. F. P. Noyes, of West Qouldsboio, kindly acted as pianist. Mrs.
Harriet Lord, who is spending the winter
with her daughter, Mrs. Noyes, was
gladly welcomed.
vice.

i ter the program a treat of pop-corn was
that one pair of quail, if left alone, will pro- i
served. Much credit is due the pupils for
duce 1,100 quail in three years.
! the good entertainment given. Mrs. McQuail native to Kinuear park and the 1
Gouldrick thanks all who helped to make
unoccupied lands along the shores of
the afternoon a success.
lakes Washington and Union have multiplied ever since Seattle has been on the
SEDGWICK.
become accusmap, and have gradually
Mrs. F. H. Smith is ill.
tomed to the noise and activity of the

Think of it!

Lawyers’ Wills.
A remarkable specimen of a lawyer’s
Invalid will wag tbat of Sir Joseph
Jeckyll, master of the rolls, wbo died
In 1738 and bequeathed his fortune
after his wife’s death to pay off the
national debt. “Sir Joseph was a good
man and a good lawyer," was Lord
Mansfield's comment, “but bis bequest
He might as
was a very foolish one.
well hare attempted to stop the middle
arch of London bridge with his full
bottomed wig.” The testator’s patriotic
intentions were therefore treated as
proof of mental weakness, and his will
was promptly set aside.
Aintjpg the
many blundering wills that lawyers
have made for their clients, If net for
themselves, the strangest on record
was that of a Dublin gentleman who
left all his money to the elder son of
bis brother and, if he had no elder

Abaentmindad Dyar.
Charles Lamb bad a friend named
George Dyer who was perhaps the
most absentmtnded man on record.
It was Dyer who, leaving Lamb’s Islington home at broad noonday,
walked straight Into the New river.
He was known to take up a coal scotr
tie Instead of his hat, to walk home
with a footman’s cockaded hat on and
even to leave one of his shoes under
the table and get well on his home*
ward way before discovering his losei
He called at a friend’s one morning,
Conary.
heard that the family was away U
The funeral of Mrs. Aurilla Hunt took
the country, left his name In the
place at the Rhodes Memorial chapel,
visitors’ book, and a few hours later
Lynn, Mass., Feb. 20. Mrs. Hunt was the
called again, asked for the book again
daughter of Nicolas and Mehitable Oher,
and was astonished to see his own
and was born in Surry seventy years ago.
freshly written name. Once, when
She received her education in tbe public
Proctor breakfasted with him, Dyer
schools here, later going to Massachusetts.
fo%ot the tea. The omission being
She died at Wakefield, Mass., Feb. 17, son, to the second.—London Chronicle.
noted, he filled the teapot with ginger.
from a complication of diseases. She is
Proctor left as soon aa he could to get
Raindrops.
survived by one sister—Mrs. Augusta
a better breakfast at a coffee tavern,
Drops of rain vary In their size per- and there Dyer strolled in and asked
Gould, of West Newbury, Mass.; one
to
a
a
quarter
twenty-fifth
daughter—Mrs. Aria Lee. Her husband, haps from
him how he did, quite unconscious of
In parting
Inch In diameter.
George A. Hunt, died in Lynn, Mass., last of an
having seen him earlier.
their
clouds
from the
they precipitate
July.
resistance
descent till the increasing
Feb. 21.
Spec.
opposed by the air becomes equal to
Hbbtrttannenta,
ORLAND.
their weight, when they continue to
This ve'"Miss Grace Douglass is suffering from fall with uniform velocity.
What Parisian
will door
locity Is therefore In a certain ratio
rheumatism.
■*.
to the diameter of the drops; hence
Back.
Miss Mary Harriman is ill. Inez Perthunder and other showers in which
kins is caring for her.
the drops are large pour down faster
Business here is rushing. The lumberStop falling hair in two weeks.
than a drizzling rain. A drop of the
Cure dandruff in two weeks.
men are busy since the last snow. Ed.
twenty-fifth part of an inch in falling
Stop splitting hair.
Witham employed forty teams hauling through the air would, when it had
Stop itching scalp immediately.
lumber for his mill.
acuniform
velocity,
arrived at its
Grow more bair.
a
and
eleven
of
A pleasant event took place Feb. 14, quire a celerity
Make harsh hair soft, silky and lux*
only
a
one
of
while
uriant.
when several people called at the home half feet per second,
vea
have
inch
would
Brightens up the hair and eyebrows.
of Samuel Kitfield to assist him in cele- quarter of an
As a hair dressing it is without a
brating his seventy-eighth birthday. Mr. locity of thirty-three and a half feet.
it contains nothing that can
peer
Kitfield received them in his usual hospossibly harm the hair, it is not
A Peacemaker.
pitable manner. The party was entersticky, oily, or greasy—it is used by
It Is a commonly accepted belief that thousands to
tained by vocal and instrumental music,
keep the hair healthy—
loose
will it
Ella Facteau and May Harriman presid- nothing short of being pried
prevents as well as cures .-jcalp dising at the organ. Ralph Facteau rendered induce a bulldog to give up his grip ease.
For women and children Parisian
pleasing selections on his phonograph. on another dog or on an intruder, but
this is a mistake. A little household Sage is the most delightful hair dressRefreshments were served.
G.
and should be in every home.
ammonia poured on him as near his ing
Feb. 21.
Spec.
A. Parcher sells it for 50 cents a large
nose as circumstances will allow will
Ask for Parisian Sage.
The bottle.
AMHERST.
make him let go immediately.
J. G. Dunham lost

a

horse

recently.

George Orcutt, who has been
West over two years, is home.
The Grover brothers lost

a

in

the

horse recent-

ly of pneumonia. It was one they had reFeb.
22._H. cently purchased.
The neighbors and friends of Mrs. Clara
HAVEN.
Nickerson, who went to the hospital for
A successful school at Haven closed Fri- an
operation, are glad to know it was sucday, Feb. 18, after a ten-weeks term taugh cessful.
E.
of
Bluehill.
F.
i by Mrs.
McQouldrick,
O.
Feb. 21.
The following pupils were not absent dur1
CarMarion
Violet
DEER
ISLE.
NORTH
Carter,
ing the term:
ter, Ella Griffin, Etta Bridges, Irene
Miss Bertha Lowe, of Boston, is visiting
Brooksie
On
Joyce.
Wells, Laura Joyce,
her sister, Mrs. G. L. Holden.
the last afternoon a large number of parA grange will be organized next Friday
the following
ents and friends enjoyed
Feb. 26, with about twenty-five
evening,
program: Phonograph; recitations, Clif- charter members, seven being charter
j ford Ingersoll, Esther Kane; exercise, members of the
grange here some twenty
| seventh grade; recitations, Etta Bridges, years ago.
j Flora Allen; dialogue, six pupils; recitaGrover C. Small and wife came from
I tion, Alice Allen; selections on phonogame birds that they are becoming a pest, !
New York Sunday, and have opened their
exercise, Violet Carter, Brooksie
graph;
seriare
and
making
are ruining gardens
! Joyce, Fred Tyler; recitation, Laura house. They were called by the illness of
ous encroachments on the grain supplies
W. Small, who
! Joyce; song, Alice Allen; recitations, Roy Mr. Small’s father, George
in the city.
with his daughter, Mrs. Allen
Merna Joyce, Bertha Allen; dia- has been
I
Tyler,
to
has
been
brought
This state of allairs
at Deer Isle, but will be brought
logue, eleven pupils; song, school and Green,
use of
pass by the law that prohibits the
on phonograph.
Af- home soon.
selections
'audience;
of
nature
law
the
Hrearms in the city and

Stomach Misery
After six years of sour
stomach, of gas eructations, of nervousness, during which time every
meal lay on his stomach like a lump
of
lead, a man was restored to perfect
health by Mi-o-na stomach tablets.
Read what Mr. Hoffman, landlord
°'the Webster Hotel, writes:
“I suffered
misery and intense pains
from stomach trouble for over six
years, and all the doctoring that I did
or medicine t used were of no avail
ontil about two
years ago, when I
used a treatment of Mi-o-na.
The
nrst few
days’ treatment helped me
and upon using it a while I
seas made
entirely free from any
stomach trouble or complaint whatever.
Since the cure by Ml-o-na I
nave regained
my weight, I eat and
sleep well, am never nervous, and my
entire general health is much better.’,
—Max M. Hoffman, Webster, N. Y.,
Aug. 2, 1909.
Mi-o-na relieves the etomaoh distress in five minutes.
It acts like
magic. It is guaranteed to oure Sour
stomach, gas eructations, heartburn,

^give

Mrs. Alice McGouldrick has returned
from Brooklin, where she taught a tenweeks term of school.

Jt

SbbtittanHnnc.

jnrtMtmnits.

healthful—
^rdelidous,
the roost Valuable

Mrs. George Abbott and Mrs. E. C. Barrett spent a few days in Brooklin recently.

uTiring

<• •

n* jM«*t

BLUE HILL.
Mil* Lizzie Q. Hinckley hu completed ■
buaineee coaree in Portland.
MIm Joaie Snow is home from Portland,
where she has been visiting friends.

P. C. Burrill ie in

OPIUiBO EXERCISES.
The opening exercises took
place at 2
o’clock, Roy C. Hal nee, secretary of the
OF THB WBBK.
food fair committee of the
Ellsworth Merchants’ association,
presiding. Rev. W. P.
food fair opened with ■
Emery, pastor of the Methodist church,
The Ellsworth
It’e
sucafternoon.
offered prayer.
^ ,‘boost” yesterday
belle and
Hon. John A. Peters was the first
Z, Is assured. The ringing of the
speakannounced
"» whletlee
open- er introduced.
He congratulated EUsexhibition.
worth
the
on
of
within
it the spirit
having
in*
wan in readiness,
which had manifested itself in this fair—
the hall everything
Oiled the galleries the work of
300
people
nearly
men
of
,nd
the Merchants’
young
the formal opening exer- association. He
d floor when
thought the idea a good
the afternoon one.
Daring
took
It
place.
was
the
idea
of
these young men
Ciaes
about 400 people in the hail.
not to wait for
ttrtre were
industries, which we all
to
TUB decorations.
come
to
hope for,
us, but to make the
decorated. most of what we already have.
The hall is most attractively
“The
most
valuable asset of Ellsworth,”
colors are light bine and
The prevailing
festoons of banting in he said, “was not shown in the exhibits
-How, and broad
at
this
fair. The best thing we have is
and gallethreecolors ornament ceiling
is set as a forest scene, the public spirit of tbe young men who
ries. The stage
are
behind this fair.”
mounted by Eugene
nndthe albino deer,
C. L. Morang was the next speaker inout prominently against
p Braun, stands
of spruces. It is the troduced, and he spoke upon the business
the background
the deer family conditions in Ellsworth. “The fntnre of
handsomest specimen of
Ellsworth. About the gallery of Ellsworth,” be said, “depends upon our
erer seen in
deers’ heads and other own exertions. We most not wait for outst intervals are
side capital to come here, but must depend
mscimeus from Mr. Brann’a taxidermy.
Monaghan's orchestra occupies the upon ourselves. We must fall back upon
concerts afternoon our natural resources
our
hardwood
rtsgr. and furnishes
Mr. Monaghan, owing to and our farming.”
pud evening.
Judge John B. Redman spoke happily as
mnees, is not in his accustomed plaoe as
usual upon tbe beauties and delights of
leader, Max Q. Simbollek, violinist, of
to lead the Ellsworth as a city of homes-“the best
Bangor, having been engaged
east of the Pacific ocean and south
orchestra. The orchestral selections are place
of the North pole to live in.”
supplemented by selections by pianists at
Mayor F. F. Simonton was the last
the Staples’ Piano A Music Co.’s booth.
Entirely surrounding the floor of the speaker of the afternoon, and officially
declared the food fair open.
hall are the booths, all most attractively
East evening there was another big
arranged. It is not, strictly speaking, a
crowd at the hall, at the Washington
food iair—there is a variety which is all
Birthday ball.
the more pleasing.
Altogether, the opening day was a big
TltS EXHIBtTOBS.
success. Tne attendance was up to expecle
Ellathe
entrance
of
the
the
At
right
tations, and all who attended were pleased
worth booth-taken up by Ellsworth mer- at the exhibits. There are more big days
at
thia
cuds
Tboae
log
display
chants.
coming. Tbe addresses, which will be
booth are H. W. Morang, John P. El- given every afternoon at 2.30, are of real
W.
K.
Parker
dridge, Whiting Broa.,
value, especially to the agricultural interClothing Co., E. F. Robineon and Andrew ests of the section. Following is the
M. Moor.
PROGRAM FOR WEEK:
Adjoining this is the booth of the
is
To-day
“Apple day" at the fair.
Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co.,
is
There
an
exhibition
of apples.
whose display of electrial
appliances
The speaker of the afternoon is Prof.
attracts much attention.
Superintendent
Victor R. Gardiner, head of department of
U H. Cushman is in charge.
horticulture of the university of Maine.
The Union Trust Co. has a most attract“Where We Stand in the
Its arrangement is simple His subject is,
ive booth.
Business."
and diginitled. R, B. Holmes is in charge. Apple
To-morrow will be
Grange day." A
The Staples Piano A Music Co. has a
of the Hancock County Grange
double booth at the left of the hall, dis- meeting
Fair association will be held in the mornplaying pianos and phonographs. C. I.
ing. At 2.30 p. ro. Prof. Harold G. Bell, of
of
the
Ellsworth
manager
store,
Staples,
the University of Maine, will speak on
is in charge, with Miss Alice Tozier and
“Potato Growing." There will be a potato
R. II. Pollard, of Portland, and Miss Nan I.
will be a
shew. In the evening there
as
of
Ellsworth,
Drutmuey,
pianists.
ball.
The adjoining booth is occupied by Miss Grarjge
Friday will be “Odd Fellows’ day,’
J. A. Thompson, showing the Reputation
when the Odd Fellows district convention
and Coronet chocolates. She is assisted
will bring a large number of Odd Fellows
by Miss Hannah Holmes.
to Ellsworth.
The
and their wives
A. F. rttockbridge has an ice-cream
speaker of the day, at 2.30 p. m., will be,
and soda booth adjoining the stage.
Miss Laura E. Comstock, of the departA section in front of the stage is occument of domestic economy of the Unipied by the Eleanor Petticoat Co.
of Maine. Her subject will be
H. K Wescott exhibits the Bluebell versity
“Discrimination in Food Values." Fricream separator.
will be ladies’ night, with a
The exhibit of the Voigt Milling Co., day night
ball in the evening, to which ladies
manufacturers of Royal flour, attracts the grand
will be admitted free.
good cooks who visit the fair. Mrs. Nan
Saturday will be “County day", when
Bradbury presidea at the table where
as an added attraction to the fair many of
samples of bread and rolls made from this
the merchants of the city will offer a
floor are diapensed.
sale on at least one article. At
Walter Baker A Co.’s booth Is perbaps bargain
2.30 p. m.. Prof. H. A. Campbell, of the
the most attractive in the ball. Here the
of Maine, will speak on “Dairy
well known producta of thia company— University
In the evening there will
chocolate and cocoa—are diapensed by two Management."
be a farewell ball.
lady demonstrators who wear the costume
FOOD FAIR COMMITTEE.
familiar as the trade mark on packages
put np by this company.
The credit for the success of the food
Adjoining tbis booth is that of tbe Mt. fair, which is assured, is due to the comKebo Spring, with Charles B. Burrill in mittee of the Ellsworth Merchants’ assocharge. Tbe pure spring water and tbe ciation, under the auspices of which it is
beverages bottled by tbis company are gi-en. This committee has worked hard,
exhibited and samples dispersed.
The in the face of many obstacles, to make the
fair a success, and they deserve no small
display is very attractively arranged.
The Ellsworth Foundry A Machine measure of praise.
Works makes a most attractive display of
The members of the food fair committee
products of its foundry and machine are: C. I. Staples, chairman; Roy C.
shop. Charles Peters is in charge of the Haines, sebretary; H. W. Morang, E. F.
booth.
Robinson, jr., S. C. Fuller.
The DeLavaUe cream separator occupies
sn entire booth with a
display of its
Quail a Pest.
machines.
The spectacle of the biggest city of
Roy C. Haines baa aa attractive booth, Washiugton organizing a municipal quai
showing furniture, hammocks, etc. A hunt may soon be seen. Remarkable as 1
demonstration of the Regina vacuum may seem, Seattle is so overrun with these
*

m

*

>

city.
Finding themselves unharmed even by
the small boy with the slingshot, the
birds have become as plentiful as spar-

Mrs.
beeD

Harriet

Buckminster,

ill, is better.

who

has

H.

Feb. 21.

NORTH BLUEH1LL.
A pleasant evening was spent at the
home of A. E. Wescott and wife Wednesday. Refreshments were served.
Edwin
seventh
guests

Butler

celebrated

his

sixty-

Fifteen
birthday, Feb. 17.
were pleasantly entertained.
An

excellent dinner

was

served.

fumes of ammonia are so overpowering that a dog cannot possibly maintain his grip and his breath at the
same time.—Country Life In America.

greatly,

Harry J. Closson, who

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

nace—if it is

“Clarion", it is
requirement
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.,
Bangor. Sold by

BRIDGE8—At Brooklin, Feb 15, to Mr and
Mrs Parker B Bridges, a son. [Alton Par-

sure

ker.J
BURTON—At Orland, Feb 17, to Mr and Mrs
Joseph Burton, a daughter.
HUBBARD—At Bucksport, Feb 17, to Mr and
Mrs John B Hubbard, a daughter.
PAGE—At Bucksport, Feb 18, to Mr and Mrs

Roy Page,

Ellsworth.

Main Street,

FOR SALE
SCHOONER 0TR0NT0

MARRIED.
COVEY-LEACH-At Bangor, Feb 15, by Rev
George A Martin. Miss Mary E Covey, of
Lamoine, to Neal D Leach, of Bangor
GR \NT—AMES—At Bar Harbor, Feb 2, by
Rev C F McKoy, Miss Lillian Grant, of Bar
Harbor, to Chester Ames, of North Bradford.
MARTIN—AUSTIN—At Castine. Feb 14, by
Rev W A Hanscom, Miss Edith Martiu to
Fred Austin, both of Castine.
ROBINSON—SHOREY—At Ellsworth. Feb 19,
by J H Brimmer, esq. Miss Mabel E Robinson to Luther E Shorey, both of Ellsworth.
RYAN—JARLISLE—At Helena, Mont, Jan 18,
bv Rev J R Ramsey, Miss Lula Ryan, of
Missoula, Mont, to Bert Carlisle, formerly
of Ellsworth.
STEVENS-LAWRENCE-At Birch Harbor,
Feb 19, by Rev E S Drew, Mrs Celia E
Steveus, of Birch Harbor, to Calvin Lawrence, of West Gouldsboro,
TUCKER—HANSON—At Bar Harbor, Feb 15
by Rev C F McKoy, Miss Grace E Tucker to
Lester W Hanson, both of Bar Harbor.

ELDRIDGE,

J. P.

a son.

TAPLEY—At West Brooksville, Feb 11, to Mr
and Mrs Olden D Tapley, a son.
VARNUM— At Bucksport, Feb 14, to Mr and
Mrs William A Varuuni, a son.

a

to meet every

I

99 Too* Nei
estate.
state.
bargain to settle
ah E.
or Sarah

will be
In sold at

a

9 Inquire
ln<liii«- 01 Fied L. Mason
■ I)oyie, Ellsworth, Maine.

I
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AT CUT RATES
I! 1 tC 1 I I V
U
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Patent

Medicine*.

Country Trade Supplied at City Prices.
Send for catalogue of
Toilet Articles and Rubber Goods

THEARA HILTON & CO., Portland,Me.
KEEP YOUTHFUL

Excelsior Hair Dye
a rich, gl"ssy color, Positive
Guaranteed under Pure Food
colors assured.
and Drug Act. Package sent tn plain wiapper
Ruoolph Mke*
for $1. 8 different colors. D
564 Washington St.. Boston. Mass.
tin. Inc.
Send postal for tree information aud circulars.

gives your hair

his

i

j

_

HY0ME|

CLARION.

BORN

Miss Alice Wescott, who is studying
DIKD.
has been visiting
nursing in the Roosevelt hospital, Newr
has retured to Portland.
lather,
be found at all
York, is spending a short vacation with ARMSTRONG—At Roodhouse, III, Feb 14,
rows, and coveys are to
Columbia Chapter, O. E. 8., will not meet
Frank P A rmstrong, a native of Ellsworth,
her parents, C. F. Wescott and wife.
times of the day, scattered all over the
aged 69 years, lu months, 25 days.
on account of the service at
February
'26,
D.
Feb. 21.
to the
residence
the
from
portion
city,
AUSTIN—At Strong, Feb 7, Perley Austin, of
j the church.
Stouington, aged 18 years, 1 month, 11 days.
waterfront docks.
At the all-day meeting of the Woman’s
DEDHAM.
BRAGDON-At East Sullivan, Feb 20, Capt
Early trolley cars stir them as they feed,
Feb.
Missionary
society
Oliver P Bragdon, aged 83 years, 10 months.
The woman’s mission circle will hold a
and each time the whir of their wings Foreign Baptist
11 the topics were—“The Philippines,’ sale at the
souuds commuters swear softly and think
grange hall Feb. 22, and serve CLAPHAM—At West Sullivan, Feb 22, Mrs
Abigail R Clapham, aged 87 years, 11 months
Mrs. N. M. Bobbins; “Japan,” Mrs. Clara an
of the seels they have planted and which ;
oyster supper.
DIX—At Southwest Harbor, Feb 10, John Dix,
Hamilton; “Assam,” Mrs. Nellie Sargent;
have failed to come up—merely because
B.
who
is
the
Mrs. A.
spending
Burrill,
aged 80 years, 10 months, 2 days.
“Africa,” Mrs. Clara Cole. A basket
the quail have been there iirst.
Sullivan, Feb 16, Mrs Mary
I lunch was enjoyed at noon. The business winter with friends in Ellsworth, visited FRANKLIN—At
A Frauklin, aged 89 years, 2 months, 8 days.
The subject is now being taken up unweek.
her mother, Mrs. Staples, last
Mrs.
elected:
Officers
followed.
HARDEN—At Ellsworth, Feb 16, Hoyt H Harmeeting
officially by the residents of the outlying 1
den, aged 74 years. 10 months, 16 days.
Mrs. Clara I No session of New Century grange has
Wilson, president;
will be j. E.
portions of the city, and an effort
HARDING—At Cranberry Isles, Feb 21, Joweeks
on account of
for
several
held
been
Mrs.
Minnie
vice
president;
made shortly to have the city council pro- Saunders,
seph R Harding, aged 58 years, 10 months,
29 days.
vide some means of ridding Seattle of its Dority, secretary; Mrs. Virgelia Smith, violent storms on the meeting nights.
dizziness, biliousness and nervous- game bird nuisanoe.
B.
21.
Feb.
Deer Isle, Feb 14, Harold WesHASKELL-At
treasurer.
ness, or money back. For sale by
ley son of Philip D Haskell and wife, aged
H.
Feb.
1 month, 28 days.
druggists everywhere, and by Q. A.
a._
COVE.
SEAL
Many advertieere forget that advertisHOXIE—At North Bucksport, Feb 15, Glady
marcher, for SO cents a large box.
acGOTTS ISLAND.
Special revival services have been held
M, daughter of Mr and Mrs George P Hoxie,
ing space in a newspaper is valued
aged 6 years. 3 months, 8 days.
week
that
the
hail
the
the
at
by
circulation
paper.
past
pastor,
to
the
of
cording
Lobster fishermen find lobsters scarce.
JOY—At
Ellsworth, Feb 21, Calvin P Joy,
Rev. E. A. Trites. The attendance has
Advertising space in a journal without
aged 80 years, 10 months, 9 days.
Miss Phebe E. Gott is visiting friends at been
the
at
good.
dear
pubis
any
price
circulation
PAGE—At Bucksport, Feb 19, infant son ol
I
and West Tremont.
Mr and Mrs Roy Page.
Feb.21.
N.
Without circulation McKinley
lisher may demand.
SANGER-At Brookline, Mass, Feb 15, Emil?
School closed Friday after a successful
there oan he no reeulte, and without
Fay (Pond) Sanger, formerly of Ellsworth,
better
than
a
record
is
A
proepeetu
which the advertiser term taught by Miss Bessie Young, of
aged 73 years, 6 months.
rdres catarrh or money back. Just results the money
slx- Newepaper circulation is what counts fee VARNUM-At
number of
Whole
"nils,
Corea.
Kansas)
-.Leavenworth
1
lost
investo is
Bucksport, Feb 15, infant sot
of Mr and Mrs William A Varnum.
*
j teen; those not absent one-bait day were: I advertisers.
Tunes.
1

THE

ijJraicBflumal Cate.

X)R.

C.

E.

HOLT,
BANGOR,

DENTIST.

AL

IC E

H

SCOTT,

SPECIALTY MADE OF

TYPEWRITING, ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.

Agent of the Union Safe Deposit & Trust Oo., of
Portland, Me., for furnishing Probate
and Surety Bonds.
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moore’s Drug
Store). Ellsworth, Me.__

DR.

HARRY C.

MASON,

DENTIST,

_____

MAIN

STREET,
Over

ELLSWORTH.

Bi]oa Theatre.

*14 American hat

Of the 111 post-offices

nbecriber* ai 107
Hancock county.

in

Ill the other papert in the County com«M do not rose* to many. The American it not the only paper printed in
Hancock county, and hat newer claimed to
to, but it it the only paper that can properly be called a County paper; all the
root are merely local paper*. The circulation i The American, barring the Bar
Harbor Record'* summer tiot, it larger
(ban that of all the other paper* ) rinted
In Hancock county.

COUNTY NEV Sc

caused a deal of merriment. At a
late hour the company bade their entertainers good night, and carried with them
recollections of a delightful evening.
and

If mMUiom I

Oniiil) A'em

ice

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

son.

UiM Hattie Mayo, who baa been confined to the bonne with tonnilitis, is again
able to attend school.

The ladies’ aid society is rehearsing
“Miss Pearless and Co.” for presentation
March 21.

One evening last week Allen Lawler and
wile were given a happy surprise party by
a score of their neighbors.

Mrs. George Patten, of East Sullivan,
been visiting ber son, George Hardi-

has

George Gilley is out again after two
two meetings the X. E. C.
pleasantly entertained by Mrs. weeks’ illness. A. I. Holmes, who has
Edith DeBeck and Miss Lucy Butler. been confined to the house for the same
This week they will be entertained by length of time, is recovering.
NEWS. Mrs. Sherman Scammon.
White-winged messengers flew about
Feb. 21.
B.
among the friends of Mrs. O. W. Cousins,
FRANKLIN.
and the result was that 140 post cards
WEST HANCOCK.
brought her birthday greetings on Feb. 17.
Mr*. Eben Smith is visiting friends at
A. E. Foren is home from Boston, where
East Sullivan.
Miss Mary Whitmore came home from
he has been employed.
Pittsfield last week, seriously ill of nerMaster Richard Bragdon fractured his
Lou. Young broke his leg last week vous
prostration. Miss Bessie Clark acjar bone last week.
while working in the woods.
companied her to care for Ver on the
Mrs. Flossie Kendall, of Wilton, is visitMrs. Harris Taylor, who has been visit- homeward trip.
ing Mrs. L. C. Bragdon.
ing here, has returned to New York.
The dramatic company, under auspices
Mrs. Robert Milliken returned to her
Miss Alice Butler, of White Plains, N. of the Masons, gave a Wild West play at
home at Winter Harbor Sunday.
Y., is home helping care for her father, the hall Tuesday evening, Feb. IS, with
Arthur Bunker, who was housed with a who is ill.
marked success. A supper and dance folis
on
his
about
bad cut
again.
leg,
Victor R. Smith, of Northeast Harbor, lowed. Nearly fOO was added to the hall
Miss Louise Hanson spent Saturday
has been here a few days, called by the fund.
and Sunday with her parents in Bangor.
Leon Wilson has returned home to
illness of his Bister, Mrs. Lena Foren.
Fred Donnell, is at home from VinalMrs. Lena Foren, who baa been critically spend a few weeks with his father. The
after
an
absence
of
months.
haven,
eight
ill of pneumonia, is slightly improved. vessel of which he was mate, with Capt.
Miss Marcia Gordon is at home from Mrs. Annie
Herlihy, of Bangor, a trained Kelly, of Bass Harbor, sprang aleak, and
tailing to reach Hampton Roads, went
Harrington, where she has been teaching. nurse, is with her.
ashore in a favorable place, so that all the
Miss Vera Anderson, of Ellsworth, was
Feb. 20.
Sumac.
crew were saved.
the week-end guest of Miss Evelyn DwelSOUTH BROOKSVILLE.
The Willard union held its annual
ley.
Mrs. S. G. Franks is quite ill.
commemorative meeting at the Methodist
Mrs. Julia Martin, of Calais, is visiting
Mrs. O. M. Smith, of Bluehill, is visiting churcb Sunday evening, Feb. 13, under the
her sisters, Mrs. Smith, Mrs. Blaisdell and
her son here.
leadership of the president, Mrs. Emily
Mrs. Dyer.
Mrs. M. T. Condon, a former resident, is Freeman. A good program was followed
Thomas Bragdon and wife left for
by excellent speeches by Rev. Messrs.
Portsmouth, N. H., last week to visit Mrs. visiting relatives here.
At

its last

Master Herbert Marshall, who fell down
•tairs last week, fracturing his right collar

bone,

is

doing

miss ueua

well.

nragaon,

ing at Lagrange, is
Bishop is her guest.

Barnard and

Robinson. The
Willard
union has never failed Bince the memorial
fund was established in 1899 to send to the
National W. C. T. U. the |2 free-will gift
for the extension of temperance work, by
Round-the-world missionaries.
Feb. 21.
8prav.

ing

who nas oeen teacn-

home.

Miss

Flora

The Seth Crabtree house at Shipyard
point is rented to Mr. Haddon and
family, of Connecticut.
Mrs. Eunice Blaisdell, who has been
with her daughter, Mrs. Herbert Young, of
*
Hancock, several weeks, is home.
The Northeast Harbor basket ball team
the Franklins Saturday evening,
the homo team winning; score, 15-6.

played

Miss Bernice Dunn is home from Gouldsboro and Prospect Harbor, where she has
been visiting. She was accompanied by
her cousin, Miss Julia Guptill.
Mrs. Doris Hartwell Moseley and son
Inwrence and her brother Lester, who
have been visiting their grandparents,
Daniel Crabtree and wife, and aunt, Mrs.
Hattie Bragdon, have returned to Bar
Harbor.
WEDDING ANNIVERSARY.

at

Brocklin,

is home.

Fred Yeazie has moved his family into
part of Pearl Wardwell’s house.
is

The little son of Mr. and Mrs. Secondino
still dangerously ill of pneumonia.

Frank A. O'Hare, who has been superintendent of the granite works here over
two years, has gone to his home in New
York. His place is filled by Allen Smith,
of Bluehill.
Feb. 21.
C.

Miss Flora Stratton will go to Hancock
to visit her aunt, Mrs. Arabine
Wooster.

Tuesday

Capt. Fred Hodgkins, who has spent the
winter at home, lett last Thursday for
New York.
Miss Mary E. Covey and Neal D. Leach
were married Feb. 16, in Bangor.
Their
friends wish them a
long and happy
married life.

Howe Smith and wife returned to Bar
Harbor Sunday, after spending a few days
with Mr. Smith’s parents. They were
accompanied by Miss Elvira Smith.
Feb. 21.
B.

Friday evening a large company was delightfully entertained by H. G. Worcester
NORTH SULLIVAN.
•And wife at West Franklin, the occasion
Zemro Hall, 2d, has gone into the woods
being the thirtieth anniversary of their
marriage. Hearty greetings w*ere ex- for the remainder of the winter.
tended each guest. Mrs. Worcester was
A large delegation of the I. O. F. and
Ably assisted by her daughters, Mrs. Companion court went to West Bay last
Marion Dunr. and Miss Mildred. The
Wednesday evening. They report a deyounger members of the party enjoyed lightful trip.
games until refreshments were passed.
Mrs. Nettie Robinson, who is spending
Mrs. Minnie McKenzie poured punch.
a short vacation with her mother, Mrs. A.
The culinary skill of the hostess is well
M. Moon, will return to her home in Bosknown, and was verified on this occasion

Fred Greene and wife who have been

W.

W. M. Pet toe is confined to the house
with sciatic rheumatism.
at

E. E. Hammond and W. O. Johnson are
Mr. Hammond's home for a few weeks,

Alvah Preble and Mrs. Lizzie Mulhcrn

MT. DESERT FERRY.

of

Boston,

healthy,
family.

his

school

at

Miss Madge
Moon left Monday for
Boston to enter the conservatory of music.
Mrs. Gertrude Lounder, w ho has been
visiting her sister in West Trenton, is
home.

L. F. Jordan had two car loads of wood
from Nicolin last week, and W. W.
Jellison two from Tunk pond.
come

An Incentive.
“Won’t you try to love

P. A. A. Killam will speak in the
Thursday evening. He will
be accompanied by Rev. J. E. Cochrane,
who will hold special meetings for a
while.
C.
Feb. 21.
Rev.

The most
popular
food in the world because it does
most
and costs least.

BIRCH HARBOR.
H. O. Rice and wife returned Friday
from a visit in Franklin.

*,

VALUABLE VETERINW

KRZSiftKST"10

TUTTLE'S ELIXIR
««sj:c taws

people suffer

seetn

strange that

year In and year out

so

many
with ec-

zema?
bottle of a simple wash stopi
itch and will surely convince any pa-

A 25-cent
the

tient.

This wash La composed of mild tod
soothing cil of wintergreen mixed with
thymol and glycerine, etc., and known u
D. D. D. Prescription. We do not know
how long the D. D. D. Laboratories will
continue the 25c offer, as the remedy is

A Blunt Answer.
Mother (to her daughter*—Ton'd betregularly sold only in fl.00 bottles, and has
He la a ! never before been
ter accept Peter, my dear.
put on the market on
nice boy, though he may not be handany special offers.
some. After all, good looks fade, don't
If you want relief to-night try a bottle
Father—Rather!—Filethey, papa?
at 25c on our personal recommendation.
geode Blatter.
E. G. Moore.

Mrs. J. W. Pettee and daughter Lottie
have returned from a visit in Sorrento.
Mrs. Joan Sargent, of South Gouldsboro,
visited her grandson, Alton Bunker, last
week.
was

he

“I have tried,” she replied kindly,
bat firmly.
"My rich aunt has Just died.” he
went on.
“In that case, dear, I will try again.”
—Pock.

_

W. F. Davis

pKkam. I0t ;
'.'“JwUr
famil* mm pKhana. 5c.

Does it not
me?”

sighed.

schoolhouse

adept.

rugged

latj.

8.

Howard Carter closed
West Sullivan Friday.

a

Bast Lig led Body Wash.

called to Steuben Sun-

day by the illness of his mother, Mrs.
ninety-third year.
Services were held at her home, con- William Leighton.
:
ducted by Rev. U. A. Purdy in a most imThe residence ol Mrs. Celia E. Stevens
ton this week.
by the delicious refreshments served. A
manner.
Several selections were was the scene of a quiet wedding SaturFrank Gordon, of Weeks Mills, who ac- pressive
table holding gifts from friends showed
read, “The Burial of an Aged Person” and ! day evening, when Mrs. Stevens and Calcompanied the remains of his brother
A variety of valuable
offerings.
Still With Thee”. Lovely flowers ! vin Lawrence, of West Gouldsboro, were
Harold here, has been calling on old “Still,
The program later in the evening inwere sent from her nephews and nieces in
married by Rev. E. 8. Drew. Only memcluded a poem by Ellsworth Hastings, 1 friends and relatives the past week. He ;
Boston, and a large sheaf of wheat from ; bers of the immediate family were presaolos by Mrs. Watson and Miss Dunn, returned home Saturday.
Mrs. Otis Hinman, now in California, and ent.
Feb. 21.
M.
whistling solo by Mrs. McKenzie, to her
her old and now silent piano was decoFeb. 21.
C.
own
piano accompaniment. “O Italia!
rated with flowers on this occasion.
NORTH HANCOCK.
Italia! Beloved”
was
M’KINLEY.
finely rendered
Feb. 21.
C.
Miss Gladys Tracy, of Franklin, recently
iby members of a class of “Concert of
P. W. Richardson & Son pat in their
CRANBERRY ISLES.
Hations”. C. E. Dwelley gave a song in visited her sister, Mrs. Charles Googius.
supply of ice last week.
Mrs. McMrs. Ralph Bowley and two children, of
costume, and was recalled.
Master Philip Bunker spent the weekCapt. Charles Robbins, of schooner
Kenzie and young son were very pleasing West Sullivan, are visiting at F. H. Strat- end with Master Russell Bunker.
Northern Light, is home.
in a duet for piano and harmonica. Master ton's.
From the ice-cream social for the bene- I
The Christmas clab will meet with Mrs.
McKenzie is a musical prodigy. With
Mrs. Lottie Stewart has gone to West fit of the church Wednesday |20 was realM. A. Holmes, of Tremont. A picnic supper
training, his friends predict a bright El Is worth to spend the winter with her ized.
wiU be served.
future awaiting
him.
Miss
Evelyn son, Lester Crockett.
Harvey Bulger arrived home Sunday
The ladies’ aid society of Bass Harbor
Dwelley, accompanist, demonstrated her
William Stewart died Feb. 18, after a from Pensacola, where he has spent the
t-akill as a pianist of unusual anility.
was entertained by
Mrs. Frank Manand painful illness of tuberculosis.
winter.
long
A parlor dance was enjoyed by several
chester
Wednesday.
Dainty refreshFuneral services were held Thursday foreMiss Velma Stanley, who returned home ments were served.
noon at the house, Rev. P. A. A. Killam,
from Castine on account of illness, is out
Feb.
fRcfckaL
21._P. M.
of Ellsworth, officiating.
again. She will return to graduate in the
Feb. 21.
Anon.
BARTLETT'S ISLAND.
spring.
Mrs. Lois Bartlett is recovering from
J. Y. Spurling is still ill, but all hope to
FRANKLIN ROAD.
pneumonia.
see him out again soon.
Friends of Mr9. G. L. Joy regret to
Eugene Hay, of Calais, has been visiting
Mrs. Charlie Stanley attended the local
know of her serious illness.
union at Bar Harbor, also visited her his brother, George.
w’ho
is
ill
of
Mrs. A. E. Foren,
typhoid mother at Otter Creek. Mr. and Mrs.
George Duffy and wife, of Seaville, are
There Is a Heap of Solace in Be- fever, is slightly improved.
Stanley have just moved into their new visiting relatives here.
Norris Savage, of Egypt, is working for home here, and they have the best wishes
Feb. 16.
JL.
ing Able to Depend Upon a
Daniel McKay in the woods.
for a long and happy married life.
THE MONT.
Well-Earned Reputation.
Miss Effie McFarland, who recently
The community was shocked Monday
Postmaster Rich, who has been ill a
went to Bangor to.cook in the Belmont
morning by the death of Joseph Richard
house, was severely scalded with hot fat Harding, who had been ill of pneumonia week, is improving.
Miss Sylvia M. Rich visited her brother
recently.
but a few days. Mr. Harding was taken
G.
Feb. 21.
For months Ellsworth readers have seen
ill Thursday with grip and pleurisy. Satur- Leslie in Rockland last week.
the constant expression ot praise for
Giles Farley, of Portland, spent a few
day pneumonia developed, and he passed
NORTH LAMOINE.
Doan’s Kidney Pills, and read about the
away Monday morning at 4 o’clock. Mr. days last week with his parents, Thomas
Newell Tripp has returned from Presque Harding was one of our most respected Farley and wife.
good work they have done in this locality.
Not another remedy ever produced such Isle, where he has been employed.
townsmen.
He was sixty years of age.
Feb. 18.
Kin.
convincing proof of merit.
He leaves a wife and three daughters,
!
Robie Norwood and family, of SouthMARLBORO.
Mrs. R. I. Moore, Ellsworth Falls, Me., west
bree brothers, two sisters, and Gilbert M.
Harbor, spent the latter part of the
Homer Wilbur, who was in Greenfield,
says: “The cure Doan’s Kidney Pills efweek w-ith Mrs. Norwood’s parents, G. H. Stanley and son Bertie who have been a
fected in my case several years ago has
part of the family. He was a member of working in the woods, out his foot and
Coggins and wife.
the Odd Fellow lodge, of Southwest Har- came home.
proven permanent, and 1 have since recomY.
Feb. 21.
|
bor.
mended this remedy to many of my friends
Mrs. Emma Wright who has been with
(
Feb. 21.
Rooney.
who have used it with good results.”
TRENTON.
her sister, Mrs. Reuel Bartlett, in EllsOn Feb. 7th, 1906, Mrs. Moore gave the *
On March 1 the sidewalk society will
worth, the past few weeks, is home.
DEER ISLE.
following statement regarding her case:
Feb. 21.
Are.
present the drama, *‘A Family Affair,” at
At
the
of
the
senior
class of the
meeting
“1 deem it a pleasure to recommend Doan’s
Evergreen hall. MuBic by Kelley’s or- Deer Isle
school
the
assignhigh
following
“Don’t get down in the mouth, old
Kidney Pills. In 1903 I underwent an
chestra, of Bar Harbor. A dance and
operation, and after that was in misery supper will follow. If stormy, the play ments of class parts were made: Valedic- man,” said the optimist. Look on, the
tory, Edith Merle Small; salutatory, bright side of things.” “That’s ail very
nearly at the time. I did not regain my will be
presented the first pleasant evenstrength and my kidneys became badly ing.
well,” mournfully replied the sufferer;
»OKE LUNGS AND RAW LUNGS.
|
| Most
disordered. The pains in my back were 1
j “but what is the bright side of a gumboil?”
Spec.
Feb. 21.
know the
and the

j

is

didn’t guess within eleven pound seven
ounces of th' weight of Wal Weaver’s r..u»tar. D&temper xml cX. Ail
big hog killed today. I guess my mind
has gone all right. I'm about all In.” ;
-Fuck.
Tultle‘1 Elixir ha* tor many jrran w> tv.
mmlaMojot .eterinvUnx uxl operator! ol
Fork*.
Tuning
It lx Quirk eud aura In eetlon. non-polioeom
The tuning fork was the Invention .-anno* Injure, pain or blemith thr Iwrae. Vni
for 111. proofa of our claims
If 1 i:r dn£
of John Stone, royal trumpeter. In ; dooun'l
keep Tuttle'., arn.l ua hi. uamr at,.: a
1811. Though the pitch of forks varies cento in a lam pa, and wo will a* ml a larce m uT
tie prepaid. Don't experiment
I let Timle'ial
■lightly with changes of the tempera- j be tan.
Aak alao for Tuttle'a Amrricau Worn
tore or by rust, they are the most ac- and Condition Pondera and Hoof Ointment
Mend ua your name, add rent and *c. .tauipnot
curate means of determining pitch, i
*
no naeaa mail you tbe Free Book.
Tuning forks are capable of being TUTTU I UIM 01. »• Oerafly IL. Bortm,
ht
limcertain
within
made of any pitch
its, but those commonly used are the
notes A and C. giving the sounds repHOME CURE FOR ECZEMA.
resented by the second and third
■paces In the treble stave.

Phoebe.

J. Johnston is patting in ice from
Ellsworth Falls.

was an

Quaker Oats

a pie tin.
"I dunno what’a the matter, but I’ve
alwus had a hunch my mind 'd go
I noIt’s cum. I guess.
some time.
ticed th' trouble fust laat week when I
plumb forget to go up an' awesr off
th' $100 assessment till It was too late.
Then I neglected to go to th’ school
meetln’ last night to fight agin the new
commissioner. But, wuss and wusa, 1

werejmarried Feb. 9 at Mr. Preble’s home,
by Fred Noyes, esq.
A candy pull was given the high school
students and others by the Misses Bartlett
Saturday evening. After the candy was
disposed of, old-fashioned games were
played.
Feb. 21.

eati

of

lng

Mrs. Georgia Robertson, of East Sullivan, has bfen visiting relatives the past
week.)
Mrs. Leona Hanna and Miss Villa Orcutt have been visiting at Wylie Hammond’s.

OBITUARY.

Her illness, which was of scarcely three
weeks’ duration, and which seemed to be a
breaking up of the forces of nature, found
her patient and uncomplaining to the last.
She was surrounded by those whom she
loved and by whom she was tenderly cared
; for. Her husband and son died several
years ago, and the only remaining member
of her father’s family is George Hinman,

plenty

Losing Hla Mind.
"Mother, guess you'd better send fer
tb' doctor,” gasped Cncle Charlie Sea
ver as he sank Into a chair and rocked
back and forth, holding hla gray head.
“Sakea alive! Ye haven't been and got
the misery In ycr head, have ye, Silas?” gasped his astonished wife, drop-

ASHVILLE.
Fletcher Martin is working at E
Doyle’s this winter.

that

_

Rex.

Feb. 21.

family

narra-

spending a week with t'iends here, leave speare?”
Wednesday for New London, Conn.,
“Yep,” waa the reply.
where Mr. Greene has employment forTEe
“And d’yer know what he talks
winter.
about?”
The young people will present a drama,
“Yep.”
“DeD maybe you can help me.”
“My Old New Hampshire Home,” at the
town hall next Tuesday evening. Special
“What la It?”
“Well, I want to know which waa de
scenery has been painted and from the
mu
cast of characters it is expected to be the
Romeo or Juliet?"—Youth’s Combest entertainment of the winter.
panion.

This community is sad at the loss of one
of its oldest citizens, Mrs. Mary A.
Franklin, who passed away Feb. 16. She
was the youngest daughter
of the late
George and Flora [Burrett] Hintnan, was
born in Sullivan, and had always lived
here. She had been a great favorite with
all, both old and young.
Possessed of a wonderfully cheerful and
buoyant temperament, she found much to
enjoy all through her life, even to the advanced age of eighty-seven years, which
she reached Dec. 13 last, on which day she
received many of her friends who congratulated her on her remarkable physical condition and her pleasant surroundings. Her cheerful and merry sayings on
that day leave a pleasant memory with
those who were present. She also played
several selections on the piano, at which
she

thrilling

experienced

ledge.

SULLIVAN HARBOR.

LAMOINE.

a

eyes sparkled, and hla whole expresFinally he
sion waa one of happiness.
turned to a worker at another desk.
“Bay, Jim,” he said, “I've got a question for you. Did you ever read Shake-

D. D. G. M. M. D. Joyce was in Bluehill
Tuesday on his official visit to the masonic

_

Miss Grace Gray, who has been teach-

nor even

The

tive of more or less correct life on the
plains. He waa reading Shakespeare.
An expression of peace and Joy waa
who
on hla face that caused tboee
knew him to wonder If he had at laat
Ills
a change of heart.

Efforts are being made to institute a
grange at North Deer Isle.
Mrs. Jasper W. Haskell, who has been
quite ill, is somewhat improved.

COUNTY

Bragdon’s sister.

Detective,"

law.

has been

®*OTtt*nnnn«.

Student of Shakespeare.
The office boy eat in the corner busily encaged In reading a book. Strange
of
to any. It was not "The Adventure#
Bunko Jim,” “Dalay Dean, the Demon

Rachel Haskell; history, Agnes Estelle
Greenlaw; prophecy, Elsie Gould Haskell;
presentation ot gifts. Boy Hendrick; address to undergraduates, Lucy Wood
Haskell; class will, Laora Frances Stinson; class poem, Annie Ooolan; essay,
Harry Bye; essay, Ledroit Barbour Green-

tlur pops*

in his

The Ways of Men.
who would be unable
ho find the family Bible If be hunted
all day would have no difficulty In putting his baud on the corkscrew, even
in the dark.—Chicago Record-Herald.

Many

a man

Pauper Notice.
contracted with the City of Ellsfor tbo#e
worth to support and
HAVING
tire
need assistance during the
wbo

care

next

may

and are legal residents of Ellsworth. I
forbid all persons trusting them on mr scconut, as there is plenty of room and accomodations to care for them at the City Farm
•'
M
house.
years

Tested and Proven.

The

_

—

?wOple

Mr. E. A, Kelley, Belvidere, 111., writes us:
“I am an ex-engineer with 23 years, active
service to my credit. About three years ago
my kidneys were affected so that I had to give
up my engine. First I was troubled with severe, aching pains over the hips. Then followed inflammation of 4he bladder, and
specks appeared before my eyes. A sample
of Foley’s Kidney Pills that I tried, so benefit ted me, that I bought more. I continued to
take them, until now I can safely testify they
have made me a sound and well man.” G. A.
Pane ebb.

***■ J. C. Lee, of
lady who

I advised a
ment.
After one
with it since.”

I

is the best
Joints and
At All

disfiguring skin eruptions, scrofula,

Ninth St.. S. E., Washington, D. C., writes:
great sufferer from neuralgia to try Sloan’s Uniapplication the pain left her and she has not been troubled
uoo

was a

remedy for Rheumatism, Stiff
Sprains and all Pains.

Drnggiita.
Tr*»u“

blood.

Burdock Blood Bitters is a cleansing blood
tonic. Makes you clear-eyed, dear-brained,
clear-skinned.—1 del.

caused
a nerve

neuralgia

Sloan's
Liniment

A PACKAGE OF MEDICINE FREE.

Most

are

Sciatica is also

of

and by its tonic effect on the nervous and
muscular tissues, gives permanent as well as immediate relief.
One Application Relieved the Pain.

Every subscriber to the paper who will write
to the address below will receive, free of expense, a package containing small boxes of
all the
following well-known medicines:
Lane’s Tea for the bowels, Kidnets for the
kidneys, Lane's Pleasant Quinine Tablets for
colds and grip, and Sherman’s Headache Remedy. Address Orator F. Woodward, Le Roy,

pimples, rashes, etc., are due to impure

nerves.

paralysis,

_

feeling,
mispeople
erable state of ill health it indicates.
All
should know that Foley's Hoaey and
ar, the greatest throat and lung remedy,
will quickly cure the soreness and cough and
restore a normal condition.
Ask for Foley’s
•*
Paechbe.
Honey and Tar.

the

Sloan’s Liniment, a
soothing external application,
stops neuralgia pains at once, quiets the nerves, relieves
that feeling of numbness which is often a warning of

_

almost unbearable and all the medicine
and doctors’ treatment had no effect whatSLEEPLESS NIGHTS.
ever. Finally I began using Doan’s KidI Many a night’s rest is spoiled by frequent
ney Pills, procured from Moore’s drug fits of coughing
sometimes by a mere tickso annoying as to
store, and they went at once to the seat of ling in the chroat that is Balsam
will cure
prevent sleep. Kemp’s
iny trouble. They not only cured the coughs if any medicine will, and will relieve
backache but built me up in general and the irritation in the throat. For all throat
and
troubles take Kemp’s Balsam. Drugcorrected the difficulty with the kidney gistslung
sell it at 26c. and 50c. a bottle.
secretions.”
More people are taking Foley’s Kidney
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Remedy every year. It is considered the most
^^ster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New York, effective
remedy for all kidney and bladder
troubles that medical science can devise.
*ole agents for the United States.
Foley’s Kidney Remedy corrects irregulariRememb&r the name—Doan’s—and take ties,
builds up the system, and restores lost
on other.
j vitality. G. A. Pamchmk.

shooting, tearing pains

by excitement of
pain.

DR. EARL S.
t

Price 2Bc„ SOc. ud $1.00.
ha. AddraM

the Hone Mat

SLOAN, BOSTON, MASS.

—

COUNTY

NEW8.

JJORTH SEDGWICK.
°* Br*PMcPheter* *®
I^v E.
had * P°Terty *upPer 61
cirol<'
mMiidf
Feb- 2.
*Uiwn house
toB“‘ BluehiU
Lois W h‘" *one
daughter, Mrs. Marks.

»oci«l in grange hall
Monday evening,
which wai well attended.
Proceeds, |21.
Mra. R. W. Nutter, who has been to
Bangor lor treatment lor her eyes, is
home.

Banking.

COUNTY NEWS.
NORTH ORLAND.
A daughter

Joseph Burton,
Is what your money will earn 11
Inreited In sliares of the
Rodney Ginn cut his thumb badly
while splitting wood last week.
W. F. Chute’s teams are hauling spool
Miss L. M. Tibbetts, of
her
Waltham, Mass.,
)ri»R
bars to the station for Rogers & Ingalls.
ol Melroee, Mim., who is spending the winter with her
I«Iie Friend,
father,
rea few days last week,
Oept. J. M. Tibbetts.
Warren Moore has gone to Eddington
A NEW SERIES
Mia town
to cut pulp wood for George Mann, of la now open. Shares, 11 each; monthly pay
Une Femme.
home Monday.
who
Holden.
mente, II per than.
Adelia Allen, of Sedgwick,
u
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
Hr. Rich has moved from the Arthur
visiting her brother, W. M.
been
^
WHT FAT RENT
Mrs. Earl Beads is visiting her
returned home.
parents Gray house, and Harry Moore and wife, of
when yon can borrow Ton your
jjen, has
at North Sedgwick.
Blue
hi
have
moved
of
M.
in.
shares, giro a first mortgage'
11,
elder
George
daughter
he
Bather t
reduoe It every month r lion
Monthly
Fred
at
the
and
died
Sylvester
wife
10,
February
have
been
Lester
and
Dana
Crockett were called to
n,n and Wife,
payments and Interest toge_
will amount to but little more
friends
in South Brooksville.
Mias
visiting
years.
Hancock
twenty-one
last
week
by the death of their
B 0, about
than you are now paying for
from the BloehUl acadMiss Evelyn Hutchins, of North
rent, and In about ten yeare you
i|ber graduated
Sedg- stepfather, William Stewart.
and spent wick, is
when seventeen years old.
visiting her grandparents, Allen
Mrs. Lorenzo Blaisdell returned home
OWN
TOON OWN HOMS.
mneic.
Boston
in
studying
Henderson and wife.
Jt vear
Friday from East Orland, where she has
of school here,
For particulars Inquire of
Miss Orendle Mason has closed her spent a few days with her husband’s
(»o*ht several terms
O. W. Tapluy. Bee’y,
woman of estimable
u was a young
school here on account of trouble with her grandfather, Guilford Blaisdell, who is ill.
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
in temperaA. W.’Knro. President.
eyes. The term will not be finished this
iuacter. kind-hearted, genial
Miss Winifred Gray, who taught at
in taste, always interested winter.
-nt, artistic
Happytown last year, is in the hospital at
and tried
‘atrtjrrttBtmnu*.
Feb. 17.
the good of the community,
C.
Belfast, where she has been operated upon
her kind words,
omake others happy by
for appendicitis. At last accounts she was
Miss
Gertie
of
is
waa
Uken
she
ill
Cole, Seavllle,
visiting
tboet two years ago
gaining.
her aunt, Mrs. Charles Henderson.
trouble, and loving hands could
meet with Miss BesSmall at the parsonage
Wednesday
Feb.
23.
evening,

sie

"raed

_

Man*

Her friends were
ol stay ds progress.
at the suddenness of her death,

afprised

missed. The funeral
be will be sadly
home Saturday afterook place at her
The casket
iood, Pastor Davis officiating.
with beautiful flowers, exru covered
and friends,
Mi»g the love of relatives
besideB her parents, one
jbe leaves
and
mother, liny, and onesister, Florence,
jlbcr near relatives who have the syin-

jalhy of

all.

Hak.

Feb. in.

Ed. Anderson and wife, of North Sedgwere the guests of Hollis Eaton and
wife last week.

W. P. Eaton, of Boston, is spending a
few days with bis father, A. W. Eaton,
who is seriously ill.
The sewing circle presented the drama,
“A Fighting Chance,” Feb. 15 and 16, to a
full house. Those in the cast were Donna
Ingalls, Clara Day, Flora Day, Alice
Eaton, Flora Hodgdon, Lulu Maddox,
Annie Eaton. Evelyn Ilutcbins, Hallie

Henderson,
Snow is

Ralph

at

Dun l*ar.

Mrs. Frank E. Wit bam is
from a recent illness.

recovering

Newell Perkins came nomc from Bangor
Ust week, ill of pleurisy.
J. W. Bowden and wife left Saturday to
visit relatives in Lamoine.
A. K. Devereux and

wife, of
guests of M. C. Devereux.
C’apt. M. W. Grmdle, is landing a large
namb.r of logs at A. K. Dodge's mill.

bride, of Bar Harvisiting Mrs. Devereux Hanson.
Mrs. Arthur P. Guilford and niece, Miss
Mildred Wardwell, of Owl’s Head, are
visiting relatives here.
Lester Hanson and
are

21._L.

I

in

was

A. E. Farnsworth and wife
from Boston Sunday.

returned

Ward and wife, of Rockland, are
risiting Weston G >lt and wife.
Edward Anderson and wife were guests
of Mrs. Emma Kane last week.
Fred

The members of the junior class of the
high school gave an entertainment and

UDuau&nuoua.

Microbes
in the

born to Mr. and Mrs. Parker
Bridges Feb. 15.
Miss Marguerite Carter was the guest of
Eva Herrick at Brookliu recently.
Mrs. George Grindle and daughter, of
North Brook 1 in, are guests of Mrs. Isaac

STATE OF

Mrs. Joan Reddy, who is spendidg the
winter with her sister, Mrs. Abbie Joyce,
at Brooklin, spent a few days at home re-

cently.
B.
_

Giles)

Scalp.

iixplanation

is

is very ill.
A. Chatto and Mrs. Busan Mosley on Saturday visited their sister, Mrs.
R. B. Carter, at Bayside, whose health is

»tbe result of conditions
brought about
■v
presence. Baldness may not occur until
years after the microbes began
a'ork, but it is certain to come sooner or

later.
The microbes cut off the
blood supply.
he> feed on the fatty matter about the

Young.
The officers of Leonard Wooster lodge,
I. O. G. T., were installed Feb. 8 by D. G.
C. T. L. S. Jordan. Nine candidates were
initiated, and one application was received.
Supper was served.
W.
Feb. 21.
Advcrtitert <n THE AMERICAN

News was received here Saturday of the
death of Mrs. Aurilla Hunt, at Wakefield,
Mass. Mrs. Hunt was the daughter of the
late Nicholas Ober, born at West Surry
about seventy years ago. For many years
she lived at Lynn, Mass., but after the
death of her husband, less than a year
ago, she moved to Wakefield. She leaves
one daughter, Ella Hunt, and one granddaughter, the child of her only son, w’ho
died several years ago. She had a strong
love for her native town and early friends,
by whom her cheery letters will be
missed.
C.
Feb. 21.
NORTH BROOKUN.
few

wife.

pleasant occasion was the pound
party arranged by Mrs. Lucy Hale for Mrs.
Anna Coombs and her son Fred, Tuesday
evening.
A very

Feb. 21.

plaintiff
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Lafy Hanscom,
By his attorney, Lynwood F. Giles.
February 15,1910.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
JONATHAN W. PENNEY, late of SEDGWICK.
in the county of Hancock, Maine, deceased,
and given bonds as the law directs. And she
has appointed Fitz H. Smith, of said Sedgwick, her agent in the State of Maine, in accordance with the provisions of Sec. 43,
Chap. 66, of the revised statutes of Maine.
All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imCarbib a. Adams.
mediately.
Haverhill, Mass., Jan. 27.1910.

THE

Albert Cpnary last week visited his son
Wiley in Bucksport and son Wilford in

SOUTH SURRY.
who has scalp or
t0 try *<*“11 “»3” Hair
Mrs. Nora Young, who has been afflicted
Tonic,
*** IBeae ingredients. If with a severe cold, is much better.
it
DOt *'Te yoa
coniPl®te aatiafactlon
Services are held at the church every
in ev
'«ry particular, we will return
every two weeks by Rev. W. H. Dunham.
y°n
,or the mere
*?“* n‘ ,or
8. W. Wilder, of Newton Center, Mass.,
g and withont
question or formality.
is at E. M. Cunningham’s for a few days
you understand that when we
sav
Tramp.
Feb. 21.
1 ®ex*U “93”
Hair Tonic will grow
k.,
* d°
not n,er to cases where the
root.
Itching piles provoke profanity, but pro".entirely dead, the pores of the fanity won’t cure them. Doan’s Ointment
“SIP closed, and the
head has the shiny cures itching, bleeding or protruding pilee
01 • blUiard ball. In cases after years of suffering. At any drug store.—
119 **,er®
!• no hope. In all other Advi.
case.
°f
RexaU “93” Hair Tonic
will grow
HOAKSK COUGHS. STUFFY COLDS,
hair, or coat the user nothing,
8,60
pain in Chest and sore lungs, are symptoms
“»t»«ndp.OO. Remember, that
you
develop into a dangerous lllnesB
0l>l*in RexaU Remedies in Ells- if thequickly
cold Is not cured.
Foley’s Honey and
Tar stops the cough, heals and eases the conour “tore
The
Hexall
Storc P-. G.
gested parts, and brings quick relief. Q. A.
Moore, cor. opp. postoffice. Pakchbb.
every

one

Reduced Winter Fares,

$3.00
Between Bar Harbor and Boston

subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estat%of
FRANK W. THOMPSON, late of PENOB-

THE

»hi„wr0Uble

d^L,0001**.11*

aski/

__

likV?ir*“C*
!

Wof,,an

~

Boottabay leavea Bar Harbor 1010
i, Mondays aud Thursdays for Seal Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Manset,
Stonlngton, North Haven and Rockland, connecting with steamer for Boston.

«learner

Steamer Catherine leaves Bluehlll 9 00 am,
and Thursdays for South Bluehlll,
Brook 11 n, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South Brooksvllle, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
connecting with steamer for Boston.

Mondays

BKTDBNINU
New turbine steel steamer Belfast leaves Boston at5 pm, Tuesdays and Fridays for Rockland.
Leave Rockland

at

5.15

a m, or ou

arrival ol

steamer from Boston, Wednesdays and Saturdays for Bar Harbor, Bluehlll, and Intermediate landings.
E. L.

Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.

then of said Amherst,
of land situate in said
Amherst, and bounded and described as follows: Beginning at a stake and stones at the
northwest corner of lot No. 15; thence east 27
degrees south thirty-one rods to a corner;
thence south 23 degrees west fifty-two rods to
a corner; thence west 4 degrees north twelve
rods and nine links to a corner; thence north
4 degrees east sixty-four rods to first-mentioned bound, containing eight acres, more or
less, according to the survey of Roswell
Bilsb>; and whereas the said Philander
Fletcher on the twenty-sixth day of January,
a. d. 1910. assigned said mortgage to the undersigned, which assignment is recorded in
said registry, in book 466, patre 458; and
whereas the condition of said mortgage has
been broken; now therefore, by reason of the
breach of the condition thereof. I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.

to Philander Fletcher,
a certain lot or parcel

Portland, Me.

■lualuie*nd
We.want

a.
April
and recorded in the Hancock county, Maine,
registry of deeds, book 141, page 494, conveyed

Co nary.

inir*nii

Am-

by

Manager.

Allie Friend has been at work*for A. R.

treatment of scalp and hair Baugor.
Mattie Dow* returned to her home in
^lyoccioe acta aa a stimulant to
J9CS'
lf bulbs
*“d has a soothing, heal- Surry Sunday to spend a few days before
nourl“l1ing influence. Alcohol is going to Ellsworth, w’here she will be em“pensable in medicine because of its ployed as table girl at the American house.
Crumbs.
Feb. 21.
preservative

d|_u

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Seth O. Hanscom, of

herst, Hancock county, State of Maine,
WHEREAS.
d. 1871,
his mortgage deed dated
8,

Trains leaving Ellsworth at 7.13 a m and 4.28
m, and arriving at Ellsworth 11.07 a m, 10.52

,.

for its power to restore natural
human hair when loaa of color
'bMn “used
by a disease.
“orax, because of its well defined soft*n<* cleansing
is most

—

11 10 12 40
P M

|7
t7

8TATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb’y II. A. D. 1910.
Upon the within writ. Ordered: That
the Plaintiff give notice to the Defendant to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth, within and for the County of Hancock,
on the Second Tuesday of April A. D. 1910,
by publishing an attested copy of said writ
and this order thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth in our County of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
days at least prior to the second Tuesday of April next, that he may there and
then in our said Court appear and answer to
Wm. P. Whitehocse,
said suit.
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

tU 84

4 50
6 40 12 50
Portland.ar
9 05 5 30
Boston.ar | 8 00
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

Boston.lv

05
12
15
25
45
62
57
10
19

hair, through which the blood
p. ni. connect with Washington Co. Ry.
■»
NORTH PENOBSCOT.
absorbed. Finally the
t Stops on signal to conductor.
fatty matter
“
Alonzo Shedd lost a valuable horse recont<ained, the food supply of the hair
eStops only to leave passengers from points
east
of Washington Junction,
“gone and it starves and
cently.
Anally dies.
a Stops to leave out not to take passengers.
esorcin is one of the moat effective
shovelbeen
have
Several teams
hauling
These trains connect at Bangor with through
trains on Main Line, to and from Portland,
germ-destroyers ever discovered. Beta handles to Bucksport for shipment.
Boston and St John.
aphthol is a most
absopowerful, yet
Monday night the ladies’ aid society
ute j safe
Passengers are earnestly requestly to progermicide and antiseptic which
tickets before entering the trains, and
gave an entertainment. Ice-cream, cake cure
Ellsworth to Falls and Falls to
of
development
especially
germ matter, and home-made candy were sold.
Z'ms
Ellsworth.
creates a
clean, healthy condition.
Feb.
E.
F.
BOOTHBY,
1
19._H.
oearpiue, although not a coloring
General Passenger Agent.
r or
morris McDonald.
d>'ei >a an ingredient well estabBLUEH1LL FALLS.
Vice President & General
to

fiay

BafWoaDa mb Sttamboat

Xenophon.

roots of the

art

capturing the trade.

very poor.
A pension has been granted to Mrs.
Almira Saunders, widow of John W.
Saunders, and to Mary J., widow’ of
Charles N. Beede, of Surry, |12.

George Grindle, of Seaville, is here for a
days.
A surprise party was tendered Merle
Professor I nna, of Hamburg, Germany,
Grindle Thursday Evening.
and Dr.
Satiouranrt, of Paris, France, share and George
the honor of
The young people have given
up the
having discovered the hair
micro!,...
drama which they planned to present here.
Baldness is not caused
Miss Sidney Clark and Miss Leslie Yinol,
through a few
»ceks work of these
hair microbes, but of Boston, are visiting John J. Sexton and
I alJness.

Mrs. Mary Smith is working at Milo.
Mrs. L. A. Penney, of Bangor, spent a
few days last week with her father, K. H.

Mrs. J.

MAINE.

LL.S.]
Hancock ss.—To the Sheriffs of our counties,
or either of their deputies,
GREETING:
"IITE command yon to attach the goods or
fV estate of Rufus H. Sabine, of Melrose,
Middlesex county, Massachusetts, to the
value of two hundred dollars; and Bummon
the said defendant (it he may be found in
your precinct) to appear before our justices
of the supreme judicial court, next to be
holden in Ellsworth, within and for our county of Hancock, on the second Tuesday of
April next, then and there in our said court
to answer unto Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth, a corporation existing under the laws
of Maine, and located at Ellsworth, Hancock
county. Maine.
In tne plea of the case for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth, on
the tenth day of April, a. d. 1009, by his
promissory note of that date by him signed
for value received, promised one Oeo. M.
Warren to pay him or his order in one month
from said dale the sum of twenty dollars, and
the said Geo. M. Warren thereafierwards, to
wit: oh the same day, endorsed and delivered
the said note to the plaintiff, by reason and
in consideration whereof ihe said defendant
then and there became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same sum according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of
payment has elasped.
And also for that the said defendant at Castine, to wit: said Ellsworth on the seventeenth
day of March, a. d. 1900, by his promissory
note of that date, by him signed, for value
received, promised one Geo. M. Warren to
him or bis order the sum of sixty dollars
n two months from the date thereof, and the
said Geo. M. Warren thereafterwards, to wit:
on the same
day, endorsed and delivered the
said note to tne plaintiff, by reason and in
consideration whereof the said defendant
then and there became liable and promised
the plaintiff to pay it the same sum according to the tenor of said note, and the plaintiff
avers that said time of payment has elapsed.
Yet. though often requested, the said defendant has not paid said sum but neglects so
to do, to the damage of said
(as it
says) the sum of two hundred dollars, which
shall then and there be made to appear with
other due damages. And have you there this
writ with your doings therein.
Witness, William Penn Whitehocse, justice
of said court at Ellsworth, this 9th day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

is home.

Mrs. J. A. French and Mrs. L. F.

OSeeJ

lUga; Aciicts.

is home.

Ellsworth,

epp. United Btatee Patent

GASNOW

Mrs. Howard Davis, after several days
with her parents, George Jordan and wife,
in

tw

or come

WASHINGTON, D. C.

Austin Giles, who haB been at work in

Brewer,

Practice Exclualvely.
Infringement
to
at

ItS lOmU 8treat,

SOUTH HANCOCK.

Miss Addie Ingalls, who has been visiting Miss Let tie Carter, has gone to her
home in Bluehill.

Feb. 21.

Patent and
Write

Miss Georgia Jordan baa gone to Ells-

last week.

‘hat microbes Cause

, or

|

their parents, S. E. Grindle and wife.
Mr. Phillips, the R. F. D. mail carrier,
gave orders to Hollis Willins to break out
the road from Orland town line to Surry
village, and it is now the best road we ever
saw in this part of the town.
Feb. 21.
L.

son was

Capt. Hiram Treworgy

Rockland last week.

Schools dosed Friday. High school will
continue three weeks longer.

The Latest

I Free anrioe, how to obtain patents, trade marfca, I
oopyrlghts,etc., IN ALL COUNTRIES.
I
I Business direct with Washington saves time, I
money and often the patent.

All hope
speedy recovery.
Mrs. Harry Leach and her sister, Mrs.
Herman Gray, of Biuehill, are visiting

worth to work.

recently.

BROOKUN.

Mayo

lE^wePsSsssaFSsASs^l

Mrs. I. E. Lufkin is gaining.

for her

WALTHAM.

EAST BURRY.

Mrs. J. B. Babson is ill.
A. H.

Mrs. Joen Ober is better.

of Ellsworth, were the guests of their
Bridges.
Mrs. Ella Martin, recently.
Mrs. Benjamin Spear and daughter, of sister,
Feb. 21.
H.
North
visited
her
son
Frank
Brooklin,
Lamoine,

ire

Feb.

WEST SURRY.

Mian Eva Herrick visited relatives here
A

PATENTS

B.

WEST BROOKUN.

Miss Marion Coombs spent Saturday in
Belfast.
Malcolm Wardwell is working for Dun-

bor,

Clara

C.

Fitchburg,

home from

Mass.

can

Kmmagene Bickford,
Proceeds, {30.25.

Henderson.
Feb. 21.

Mrs. David Hitchcock is ill.

Feb. 21.

wick,

Erjjal Kotiaa.
To all persons interested in either of the est»
tales hereinafter named.
At a probate ooart held at Ellsworth, In and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day of February, a. d. 1910.
following matters having been pre<
X sented for the action thereupon herein*
after indicated, it is hereby ordered that no*
tice thereof be given to all persons interested
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively In the IUa*
worth American, a newspaper published al
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the first dap
of March, .a. d. 1910, at ten of the olon
in the forenoon, and be heard thereon If they

[L. 8.]

bom to Hr. and Mrs.
Feb. 17.

was

Library circle will

legal Notice*.
STATE OF MAINE.

in

the

SCOT,
county of Hancock, deceased, and*

the law directs.
All pergiven
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted tkeieto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Cyrus K. Bridges.
Penobscot, Feb. 9, 1910.
bonds

j
i

as

Hancock si.:—To the Sheriff’§ of our counties,
or either of their deputies,
GREETINGs
K command you to attach the goods or
estate of Rufus H. Sabine and Lucy I.
▼ V
Sabine, both of Melrose, Middlesex county,
Massachusetts, to the value of five thousand
dollars; and summon the said defendants (if
they may be found in your precinct) to appear before our Justices of the supreme judicial court, next to be holden in Ellsworth
within and for our county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April next, then and there
in our said court to answer unto Union Trust
Company, of Ellsworth, a corporation existing under the laws of Maine, and located at
Ellswoith. Hancock county, Maine.
In the plea of the case, for that the said
defendants, Rufus H. Sabine and Lucy I. Sabine, at Melrose, to wit: said Ellsworth, on
the first day of February, a. d. 1907, by their
note of that date, by them signed,
promissory
for value received, jointly and severally
one Geo. M. warren to pay him, or
is order, the sum of thirty-six hundred dollars with interest six months from the dite
thereof, and the said Geo. M. Warren thereafter wards. to wit: on the same day, endorsed
and delivered the said note to the plaintiff, by
reason and in consideration whereof, the said
defendants then and there became liable and
promised the plaintiff to pay it the same
amount according to the tenor of said note,
and the plaintiff avers that said time of payment has elasped.
Yet, though often requested, the said defendants have not paid said sum but neglect
so to do, to the damage of said plaintiff (as
it says) the sum of five thousand dollars,
which shall then and there be made to
appear
with other due damages. And have you tnere
this writ with your doings therein.
Witness, Wm. Penn Whitehouse, Justice of
said court at Ellsworth, this ninth day of October, in the year of our Lord one thousand
nine hundred and nine.
John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

Eromised

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.:
Supreme Judicial Court.
In vacation. Ellsworth, Feb’y 11. A. D. 1910.
Upon the within writ, Ordered: That the
Plaintiff give notice to the defendants to appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court, to be holden at Ellsworth,
within and for the county of Hancock, on the
second Tuesday of April. A. D, 1910, by publishing an attested copy of said writ and this
order thereon, three weeks
successively in the
Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in
Ellsworth, in our county of Hancock, the last
publication to be thirty days at least prior to
the second Tuesday of April next, that they
may there and then in our said court appear
and answer to said suit.
Wm. P. Whitehouse,
Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
A true copy of the writ and order of court
thereon.
Attest:—John F. Knowlton, Clerk.
—

STATE
County

TAKEN

OF MAINE.

of Hancock ss.:—Feb. 10,1910.
on execution wherein James

A.

Robinson & Co., a corporation duly incorporated and located and having its principal place of business at Bangor, Penobscot
county, Maine, is plaintiff, and William J.
Johnston, of Amherst, Hancock county,
Maine, now commorant of Bar Harbor, in
said county, is defendant, and will be sold at
public auction on March 17. a. d. 1910, at 2
o’clock in the afternoon, at the sheriff’s office,
at the jail in Ellsworth, in said county, all
the right which the said William J. Johnston
has or had on Sept. 10, 1909, at 6 o’clock and
twenty five minutes in the afternoon, that
being the time when the same was attached
on the original writ, to redeem the following
described mortgaged real estate situated in
the town of Amherst, county of Hancock, and
State of Maine, to wit:
1.
Beginning at the northwest corner of
Elijah Richardson’s home lot near the store
occupied by William J. Johnston; thence
running easterly by the line of said Richardson’s land to the 8. W. corner of lot No. 39;
thence northerly by line of lot No. 39 to the
center of the main road leading from Amherst Corner to Aurora; thence westerly and
southerly by the center of said road to the
place of beginning, containing two acres
more or less, with the buildings thereon.
2. A certain lot or parcel of land situated
in Amherst, county and State aforesaid,
conveyed by Philander Fletcher to Jeremiah
T. Giles, by deed dated October 27, 1881. and
conveyed by said Giles to William J. John*
ston by deed dated October 14, 1885, recorded
in volume 204, page 529, of the registry of
deeds for Hancock county, State of Maine,
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Beginning at a post on the south side of the
county road near said Fletcher’s well; thence
running westerly by said county road twenty-nine rods to the county road leading to
Mariaville; thence southerly by said road
one hundred and sixty rods to a stake; thence
east four degrees south thirty-seven and a
half rods to a stake; thence northerly four
degrees east one hundred and fifty rods to a
stake; thence east four degrees south fifteen
rods to a stake; thence north ten rods to the
first-mentioned bounds, containing thirtyone and a half acres, more or less.
Said real estate is subject to a mortgage
given by the said William J. Johnston to the
Union Trust Go. of Ellsworth, dated Aug. 7.
1908, and recorded in the Hancock county
registry of deeds, book 451, page 440, on which
there is said to be due about eleven hundred
dollars.
F. O. Silsby,
Sheriff.

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
E. C. Newcomb, of Bucksport, Hancock county, Maine, by his
mortgage deed dated twenty-filth day of
September, a. d. 1908, and recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds, book 453. page
131. conveyed to W. C. Conary, of Bucksport,
said county and State, certain real estate thus
described in said mortgage:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
Verona, said county, and bounded, beginning at the center line of Verona Island at
N. E. corner of land of Hattie Hutchings and
Uriana Abbott; thence westerly by said
Hutchings’ and Abbott's laud about eighty
rods to land of Manly Abbott’s heirs; thence
northerly by said heirs’ land about twenty
rods to land of Peter Abbott; thence easterly
by said Abbott’s land about eighty rods to
said center line; thence southerly by said
center line about twenty rods to point of
starting, being same premises conveyed to me
by Addie A. Bassett by deed recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, book 425, page ‘293.
And whereas the condition of said mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of such breach of condition, I claim a
foreclosure of said mortgage.
Bucksport, Me., February 12, 1910.
W. C. Conary.

WHEREAS.

NOTICK OF FORECLOSURE.
John Howard Snyder, of
Winter Harbor,
Hancock county,
Maine, by his mortgage deed dated the first
day of May, a. d. 1903, and recorded in the
registry of deeds for Hancock county, book
393, page 105, conveyed to me. the undersigned, a certain lot or parcel of land with all
the building thereon, situated in Winter Harbor aforesaid, and described as follows,

WHEREAS,

namely:
Being that certain tract

or parcel of land
known as ana included iu tne William Rand
homestead lot, situated on tMc north side of
the town road known as Main street, containing sixty-six and one-1 alf actes, more or
less, subject to all the exceptions and reservations therein contained; for a more complete description of the premises reference is
hereby made to the m< rtgage deed hereinabove referred to.
And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken, now
therefore, by reason of the breach of the conditions thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said
mortgage and this notice is given for that
purpose.
Dated February 12, 1910.
Jesse K. Mitchell.
By his attorney, Harry I*. Crabtree.

subscriber hereby gives notice that
it has been duly appointed executor
of the last will and testament of

THE

MARGARET A. LEACH, late of BUCKSPORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds
being required by the terms of said will. All
persona having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
requested to make payment Immediately.
Kbnduskkag Trust Co.

Feb. 5,1910.

By H. E. Collett, Secretary.

subscribers

that

hereny
subscriber hereby gives notice that
THE
they have been duly appointed executors
she has been duly appointed adminisTHE
of the last will and testament of
tratrix of the estate of
HAGERTHY, late of BUCKSPORT,
county of Hancock, deceased, and

DANIEL

R.

in the
given bonds as the law directs. All persons
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all Indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Carrie M. Haorrthy.
Bucksport, Feb. 3,1916.

NAHUM B.

give

notice

GRANT, late of HANCOCK,

in

the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs.
sons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the
same for settlement, and all indebted thereto
are requested to make payment immediately.
Orlando W Foss.
Rosanna W. Grant.

Hancock, Feb. 3,1910.

npHE

see cause.

John Malone, late of Ellsworth, in said
eounty, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Carrie E. (Harrtgan) Monroe, the executrix therein named.
Hen Hayes, late of Eden, in said county*
deceased. A certain instrument purporting

to be the last will and testament of said deceased. together with petition for probato
thereof, presented by P. F. Flanagan, tho
executor therein named.
George Tirrlll, late of Dedham, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purporting to be the last will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by Sarah C. Tirrlll,
the executrix therein named.
Robert Gerry, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Charles W.
Gerry or some other suitable person be apadministrator of the estate of said
eceased presented by Charles W. Gerry, son
and heir-at-law of said deceased.
Caroline M. Rice, late of Cranberry Isles, in
said county, deceased. Petition that Wilbert
A. Rice or some other suitable person be apof said
poiuted administrator of the estate_
deceased, presented by Seth H. Rice, heir-atlaw of said deceased.
Julia A. Patten, late of Bucksport, in said,
connty, deceased. First account of Theodore
H. Smith, administrator, filed for settlement.
Frankie M. Jordan, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. First account of C harles
J. Dunn, administrator, filed for settlement.
Stephen Smallidge, late of Mount Desert,
in said county, deceased.
First account of
Augusta A. Smith and Fred A. Foster, administrators, filed for settlement.
Asa B. Young, late of Dedham, in said
county, deceased. First account of Almena
H. Young, administratrix, filed for settlement.
Edwlu C. Parker, late of Eden, in said county, deceased. First account of Olivia J. Parker, administratrix, filed for settlement.
William B. Quimby, late of Ellswoth, in
said county, deceased. First account of Edmond J. Walsh, administrator with the will
annexed, filed for settlement.
Maria T. Scammons, late of Franklin, in said
county, deceased. First account of Alice H.
Scott, executrix, filed for settlement.
Andrew J. Jordan, late of Orland. in said
First account of Merrill
county, deceased.
Trust Company, executor, filed for selt’ement.
Abby M. Fulton, an insane person of Southwest Harbor, in said county.
Petition filed
by John B. Redman, guardian, for license to
sell certain real estate of said ward, as described in said petition.

Sointed

--

nciuugiuu

n.

**--

reuoiewn,

—A-‘-

mie

or

r.aen,

in

said county, deceased.
Petition filed by
Charles W. Sargent, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate or said deceased. as described in said petition.
Qiles H. Sargent, late of Mount Desert, in
said countv, deceased. Petition filed by Walter Sargent and Roderick D. Sargent, administrators. that an order be issued to distribute
among the he*rs of said deceased,.the amount
remaining in the bands of said, administrators upon the settlement of their first account.
Sarah E. Young, late of Hancock, in said
county, deceased. Petition file 1 by RufnsH.
Young, administrator, that ar order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of said deceased, the amount remaining in the hands
of said administrator, upon tne settlement of
bis first account.
Edward P. Currier, late of Sedgwick, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Sarah A.
Currier, executrix of the estate of said deceased, that the amount of collateral inheritance tax upon eaid estate be determined by
the judge of probate.
Hiram Blaisdell, late of Orland, in said
Petition that Alpheus H.
countv, deceased.
Blaisdell or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Alpheus H. Blaisdell.
son and heir-at-law of saia deceased.
Frances B. Grindle, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Norris L.
Orindle, administrator, for license to sell certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of said Coart*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register*
STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancoek*
on the first day of February, in the
year
of

our

Lord

one

thousand nine hundred and

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament
and one codicil of
JOSEPHINE B. TILTON, late of BOSTON,
in the county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts. duly authenticated, having been
presented to the judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock tor the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, In said county of Hancock, prior to the first day of March,
a. d. 1910, that they may appear at a probate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the orieinal order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.

A

STATIC OF MAINE.

Hancock ss.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first day of February, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
STEWART KENNEDY, late of the
city, county and state of NEW YORK,
deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
state of New York, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate
for our said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed and recorded in
the probate court of our said county of Han-

A

JOHN

Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper
printed at Ellsworth, in said county of
Hancock, prior to the first day of March,
a. d.
1910, that they may appear at a
court then to be held at Ellsworth,
probate
in and for said county of Hancock, at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. b. Mahoney, Register.
STATE OF MAINE.
ss:—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
on the first
day of February, in the >ear of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and ten.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
SAMUEL M. DOWN8, late of ANDOVER,
in the county of Essex, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts, deceased, and of the probate
thereof in said Commonwealth of Massachusetts, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate lor our said
county of Hancock for the purpose of being
allowed, filed and recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks
successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed at Ellsworth, In said county
of Hancock, prior to the first day of March,
a.
d.
that they
1910,
may
aprear at
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
in and for said county of Hancoci.. at ten
o’clock in the forenoon, and thow cause, if
any they have, against the same.
EDWARD E. CHASE, Judge of Probate*
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register.
Hancock

A

subscriber

hereby gives
he has been duly appointed
THE
trator of the estate of

notice that
adminis-

ALBERT BLAISDELL, late of ORLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All persons
given bonds as the law directs
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Howard H. Blaisdbls.
Orland. Feb. 3,1910.

A BURIAL,
By MARTHA V. MONROE.
Copyright, 1909, by American Press

Asso-

ciation.}

The sun was standing low off the
coast, about to go down into a bank
at red clouds, when a French ship was
She
noticed making for the harbor.
came on until within a mile of the

Tin Pip and ttia Slip.
Too much mince pie bad done the
trick.
Little Maim:? got a pain In her sasb
and had to go to bed.
The family physician and bla top
bat called -and prescribed a pill. Maimie’s mother said very well, but the
family physician did not know Maimie.
and she was quite sure Maimie would
The family physinot take the pill.
cian said he would make It a sweet
pill, but Malmie’s mother replied that
so long as it was a pill it would be

docks, when she was brought up to no use.
the wind and the stillness was broken
was
Then the family physician
by the rattle of her anchor chain in I ■truck with a brilliant Idea. The pill
another
followed
her hawse pipes,
by
should be craftily concealed in the
rattle marking the lowering of her
center of a preserved pear and sent
■ails.
up to little Maimie to eat
On the dock were various loiterers
An hour later Malinle's mother went
There
at
the
Frenchman.
all looking
to see bow her sweetest dear was
to
balk
house
men,
were customs
ready
going on. She appeared to be going
any attempt at smuggling, free traders on excellently.
to
an
for
get
opportunity
watching
"And did my pet eat all her pear?”
goods off the new comer without pay- Inquired the fond mother.
lounchronic
and
the
ment of duties,
“Yes, mumsie,” replied the little darger, who has no business in view what“all but the nasty seed.”
ling,
officers
of
customs
chief
the
ever. The
There’s many a slip ’twlxt the pear
as
a
subordinates
general
deployed his
and the pip.—London Answers.
would post his men to be ready to
a
was
He
attack.
meet a possible
Bituminous Coal.
pompous old fellow, seemingly as anxThe first bituminous coal mined in
his
to
do
zeal
as
his
ious to display
the United States, states the United
duty by his government and ready to States geological survey, was taken
to
run
bud
any attempt
nip in the
from what is usually termed the Richgoods ashore surreptiously.
mond basin, a small area In the southsaid
a
boat,
sir."
“They are lowering
eastern portion of Virginia, near the
one of his men, saluting respectfully.
city of Richmond. This basin Is situ“Notify all the stations.” was the ated on the eastern
margin of the
not
will
doubtless
prompt reply. “It
Piedmont plateau, thirteen miles above
make
will
move till after dark, when it
tidewater, on the James river. It lies
for one of the creeks. She must be i
In Goochland, Henrico. Powhatan and
Intercepted.”
The coal beds
Chesterfield counties.
But the boat did not wait for the
are much distorted, and the coal is of
soon
as
reoff
as
darkness. She put
rather low grade when compared with
leased from the davits, and, what was
that from other districts with which
•till less anticipated, was pulled directit has to come into competition. The
ly for the dock where the chief was occurrence of coal was known in the
standing. On came the boat, bobbing Richmond basin as
early as 1700, and
up and down over the waters, whose
In 1789 shipments were made'to some
the
crests were made blood red by
At present
of the northern states.
rays of the sinking sun.
what little coal Is produced in this
"They ve got a box aboara, sir, refield is for local consumption only.—
marked a customs officer.
Scientific American.
The chief knit his brow and drew
down the corners of his mouth severeMovement of Iceberg*.
ly, indicating that any attempt to deIn the Investigation of the currents
fraud the government would go hard
round the coast of Newfoundland It
with the perpetrators, but on second
has been observed that there Is at
thought he concluded that people did times a wide difference In the direction
not attempt to smuggle thus openly
of the drift of icebergs and that of the
and relaxed.
flat or pan ice, which, having no great
“It’s a coffin, sir.” said another.
depth, is governed in its motions by
“Somebody's dead.”
the surface currents and the winds,
“Of course if there’s a coffin,” said
whereas the icebergs, the larger parts
the chief sternly, "somebody’s dead.
of which are submerged to a great
Ton don't suppose they'd be bringing
depth, follow only the movement of
tt ashore empty.”
the ocean water as a whole and are
When the boat pulled up at the foot
uninfluenced by the winds. In conseof the steps of the dock those looking
a
huge berg may often be
on took off their hats respectfully in quence
seen majestically maintaining its slow
presence of the dead. A Frenchman
advance in opposition to the wind and
with a serious expression came up, and
across the general motion of the flelda
the chief of the customs advanced to
of flat ice surrounding it The sealers
meet him.
often take advantage of this fact by
“Are you the mayor?” asked the sail
mooring their vessels to an iceberg
or in broken speech.
tn order to prevent a drift to leeward.
“I’m the collector of the port,” was
—Philadelphia Record.
the dignified reply.
“Well, monsieur, if you have the auHunting th* Kangaroo.
thority I would be obliged if you would
When brought to bay the kangaroo
grant us a permit to bury a body in
like a flash for the hunter’s
I had on board my Jumps
your cemetery.
chest and tries to crush It in with his
ship an American missionary lady,
fore feet To prevent this each man
coming home from India. She was
wears across his breast a two or three
delicate, and from the first, having
Armed with a
inch thick matting.
worn out her body in an execrable cliwith a club attachment at the
mate in the service of the Lord, I spear,
other end. they ride upon swift horses
feared that she would never complete
Into a herd. With the agility and equithe voyage.
Growing rapidly worse,
of circus riders they stand erect
she exacted a promise from me that in poise
upon their horses and use their spears
case she died before reaching port I
would not commit her body to the and clubs.
The kangaroo is able to Jump clear
deep. ‘The waves are so dreadful,’ she
As the game is bagged
over a horse.
said, ‘so merciless. Take me to the
is skinned, and the skin is stretched
shore, put me in the ground and plant it
on the ground and pegged down to pres willow beside my grave.’
The flesh furnishes
The captain paused, took out a ban- vent shrinkage.
for the camp. Bach man places
danna handkerchief and wiped his meat
his private mark upon his booty, and
eyes.
have 100 apiece they return
Pardon this emotion, monsieur, but when they
the good lady was so kind to us all. back to civilization.
Every one of my men was devoted to
Why He Starched.
her.
She converted nearly all the
The old man had evidently dropped
crew.”
In the muddy road, and he
He turned, cast a glance at the men something
for It In three minIn the boat, and they, too, showed a began searching
utes about thirty strangers had joined
similar emotion.
and every additional
“To keep my promise and to do what In the search,
additional searchers,
little I can to return the many kind- minute brought
till at last one. bolder than the rest
nesses of this admirable woman I
plucked up heart and spoke:
came far out of my way at great loss
“What are you looking, for?" he Inof time and money to leave her remains in your soil. I trust now that I quired.
“My friend.” mumbled the old man.
have told my simple story you will not
"I have dropped a piece of taffy canrefuse me.”
The chief stood listening respectfully, dy.”
“But, great Scott,” cried another of
feelingly to the recital. Though a
the crowd angrily, “why do you go
pompous man, be was a tender heartlooking for it when It will be covered
ed one, and the story moved him.
dirt?”
“Do not think, monsieur,” he said, with
“Because, my Inquisitive friend,” re“that the French are the only people
the old man, “my false teeth are
to possess that consideration for their plied
to that taffy.”
fellows which, I admit, they have to sticking
an extraordinary degree.
Permit me
Strange Hiding Place.
to thank you In the name of the
False teeth are occasionally used for
United States government for your
secretive purposes.
An eccentric old
kindness to an American lady.
Bid
boasts of a roof plate which conyour men remove the body from the lady
sists of two thin sheets of gold beboat and I will myself conduct you to
tween which a miniature copy of her
our little cemetery.”
Is Inserted. In a similar manner
He sent a messenger ahead to make will
a dyer preserves a prescription which
the necessary arrangements, and when
the coffin was brought ashore a proces- he declares he would not disclose tor
sion of melancholy sailors, nearly all a large sum.—London Mall.
In tears, wended its way slowly toEnvious.
ward the cemetery. Then after wait"Just think of it!” said the student
ing a short while for the completion
“Many men who
of the opening of the grave, the body of Immigration.
come to this country cannot write their
waa deposited, the sailors returned to
the dock and after a profusion of own names.”
“Tes,” answered Mr. Pinchpenny,
thanks on the part of the polite French
when 1 get down my check book
captain they pulled out to the vessel "and
on the first of the month I am Inclined
and soon after made sail.
At midnight a
visited the mis- to envy them.”—Washington Star.

party
sionary’s grave, took out the coffin,
and another procession proceeded inland to a desolate spot where few
passed even by day. There they ruthlessly took off the cover and removed
■lilts and lace to the value of many
thousand dollars. This they placed In
separate covers and, loading them on
a light wagon, drove off to market the
next day the remains of the sailors’
beloved missionary, they participating
in the profits.

Fixing the Break.
“They were both broken up by their
separation.’'
"But 1 understand they've effected a
reconciliation and are now
—St Louis Star.

re-paired.”

There Is no teacher like necessity; It
has been the making of man; It wakes
up his dormant faculties and stimulates to action his latent talents.

HIS SHADOWER.
By SARAH J. ATWATER.
.Copyright, 1909, by American Press

Asso-

ciation.]
In the town of Selkirk during the
reign of Henry IV. of Scotland a shoemaker sat working at his bench. From
the rear of his shop came a child's
cry. The man paused in his work and
listened. The child was hushed by its
mother, and the shoemaker went on
with his work.
Presently a woman
entered the shop. She was young and
handsome.
"I pray you, Alec," she said, "give
np this mad freak. We are not strong
enough to successfully invade England. Let the king lead an army over
the border If he likes and take the
consequences which will be sure defeat But do you stay at home. If you
go you may lose your life; If you return our people will revile you for
bringing misfortune upon them.”
“I think you are wrong, Margaret”
replied her husband. “Our people are
turning out. in great force. I alone
am to bring a hundred men to the
army of Invasion.”
“And wreck a hundred families!”
“Scotland will be the gainer.”
“Scotland will be the sufferer. I beseech you desist.”
“I have gone too far to retreat MarI would be upbraided for a
garet
turncoat”
Margaret Hume returned to the
dwelling portion of the cottage, but in
a moment returned with their baby
girl, five months old. Holding the child
up to its father, she said:
“If you are killed, Alec, In this
war who will keep me and your child

•
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Horoo Hollo.
To see a horse when ont at pastors
lolling on the ground and endeavoring
PENOBSCOT.
to torn over on his back la a common
A class of three went to destine Monsight, hot how many people have noK. A. chapter deticed that In doing this he observes day night end received
The role is that gree*.
an Invariable rule?
be always rolls over either at the first
A. E. Varnum attended the grand
or third attempt—never at the second meeting of the A. O. U. W. at Auguata
—and more than three attempts are laat week.
never made.
In other words. If the
B. E. Varnum, a atudent at Doe busihorse succeeds in rolling over at the neaa coUege, Bangor, spent Sunday here
first try. well and good—that satisfies with hia parent*.
him. Bat if the first attempt Is a failThe little daughter of Pearl Leach aud
Then
ure the second one always Is.
wife baa been aerioualy ill of ton-Uitia,
he either rolls quite over at the third
the paat two week*. All hop* for a apeedy
or gives It up.
He never makes a
recovery.
fourth. If horses are rolling on slopHr*. Ida WardweU returned home Sating ground they usually roll uphllL
Perkin* bill, where ah* baa
This Is more easy of explanation than urday from
for Mr*. Lillian Littlefield,
the strange custom regulating the been caring
As to this no who ia ill.
number of attempts.
The Methodist* and Baptists held a
adequate reason has ever been offered.
Will those ingenious people who tell us union aervice at the Methodist church
a large atwhy a dog turns around before lying Sunday .evening. There wa*
down and why ducks walk behind tendance. The next union service will be
each other In a string Instead of at the Baptist church in four weeks.
abreast explain why a horse never
The many friends of Mr*. J. B. Seller*
makes four attempts to roll over and will be pleased to learn that she ia having
never succeeds at the second?—Six- a successful recovery from the recent
change.
operation performed at the Eastern
Count tho Tlmoo

Maine general hospital, Bangor, Friday.
Diseases of Fear.
Miss Muriel Uutcbins, who is sttendiing
If you are afflicted with an unreasonschool at Casline, wa* brought to the home
able fear of anything do not waste
of her grandmother, Mrs. Helen Grindle,
time being ashamed of yourself; hurry
last Friday, suffering from tonsilitis. She
at once to a doctor, advises a writer
had been ill at Castine two weeks. As soon
in Success Magazine. A writer In the
as she is able she will be removed to her
Dietetic and Hygienic Gazette has
home in Bucksport.
|
from
a
diseases
list of fear
compiled
Woodlockk.
Feb. a.
from
that
which It appears
everything,
to
afraid
screaming at mice to being
BROOKSV1LLE.
go home in the dark. Is a well recogDella Cousins has been ill the past week.
Is
The
nized mental ailment.
tramp
L. O. Fowler is cutting stone at South
In reality a sufferer from ergopbobia.
or fear of work, often complicated Brooksrille.
with
Miss E. J. Walker returned from Boston
aquaphobla and sapophobla,
which make him shun the bathtub. Wednesday.
Slderophobla and astrophobia cause
Hollis Staples, of Lamoine, is visiting
timid ladles to go Into the closet when his
parents, J. E. St pies and wife.
It thunders and lightens. Any number
There was no ice harvested at the Maine
of people have cat and dog phobias.
Lake Ice Co.’S plant this season.
Phantophobla Is what you would have
Qaton Osgood, of Bluehill, is boarding
If you were afraid of your shadow,
while an all around unqualified cow- at Miss Emma Gray’s and working at the
ard might be called a phantophoblac. quarry.
The list Is long and Includes every
Walter Robertson and Jennie Littlefield,
human weakness except the actress' of Bluehill, were guests of L. H. Billings
horror of publicity.
and wife over Sunday.

A CHOIR

LEADER

Tills Hcvu Pe-ru-na Rid fam 0,
Catarrhal TrouhUs.

PE-RU-NA SCORES
Another

Triumph

in

Canada.

“A Relief to Breathe Freely Once
More.”

from misery?”
me appeal urougui rears iu me
man's eyes.
Gladly would he have
abandoned his Intention, but pride held
Episcopal church, write*:
He would not
him from doing so.
“I’oruna 1* a wonderful remedy far
desert his king and his country In their
catarrhal trouble*.
hour of need.
“I hare been troubled with catarrh
“Tour desire to be thought brave,
for a (?reat many years, and always trymade
desperate
Alec,” cried his wife,
ing something for It, but was able only
by his firmness, “will not supply the
to secure temporary relief until I need
to
are
bound
child whom you
support
Peruna.
forHonor,
with bread or clothing.
"Only five bottles rid my system of
for
honor
lies
where
Here is
sooth!
The engagement of Ray C. Grey, of all traces of catarrh, and I have not
Pest.
A
Useful
wife
you—dishonor In deserting your
South Brooksville, and Miss Daisy Bow- noticed the slightest trouble for sereral
Despite the fact that the spider, next den, of this place, is announced.
and baby!”
months.
stimuis
most
the
to
to
Hume
mouse,
violently
The couple parted in anger,
The poetofDce has lately been moved
"My head was stopped up, my breath
is
it
to
feminine
sensitiveness,
lating
join the force marching to battle.
from the upstairs rooms to the rooms offensive, and it la a relief to bo able la
It
character.
insect
a
an
of
very good
In the fight that ensued Alexander
breathe freely once more."
down stairs, and remodeled, making it
Hume was In the thick of the battle, feeds exclusively upon other freshly
much more convenient.
are
kinds
the
The
killed
and
Insects,
they
performing prodigies of valor.
A.
Feb. 21.
town, called here by the serious Ulma
men he had Induced to Join In the en- denounced by sanitary authorities, the
of their father, John A. Shaw.
favorite
Its
Inquarry.
housefly being
HALL Ql'ARRY.
terprise and whom he commanded,
Miae Viola M. Olson, who has been runumbers
the
him
His
service
in
reducing
cited by his example, stood by
A son ni born to Irving Babbidge snd
tting Miss Mildred H. Noyes, left Tuesnobly. One man In leathern doublet of this pest is considerable, because wile Feb. 10.
day for Charleston, where she will spend
and with a small white feather In his the spider Is always busy, and he is
A Valentine party waa held at the chapel a few days with Miae Joanns Stramoss
helmet, who had come on to the field present in countless numbers, says
evening lor the benefit of the before returning to her home in Bumrd't
just as the battle began, took position Leslie’s Weekly. The reason why he Monday
Bay, Mass.
beside him and fought with equal cour- is not more frequently seen is that be paator.
Feb. 21.
I.
Mrs. Amanda Perkins la home from
An English soldier is retiring in his habits and shuns huage as himself.
succeeded In getting very close to man society quite as much as that Southwest Harbor, where she has been
WINTER HARBOR.
Hune and was about to plunge his shuns him. He seldom bites anything calling on friends.
Mias Marcia Weston is ill of tonsilitie.
spear between the clasps of his armor but food, and even when in self deHenry Reed, wife and little daughter
when the man with the white feather fense he does assert himself the result Qracie, of North Sallivan, were in town a
Mrs. Annie Uerrith is critiesliy ill of
is no worse than a mosquito bite or a tew days last week calling on friends.
struck down the enemy.
pneumonia.
of
“The
bee atlng. The touching story
"Tour name?” cried Hume.
Mrs. Eunice McKay, of Bar Harbor, is
Friends of Edward Hillgrove have had
“Never mind my name,” replied the Spider and the Fly" was evidently ina laugh at his expense this week.
When visiting her daughter, Mrs. J. M. Gtrrisb.
tended to invite sympathy for the fly.
man who had saved hjs life.
he went to work be wore an under coat
Henry K. Frasier, who has been emWherever Hume went that day the
and a thick reefer. He came home in his ployed as fireman on a Boston steamer, is
man with the white feather went, proButtered Bids Up.
shirtsleeves, with the thermometer below home.
One of the stories which Levi Hutch- zero.
tecting him from the many perils that
When be started in to work, he
About twenty-five Odd Fellows will atbeset him and on many an occasion i ins, the old time clockmaker of Conslipped his pipe in his pocket, took off tend be district convention at Ellsworth
forestalling an enemy who was about cord, X. H.. deUghted to tell related to both coats and laid them on
the ledge.
to crush him! At last the scattered the youth of Daniel Webster.
Friday. Grindstone lodge will work the
When be looked again his coats were all
degree.
“One day,” said the old man, “while
initiatory
army gave way and fled In every diablaze.
rection before the victorious English- J I was taking breakfast at the tavern
C. T. Hooper has moved bis family Ml*
Feb. 31.
Briar.
men.
Hume, with the others, escaped kept by Daniel’s father, Daniel and his
from Booth Oouldaboro, and is occupying
from the field and for a time lay con- brother Ezekiel, who were little boys
the house of Harry Hooper during the
8ARGENTV1LLE.
His first with dirty faces and snarly hair, came
cealed to avoid capture.
better’s absence in Boston.
Elmer E. Cummings is in Portland on
thought after emerging from his hid- to the table and asked me for bread
About twenty-five friends of J. Franhing place was the soldier who had and butter. I complied with their re- business.
Un Anthony and wife gave them an oldhovered near him. Of every one he quest, little thinking that they would
Mrs. Wyer Grant is visiting friends at
fashioned surprise party at their borne et
met he Inquired if he knew of the become very distlnguiahed men. Dan- Wiscasset.
Ashvllle Wednesday evening. An enjoyfate of the man with the white feather. iel dropped bis piece of bread on the
Valorous Black and wife have been vis* able time is reported.
Had he escaped or was bis dead body sandy floor, and the buttered side, of
iting friends at South Penobscot.
Gapt. W. H. Parker, Dr. Small, F. A
lying on the field of battle? All he course, was down. He looked at it a
Howard Dodge, of Bluehill, has been Young, Joseph L. Smallidge. Herbert
could learn was that the shadower had moment, then picked it up and showed
visiting his uncle, Azor C. Dodge.
Oerriah, B. E. Tracy and D. A. Morrison
it to me, saying:
disappeared.
Mrs. Lucius Bridges, of Sedgwick, has attended the Foresters’ convention it
Humes next thought was for bis
‘What- a pity! Please give me a
wife and child. He hurried toward his piece of bread buttered on both aides; been the guest of Mrs. Charles K. Foster. Oouldaboro Thursday.
EFeb. 21.
cottage his mind filled with her proph- then if I let it fall one of the buttered
Benjamin C. Sargent and wife visited
ecies as to the misfortunes the invad- aides will be up.’”
Mrs. Sargent’s parents at Cape Rosier last
EGYPT.
ers would bring upon Scotland by their
week.
rash course and her pleadings for him
Mrs. Lena Clark and daughter tiladys,
Comet* of the Paet Century.
Mrs. Inez Grindle, who has been vis*
to take no part in it, reserving his life
of Franklin, were the guests oi Mrs.
During the nineteenth century 235 iting Mrs. Clara
Bowden, has returned to
for her and their child. He would ac- new comets were discovered as against
George Butler last week.
South Penobscot.
knowledge her superior judgment, and slxty-two in the eighteenth century.
Frank Goodwin cut his leg <tuite bsdly
Parker
of
Hinckley,
Milton, Mass., is
he would ask her forgiveness.
He The nineteenth century also beheld a
while working on the Cline lot
Saturday
a
few
days with his parents, for B. 8.
longed to fold her and their child in a greater number of large and brilliant spending
Scammon. The cot was just below
E. A. Hinckley and wife.
single embrace.
comets than did Its predecessor.
The
the knee, and required fire stitches.
Feb.
Sim.
He hoped as he approached his cot- finest of these were the comets of 1811.
°Feb. 21.
__
tage to find her looking for him. She 1843, 1858, 1881 and 1882. In the year
WEST
GOCLDSBORO.
would be at the door or he would find 1800 only one periodical comet was
WEST 8TONINGTOX.
Miss Eva Whalen spent the week-end
her on the street, coming to meet him. known,
Now many are
Halley's.
Jesse Hamblen and daughter Iris **•
He did not meet her, and she was not known, of which at least seventeen with her parents in Steuben.
visiting in Boston.
at the door of the cottage when he ar- have been seen at more than one reMrs. Emma Kingsley, who has been visMaynard and Elmer Stinson are haulrived. There was an ominous silence. turn to perihelion.
iting relatives in Bar Harbor, is home.
ing ice for W. B. Thurlow. They have fool
With a dread he could not account for
FredK. Shaw, of Old Town, and Mrs
houses nearly filled.
be lifted the latch and walked in.
Alabama’s Capitals.
Elliott N. Benson, of Bar Harbor, are in
Feb. 21.
There was no one in his work room,
When Alabama was a territory Its
and no sound came from the rear. En- capital was at St. Stephens, In WashSb&ntiMnuitta.
tering there he looked about him. ington county. The convention that
There was little light and he could dis- framed the constitution under which
tinguish no one in the room.
It was admitted Into the Union was
Presently his eyes became used to held In Huntsville, where the first legthe darkness, and he distinguished a islature met Id October, 1819, and the
man sitting in a chair.
Going to him, first governor was inaugurated. Cahahe saw on his head an iron helmet and ba became the seat of government In
Be- 1820. In 1825 the capital was removed
in the helmet a white feather.
movlng the helmet, be recognized the to Tuscaloosa, and In 1846 It was again
pale face of his wife. Their child was removed, tbls time to Montgomery.
clasped tightly In her arms. She was
dead.
Didn’t Want to Sea Much.
The coat of arms of the town of
“What are you wearing that monoSelkirk show a woman seated on a cle for?” asked the theatrical mantomb on which is placed the Scottish
ager. “Too paid to see the show?"
^
Uon. The legend about this heraldic
“Yes,’’ replied the young man, “but*
device is the story of Alexander and can see all I want of this show with
his wife Margaret Hume.
It is his- the monocle.”—Yonkers Statesman.
torically true that when King James
was about to invade England the town
Caustic.
clerk of Selkirk, William Brydone.
Saplelgb—The doctor says there's
tried his best to aid bis sovereign by
To tha ufa old reliable remedy—the tree **L. F.” Atwood’*
something the matter with my head.
Bitter*—the kind your father and grandfather uaed for all »ickness.
persuading the Scotts to enlist in the I Sharp—You surely didn’t pay a doctor
cause.
those
was
a
royal
Among
Nothing like this fifty yew old medicine for constipation, indi*
to tell you that!—Boston Transcript
chronic dyspepsia and bilious attacks. A bottle bought
gestion,
brave
a
shoemakstrong,
young man,
today will save much sickness. 35 cents a bottle at your dealers.
er, named Alexander Hume of Selkirk,
How Good He Was.
who brought a hundred men to the
Lincoln, Me.
George—Do you think I’m good
Tht L. F. Atwood** Bitter* hav* been * standard remedy
royal standard. The rest may be leg- enough for you. darling? Darling—No,
h
mj
gmndfather’e
and
lather**
for
family
end, but why the woman In the Scotch
many year*.”
George, but you’re too good for any
—Mias Elvtba E. Giraow*
coat of arms?
Bits.
other

21.__
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girl.—Illustrated

